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Abstract

Evaluating Speech-to-Text Systems and AR-glasses

Siri Eksvärd and Julia Falk

Suffering from a hearing impairment or deafness has major consequences on the
individual's social life. Today, there exist various aids, but there are some challenges
with these, like availability, reliability and high cognitive load when the user trying to
focus on both the aid and the surrounding context. To overcome these challenges,
one potential solution could make use of a combination of Augmented Reality (AR)
and speech-to-text systems, where speech is converted into text that is then
presented in AR-glasses. However, in AR, one crucial problem is the legibility and
readability of text under different environmental conditions. Moreover, different types
of AR-glasses have different usage characteristics, which implies that a certain type of
glasses might be more suitable for the proposed system than others. For
speech-to-text systems, it is necessary to consider factors such as accuracy, latency
and robustness when used in different acoustic environments and with different
speech audio.

In this master thesis, two different AR-glasses are being evaluated based on the
different characteristics of the glasses, such as optical, visual and ergonomic.
Moreover, user tests are conducted with 23 normal hearing individuals to evaluate
the legibility and readability of text under different environmental contexts. Due to
the pandemic, it was not possible to conduct the tests with hearing impaired
individuals. Finally, a literature review is performed on speech-to-text systems
available on the Swedish market. 

The results indicate that the legibility and readability are affected by several factors,
such as ambient illuminance, background properties and also how the text is
presented with respect to polarity, opacity, size and number of lines. Moreover, the
characteristics of the glasses impact the user experience, but which glasses are
preferable depends on the individual's preferences. 

For the choice of a speech-to-text system, four speech-to-text APIs available on the
Swedish market were identified. Based on our research, Google Cloud Speech API is
recommended for the proposed system. However, a more extensive evaluation of
these systems would be required to determine this.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Att ha en hörselskada eller att vara döv har flera konsekvenser på individens livskvalité. Det
påverkar vardagen i stor utsträckning och gör det svårt att delta i konversationer. Det finns redan
flera hjälpmedel för att underlätta vardagen för individer med hörselskador, exempelvis hörappa-
rater. Dock finns vissa utmaningar och problem med dessa. En möjlig lösning skulle kunna vara
att använda Augmented Reality, eller förstärkt verklighet tillsammans med ett tal-till-text-system,
där tal skulle kunna konverteras til text som exempelvis presenteras i AR-glasögon.

Augmented Reality (AR) är en teknik som möjliggör att förstärka verkligheten genom att dator-
generande information, till exempel visuella objekt, presenteras ovanpå verkligheten. En variant
av en AR-teknologi är AR-glasögon, vilket innebär att datorgenerade objekt presenteras i glasö-
gonen och sedermera förstärker användarens verklighet. Olika varianter av AR och AR-glasögon
har studerats länge, men det inte förrän under den senaste tiden som kvalitén blivit tillräckligt
bra för att kunna användas i vardagen. Idag finns flera olika AR-glasögon, med olika tekniska,
ergonomiska, visuella och optiska egenskaper, där vissa glasögon kan vara mer eller mindre läm-
pade inom ett visst användningsområde. Glasögonens egenskaper påverkar även användarens
upplevelse. Även om tekniken redan finns på marknaden kvarstår vissa problem, exempelvis
belysning, bakgrund och att synligheten av de datorgenerade objekten påverkas av förhållanden i
omgivningen. Då målet är att presentera text i AR-glasögonen är det viktiga att texten är synlig,
läslig1 och läsbar2 under flera olika förhållanden, som varierande belysning och bakgrund. Dessu-
tom bör hänsyn tas till hur texten presenteras, där faktorer som storlek, textfärg, bakgrundsfärg
bakom text samt antal rader bör beaktas.

Tal-till-text-system är också en teknik som fått genomslag under de senaste åren. Bland annat
tack vare de stora framsteg som gjorts inom taligenkänning. På den engelskspråkiga marknaden
är tekniken utbredd och det finns flera befintliga system, som Google Cloud Speech API, IBM
Watson och Microsoft Azure. På den svenska marknaden finns dock få system och utvärderingar
av dessa. Vid utvärderingar av tal-till-text-system bör man ta hänsyn till faktorer som korrekthet,
fördröjning och robusthet under olika ljudnivåer, talhastigheter och dialekter. Således bör man
utvärdera vilket svenskt tal-till-text-system som är lämpligast att använda för att översätta tal till
text med hänsyn till ovannämnda aspekter.

I detta examensarbete undersöks hur egenskaperna i två olika AR-glasögon påverkar användarup-
plevelsen med fokus på komfort, design, samt glasögonens optiska och visuella egenskaper. Vi-
dare undersöks hur belysning och bakgrund påverkar läsligheten och läsbarheten av text, samt hur
texten ska presenteras för att resultera i bäst läslighet och läsbarhet. Detta studeras genom använ-
dartester, där olika formateringar på texten presenteras under olika belysningar och med olika bak-
grund. Detta följs av en kort enkät där deltagarna får besvara frågor gällande textformateringarna.
Enkäten innehåller även frågor relaterade till glasögonens egenskaper och hur dessa påverkar an-
vändarupplevelsen för att kunna undersöka vilka glasögon som skulle vara mest lämpade för det
föreslagna systemet. Avslutande genomförs en marknadsundersökning och litteraturundersökning
över befintliga tal-till-text-system på den svenska marknaden.

Resultatet från studien visar att belysning och bakgrund påverkar synligheten och sedermera läs-
ligheten av texten som presenteras i glasögonen. Vidare påvisas det att textens formatering,
med avseende på textfärg, textbakgrund, antal rader och storlek påverkar läsligheten. Resul-
tatet visar även att AR-glasögonens egenskaper påverkar användarupplevelsen, läsligheten och
läsbarheten. Vilka glasögon som är bäst lämpade tycks dock bero på individuella preferenser. Gäl-

1Läslig eller läslighet definieras som förmågan att urskilja bokstäver från varandra.
2Läsbar eller läsbarhet definieras som hur enkelt det är att läsa och förstå texten som presenteras.



lande tal-till-text-system, indentifieras fyra stycken som finns tillgängliga på den svenska mark-
naden. Utifrån utvärderingen av tillgängliga tal-till-text-system rekommenderas Google Cloud
Speech API, baserat på tekniska egenskaper, robusthet och tillgänglighet.
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1 Introduction
"On what logical principles could one design a machine whose reaction, in response to speech

stimuli, would be analogous to that of a human being?"
Cherry (1953, s. 976)

Approximately 466 million people are suffering from deafness or hearing impairment according
to the World Health Organization (WHO), that is 6.1% of the world’s population. Moreover, more
than 1 billion young people (12-35 years) are at risk for hearing loss due to exposure of loud sound
(WHO 2020a). Deafness or being hard of hearing does not only imply having a hearing impair-
ment, it also has several consequences and affects the individual’s social life (Dye and Bavelier
2013, pp. 238).

The aids available for deaf and hearing impaired people today include both human-based solutions,
such as sign language interpretation and Communication Access Realtime Translation (CART),
as well as machine-based solutions such as sound-amplifiers and Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) (Kawas et al. 2016).

Each solution has a number of different challenges that have been recognised, regarding aspects
such as costs, availability, reliability, inaccuracy, latency and high cognitive load when the user
tries to focus on both the aid and the surrounding context (Kawas et al. 2016; Butler, Trager, and
Behm 2019).

One potential solution that could increase the quality of the daily life for people with a hearing
impairment, and at the same time minimise high cognitive load is to integrate the aid in the reality
or "enhance" the reality. This could be done by combining technology such as Augmented Reality
(AR) and a Speech-to-text system, where the speech-to-text system could translate the speech to
text which could be presented in a wearable AR-device, e.g. AR-glasses.

Already at the end of 1990s it was argued that Wearable Computing, i.e. computing apparatus
that could be worn as clothing, was in the near future. The computing device would then always
be with the user, working as a computer assistant that "sees" the world from the user’s perspec-
tive, and hence would continuously learn from the user, even when the user is not using it actively
(Azuma 1997). Starner et al. (1997) proposed several areas were the assistant could help and facil-
itate in every-day-life, like finding the way around, homographic modelling, and assist users with
disabilities e.g. visually impaired people. Mann (1997) predicted that, in the future, computing
systems could function like a second brain:

"A computer that is constantly attentive to our environment may develop situational awareness,
perceptual intelligence, and an ability to see from the wearer’s perspective and thereby assist in

day-to-day activities".
Mann (1997, pp. 31)

Starner et al. (1997) argued that sensors could be added to the device to be able to see what the
user sees, hear what the user hears, sense the user’s physical state and analyse what the user is
typing. This information could then be combined into a user model to analyse what the user is
doing and try to predict the resources needed in the near future, i.e. working like a "second brain".

AR is a variation of virtual reality, also called virtual environment (VE). In contrast to traditional
VE technologies, which completely immerse a user inside a synthetic environment, AR technolo-
gies allows the user to see the real world with virtual object superimposed or composite with
the real world (Azuma 1997). There are different ways to present AR, e.g. visual see-through,
obstructed view and projected augmented reality. Visual see-through is based on a see-through
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transparent lens where augmented information and graphics are projected on, i.e. the objects are
displayed as an overlay on the real world. Obstructed view, also referred to as video see-through,
implies that the user wears a head-mounted display (HMD) that blocks the view of the real world.
To capture the real world a camera is attached on the front of the HMD, hence, the video and the
augmented information is blended into a video feed which are projected on the display. Projected
augmented reality implies that that the augmented overlay of information or graphics is projected
from the headset or HMD onto the real world. Besides this, there exists different types of AR
systems, which could be categorised into two categories, wearable and non-wearable. Wearable
includes devices like glasses and helmets glasses, while non-wearable includes mobile devices,
stationary devices and head-up displays (Peddie 2017, pp. 7-8 29-30).

Today, wearable AR devices works much as Azuma (1997) and Mann (1997) and Starner et al.
(1997) predicted. For example, AR-glasses can be worn, and they can see what the user sees
through attached cameras, hear what the users hear through attached microphones, analyse what
the user is typing through text recognition, communicate with other devices trough wireless com-
munication, track what the user is looking at through eye-tracker and so on (Peddie 2017, pp. 51
- 52). The development of AR technology has lead to that the technology can be applied within
many areas. Peddie (2017, pp. 88-159) argues that today, AR, have potentiality to increase pro-
ductivity, efficiency, safety and experience within many areas. For example, AR could be applied
within the healthcare, education, engineering, entertainment, education and translation. Hence,
their is also a potential to use is as an aid for people with hearing impairment.

Moreover, ASR has been an active research area for over five decades. However, it is not until
recently the technology has reached acceptable quality and speech recognition rate, which are im-
portant factors, especially to enable for the users to understand a transcribed conversation. There
are several application areas for ASR, like automatic translation and voice search (Yu and Deng
2015, pp. 1-3) and it has already been proposed as a potential system to help and facilitate for deaf
and hearing impaired people (Wald 2006; Mirzaei, Ghorshi, and Mortazavi 2014; Butler, Trager,
and Behm 2019).

As mentioned above, with the recent advances in AR and ASR, there are now several tools and
systems available on the market and a similar solution have already been proposed by Berger,
Kostak, and Maly (2019). They developed a prototype of smart glasses for deaf and hearing
impaired people which was based on Google Smart glasses with Google Cloud speech API to
convert speech to text and hence visualise it in the smart glasses. However, no solution like this
exists on the Swedish market and even though some prototypes have already been presented, like
Berger, Kostak, and Maly (2019), there are many challenges left with these kinds of systems
based on AR-technologies. To engender the best experience for a combined speech-to-text and
AR system, visual, ergonomic and optical factors such as legibility and readability, comfort and
design needs be evaluated. Moreover, it needs to be investigated which speech-to-text systems on
the Swedish market that is most suitable for the proposed system.
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1.1 Project Background
This master thesis is a part of the Vinnova funded project "Speech-to-Text System using Aug-
mented Reality (STAR)" (Dnr: 2019-04590), conducted at RISE Research Institute of Sweden,
Kista, Stockholm in cooperation with "Hörselskadades riksförbund" (HRF). The aim of the project
is to develop a demonstrator and to investigate conditions for an Augmented Reality based speech-
to-text system, referred to as "STAR-system". The project is led by Kjell Brunnström (RISE 2019).

This study within the project aims to investigate visual, optical and ergonomic factors of two dif-
ferent AR-glasses. Moreover, the aim is to identify which speech-to-text systems that are available
on the Swedish market and evaluate which system would be most appropriate to use in order to
develop an aid for people who are deaf or hard of hearing that transcripts spoken conversations
into text, presented in the AR-glasses.

1.2 Research Goal
The legibility and readability in AR-glasses are affected by many aspects such as: technical, visual
and optical characteristics of the AR-glasses, the environmental context, ambient illuminance,
background, the text presentation, positioning of the text and the users perception. These will
be described further in the background theory, Section 2. The objective of this thesis is hence to
evaluate visual, optical and ergonomic conditions for a speech-to-text system with the help of AR
that presents text in AR-glasses for hearing impaired individuals under different environmental
conditions. Moreover, which text presentation that gives the best legibility and readability and
hence results in the best user experience will be evaluated. Finally, which speech-to-text system
that would be most appropriate to use for transcribing spoken conversations in AR-glasses, with
respect to accuracy, latency and robustness is investigated. More specifically, the study intends to
examine three overarching factors of the intended STAR-system.

• How should text be presented in AR-glasses to result in the best legibility and readability?

• Which AR-glasses results in best overall user experience with respect to ergonomic, visual
and optical conditions?

• Which speech-to-text system would be most appropriate to use with AR-glasses when real-
time speech to text transcription is required?

1.3 Delimitations
This thesis has been written during the most intense period of the COVID-19 pandemic, which has
seriously compromised the selection of participants and the experimental setup. This is described
further in Section 4.1.6.

Due to some technical problems in combination with the pandemic the objective has changed
from developing a demonstrator, to evaluating the AR-glasses individually and which speech-to-
text system is most appropriate to implement in the STAR-system. This will be evaluated further
in Section 4.3.

1.4 Thesis Structure
The thesis is structure as followed; first an initial background and introduction to the thesis were
presented together with the research goals and delimitations in Section 1 Introduction above. In
Section 2 Background Theory, relevant background theories, earlier and related research within the
areas of perception, augmented reality, legibility and readability of text as well as automatic speech
recognition and speech-to-text system are presented. The research questions and hypotheses that
are aimed to be answered are revealed in Section 3 Research questions and Hypotheses. In Section
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4 Method, the methods used for the fulfilment of the project are explained. Moreover, the design,
experimental setup and the procedures of the user tests are presented. The results of the user tests
and evaluation of the speech-to-text systems are revealed in Section 5 Results. This is followed by
Section 6 Discussion, where the results and the implications of these are discussed together with
background theories and earlier research. Finally, the conclusion, prospects and recommended
future research is presented in Section 7 Conclusion
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2 Background Theory
In this section the relevant background and earlier research will be described. First the percep-
tual properties of the human perception which are related to the technical solutions available as
assistive devices will be presented. This will be followed by a description of the characteristics of
AR-glasses, both with regards to image displays and optics as well as to how the characteristics
affect the user. Then, previous studies conducted on the legibility and readability of text presenta-
tions will be reviewed. Lastly, background information will be given on the use cases of ASR and
important considerations of speech-to-text systems.

2.1 Perception
To be able to evaluate peoples experience of AR-glasses and of speech-to-text systems, one im-
portant factor is the understanding in how people percept information, referred to as Perception.
Perception is the experience of the world and occurs in conjunction with an action. The experi-
ence is a result from stimulation of senses (Goldstein 2011, pp. 50-55), such as sight, hearing and
taste. These experiences are converted from real-world information into electric information that
is processed by the brain, hence perception is the way the brain interpret this information (Privitera
2020).

Perception mostly operates in the context of information supplied by multiple sensory modalities.
Earlier research has indicated that information from various sensory modalities are integrated,
combined and treated as a unitary representation of the world. The stimuli is greater when various
modalities are combined than for individual stimulus. For example, accuracy of identifying a
spoken word in a noisy surrounding is higher for the audio-visual condition than the auditory-
alone condition (Lachs 2020). Since the visual experience in AR is mainly dependent on the
visual perception, it is important to understand more about how the human vision system works
and hence, understand how perception works with AR-glasses. Moreover, auditory perception is
relevant both to understand how humans perceive sound and speech, to be able to understand how
a speech-to-text system could function similar to the human ear and to gain more understanding in
the cause and impact of deafness or hearing impairment. Hence, the visual and auditory perception
will be described more extensively below.

2.1.1 Vision

Visual perception is the process of acquiring knowledge about the environmental objects and
events. This is done by extracting information from the light that are being emitted or reflected
(Palmer 1999, pp. 5). One could also explain vision as a sensory modality that transforms light
into psychological experience of the world. It starts with the eye a complex optical sensor. Light,
or photons, enters the eyes where it goes through a serie of optical elements where it is being
refracted and focused (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 3).

The anatomy of the eye can be observed in Figure 1. The cornea is where the light enters the eye.
After the lighting been passing through the cornea, a portion of the light passes through the pupil.
The pupil is a hole that lets the light strike the retina. The size of the pupil can be varied in brightly
lit conditions, the pupil contracts in size, while in low lit conditions, the pupil expands to allow
more light to enter (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 3). This phenomena is called dark adaption. Dark
adaption could result in different visual experience of the same physical environment at different
stages of adaption (Palmer 1999, pp. 6-7).
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Figure 1: The anatomy of the eye. Source: NVISION 2020

After passing the pupil, the light enters the crystalline lens. The crystalline lens can take different
shapes, e.g. when looking off in distance the lens assumes a flattened shape which provides maxi-
mum focal length of distance viewing. Meanwhile, when looking at near-field object the lens will
resume a more rounded, biconvex shape. This process, which lets an observer rapidly switch focus
between objects at different depths of fields is referred to as accommodation. After the crystalline
lens, the light enters the interior chamber of the eye, the vitreous body, which is filled with a clear
gel-liked substance. This liquid has perfect properties to enable easy passage of light (Aukstakal-
nis 2016, Chapter 3).

From the vitreous body, the light enters the more perceptual part of the eye, and the process of
being converted from waves into a form that allows us to "see" begins. The visual perception
begins when the eye is focusing light onto the retina. The retina is a multilayered sensory tissue
that covers about 65% of its interior surface of the eye. Rods and cones are the photo receptors of
they eye. Rods are responsible for vision at low light levels and motion detection, while cones are
active at higher light levels and responsible for our colour sensitivity (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter
3) and detecting fine details (Buetti and Lleras 2020). The impulses from the rods and cones stim-
ulate bipolar cells, which in turn stimulate ganglion cells, and then continues through the optic
nerve and disk, and to the visual centres in the brain (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 3).

Perceptual issues caused by inaccurate perception of depth is a common problem within AR (Dras-
cic and Milgram 1996), hence how humans perceives depth will be described more extensively. As
mentioned above, accommodation is one way to perceive depth, however, there are many different
triggers (also referred as to depth cues) that are believed to enable perception of depth. Vergence is
one of the most powerful depth cues and implies that the eyes are simultaneously rotating around
their vertical axis in opposite direction. When looking at an object in the near field, the eyes con-
verge, i.e. rotates towards each other. When looking at an object in a far field, the eyes diverge, i.e.
rotate away from each other. Vergence is tightly coupled with accommodation and both processes
are important within VR and AR. Since the depth of view is simulated, and makes the user fo-
cusing (accommodating) on a surface within inches of the eyes, it has been argued that this could
cause visual och physical discomfort for the user (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 3).

Binocular perception also provides one of the most important depth cues. It derives from looking
with two eyes, each from a slightly different vantage point. The eyes perceive two slightly (in
most cases) horizontally shifted versions of the same scene and the shift can extracted by the brain
(called disparity) and interpreted as 3D depth. Another depth cue is the monocular cue which in
opposite to binocular cue, is not dependent on both eyes, instead it is triggered from light patterns
on the retina. There exist many different types of monocular cues. Motion parallax is triggered
by motions being perceived differently depending on the viewers distance and that objects that
are closer appears to move faster than objects further away. Occlusion occurs when one object
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blocks an observer’s view of another object. Blocking objects are hence perceived as being closer.
Adjustments of familiar or relative size occurs if the size of an object is known at a distant lo-
cation, then the brain can use it to estimate the distance, or the brain can use the observed size
of two objects to estimate the relative distance (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 3). Aerial perspec-
tive is triggered when the distance to an object increases and the contrast between the object and
the background decreases. Texture gradient is another monocular cue which depends on texture
and patterns which become less distinct when distance increases. Moreover, lighting/shading and
shadows can create cues, e.g. where angles and sharpness of shadows could influence perceived
depth. Smaller and more distinct shadows often indicates the object being closer while greater
depth can be influences by a larger shadow (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 3).

If depth cues are in conflict, the outcome is uncertain and could effect the performance in differ-
ent ways. For example, one cue can precedence over another, hence the weaker cues is ignored
resulting in misalignment. Also, the information from two cues could be combined, which causes
intermediate precept. If the conflict can not be resolved, a situation of rivalling cues can occur,
where one eye dominates first and then the other which causes uncertainty about spatial relation-
ships and inaccuracy. Also the subjects preferences earlier experience affects the perception of
cues in conflicts, hence the outcome can varies between individuals (Drascic and Milgram 1996).

The size and distance are complicated mechanism, and the human perceptions can differ from
"objective measures" (Drascic and Milgram 1996). However, the perceived distance or depth is
important since it helps the brain to interpret the size of an object (Goldstein 2011, pp. 50-55)
and also helps the perceiver with highly reliable information about the locations and properties of
environmental objects. The brain however, can easily be deceived and misinterpret depth, distance
and hence size. One example is the perception of the moon size (referred to as moon illusion),
which varies depending on where on the sky the moon is visible, but in fact covers the same visual
angle regardless on where on the sky it is appearing. This is challenging for the brain, e.g. that the
size of an object depends on the context and environment (Palmer 1999, pp. 6-7).

In addition to distance, the brain wants to know if the points of light that comes from one direction
differs from the light coming from another direction, referred as to contrast. For example, to find
a contour between two objects the brain tries to find the regions in the image or visual field where
the differences in light from two adjacent points differs as most. Contrast is very important since
it gives the brain information that there is something in the visual field. The perceived contrast
is adapted to the ambient illumination, this is called contrast gain. Contrast gain implies that the
visual system determines the mean contrast in a scene and represent values around the mean con-
trast, while ignoring smaller contrast differences (Buetti and Lleras 2020).

Another aspect of vision is colour vision which is the ability to distinguish among different wave-
lengths of light waves and to perceive the differences as differences in hue (Britannica 2020a).
The limits of the visual spectrum are commonly given as 380 to 740 nanometer, i.e. the colour
spectrum (Britannica 2020b). The perception of colour is affected by the intensity of illumina-
tion. For example, at very low light levels, objects being blue or green appears brighter compared
to red ones (Nassau 2020). Moreover, the brain interpret colour as the difference between two
hues. When one colour element is stronger than the other, the stronger colour is perceived and
the weaker is suppressed. Though, all people are not experiencing colour in the same way, e.g
colour-blind people, but there is also a difference in the perception of colour that could be derived
to cultural differences (Buetti and Lleras 2020).
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2.1.2 Attention and Selective attention

Attention is the ability to focus on specific stimuli or location, and selective attention refers to
focusing of attention on one specific location, object or message. One could also say that selec-
tive attention refers to human’s ability to select certain stimuli in the environment process while
ignoring distracting information (Goldstein 2011, pp. 82-87). Selective attention occurs because
humans have a limited capacity for processing information, i.e. the exclusion of certain infor-
mation is caused by an overload of the physical system, refereed as information overload (Lavie
1995; Levy 2008; Friedrich 2020).

Cognitive resources are a person’s cognitive capacity, which can be used for carrying out various
tasks. Cognitive load is the amount of a person’s cognitive resources that are needed to carry out a
particular cognitive task. There exists both low-load tasks which uses a small amount of a persons
cognitive resources and high-load tasks which uses more amount of a persons cognitive resources
(Goldstein 2011, pp. 83-87).

Keeping attention at more than one thing at the same time may be a challenging task. The phe-
nomenon of doing that is called Divided attention. Divided attention can be achieved with practice,
i.e. automatic processing. Schneider and Shiffrin (1977 in Goldstein (2011, pp. 91-92)) performed
an experiment were they let participant perform the same task 900 times and after 600 times, the
task had become automatic.

Attention is strongly related to visual perception and there exists some challenges regarding atten-
tion and visual perception. For example, inattention blindness, when observers attending to one
sequence of events, they can fail to notice another event even when it is right in front of them. Also
change detection, the lack of attention, can affect perception. For example, people find it hard to
detect differences in two images, called change blindness (Goldstein 2011, pp. 95-97).

2.1.3 Sound

Perception of sound is derived from the sense of hearing. Perceptual attributes of sound are for ex-
ample loudness, pitch and timbre. Young people with normal hearing are able to perceive sounds
with frequencies ranging from 20 Hz 20 kHz. However, the presence of one sound makes other
sounds more difficult to hear, this is called masking (Oxenham 2020). Another common phe-
nomenon is the cocktail party problem which arises when several people are speaking simulta-
neously. When several people are speaking at the same time, it becomes harder for people to
recognise what one person is saying. Cherry (1953) studied this phenomenon, by examining how
people perceived and separated two simultaneously spoken messages. For example he meant that
factors such as, which direction the sound originates from, lip-reading and gestures, different
speaking voices, mean pitches, mean speeds, accents differing and transition probabilities (subject
matter, voice, dynamic, syntax) are important. Cherry (1953) showed that when two speeches
are presented at the same time, people can recognise every word in one of the speeches, but only
certain statistical properties of the other (rejected) speech, for example, details such as language,
individuals words and semantic content are unnoticed. How people actually understand speech
could be explained by the brain’s ability to segment were a word begins and end, i.e. performing
speech segmentation. However, people can receive identical sound stimuli but experience differ-
ent perceptions. This can be explained by the fact that people are familiar with different language
which affect the persons perception (Goldstein 2011, pp. 57).

2.1.4 Hearing impairment and Deafness

Having an hearing impairment or being deaf means a partial or complete loss of the ability to ear
on one or both ears, hence it effects the perception of sound. What impact the hearing impairment
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has on the individual is affected by the degree of hearing impairment (WHO 2020a). The World
Health Organization (WHO) has categorised the degree of hearing loss into four categories:

• Slight/mild (26-40 dB) - trouble hearing and understanding soft speech, speech from a dis-
tance or speech against a background of noise.

• Moderate (41-60 dB) - difficulty hearing regular speech, even at close distance.

• Severe (61-80 dB) - only able to hear loud speech or loud sound in the environment. Most
conversational speech is not heard.

• Profound (over 81dB) - loud sounds are perceived as vibrations (WHO 2020b).

Except that the degree of hearing impairment varies, there is a broad heterogeneity of deaf pop-
ulations. When examining the impact of deafness on the brain function, the literature often dis-
tinguishes between four subgroups of deaf individuals. Deaf Native Signers are individuals that
are born into deaf families and learns sign language as their first language. Deaf Individuals with
Cochlear Implants are individuals that are born into hearing families where no one knows signed
language. Factors that likely affect performance (in clinical and language outcomes) is age at im-
plantation, pre- and postimplant hearing losses, length of time using the implant, and the type and
amount of aural rehabilitation therapy. Oral Deaf Nonsigners includes individuals that are have
hearing parents and communicate using speech and speechreading skills developed as a result of
intensive speech therapy. Deaf Users of Cued Speech are individuals using cued speech which is
an invented system for expressing the syllabic and phonological structure of spoken languages us-
ing hands positioned in specific configurations at different locations around the face & neck (Dye
and Bavelier 2013, pp. 240-242).

A hearing impairment and deafness has several consequences and affects the social life (Dye and
Bavelier 2013, pp. 238), the development of speech, and the language and cognitive skills. Ac-
cording to Sharma and Mitchell (2013, pp. 201-205) several studies have shown that the absence
of auditory input from birth also affects the way visual information is processed. These changes
can be found already in children, and affect both the behavioural and the neural levels. For exam-
ple, it has turned out that the perception and attention to the periphery of visual space is enhanced
in congenitally deaf individuals. Also visual motion evokes greater activity in deaf individuals
compared to hearing individuals, even when the attention is not directed to motion as stimulus
feature. There is also a different in the distribution of gaze and attention across the face. Hearing
individuals typically focus their attention to the top of the face, primarily the eyes while deaf in-
dividuals (more specifically deaf signers) focus attention near the mouth during conversations in
order to facilitate lip-reading. However, the colour stimuli is not affected, i.e. it is the same for
deaf and hearing individuals. (Sharma and Mitchell 2013, pp. 208).

As mentioned above, hearing impairment affects the speech development and language skills and
there is a great variation in the linguistic skills with hearing loss. It has been shown that many
children with impaired hearing also have a limited vocabulary development (due to phonetic and
phonological delay) as well lacks the awareness on how to adapt their messages according to the
characteristics of their conversations partners (Blamey and Sarant 2013, pp. 264). Moreover,
the reading speed of hearing impaired individuals has been shown to be slower than for hearing
individuals (Shroyer and Birch 1980). Results from Burnham et al. (2008) study showed that
hearing impaired individuals preferred a slower captioning rate while watching texted television.
They conducted two experiments, one where they tested for different word-per-minute (WPM)
rates (130, 180 and 230) and one where they tested for different amount of text reduction (82%,
92%, and 100%). The results from Burnham et al. (2008) first experiment showed no significant
effect of WPM, however the comprehension scores were higher for proficient readers. Also, deaf
people had a higher comprehension score compared to hearing impaired people. In the second
experiment, more proficient readers also had a higher comprehension mean scores. Hence, it
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could be concluded that more proficient readers comprehend captions better than less proficient
readers, i.e. reading grade level is highly correlated with caption comprehension. Also, people
with a hearing impairment appears to be affected by caption rate and text reduction in a different
way to deaf users. However, both Shroyer and Birch (1980) and Burnham et al. (2008) emphasise
difficulties in measuring reading speed for different groups since it depends on several factors,
such as reading level, age, degree of hearing loss as well as differences among subgroups of deaf.

2.2 AR-glasses
Augmented reality (AR) glasses are intended to add information to the normal visual environment
(as in contrast to Virtual reality glasses, which provide a complete visual environment, blocking
out the "real environment"). AR-glasses therefore have a significantly smaller field of view (FoV)
than VR-glasses. A smaller FoV also means that there is a smaller amount of data needs to be
processed, which in turn allows for smaller and lighter devices (Eisenberg and Jensen 2020). To
create the best user experience, the essential characteristics of AR-glasses are the optics and the
image display, these will be described more in detail below.

2.2.1 Image display and Optics

There are different types of images display categories. One that defines the characteristics of AR-
glasses is the display ocularity, i.e. if the display serve one or two eyes. There are three types of
ocularity; monocular, binocular or biocular. A monocular display provides a single view channel
for one eye, i.e. the display is positioned in one of the glasses (i.e. in front of one eye). A biocular
display provides a single view channel for both eyes, and binocular provides two separate viewing
channels for the eyes. There are some advantages and disadvantages with respective technology. A
monocular display is considered to be least distracting and easiest to align with respect to the eyes,
however, it has a smaller FoV, no stereo depth cues, reduced perception of low-contrast objects,
it lacks immersion, risk of binocular rivalry and possible eye-dominance issues. Biocular has no
visual rivalry and are useful for close proximity training that requires immersion, however, they
still have a limited FoV and no stereo depth cues. Finally, binocular has stereo images, binocular
overlap, larger FoV, most depth cues and sense of immersion, however, disadvantages are that the
technology is complex, sensitive to alignment (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 4), and can cause more
"blind spots" on the environment (Woods et al. 2002).

The display technology is also an important category. Siegenthaler et al. (2012) states that the
image quality of electronic screens is the most critical factor in terms of legibility. This includes
among other things, the screen resolution (Miyao et al. 1989) and the brightness (Humar, Gradišar,
and Turk 2008). Even though, Sietenthaler et al.’s (2012) arguments mainly are related to tradi-
tional electronic displays, the quality of the display is also considered important for AR-displays
(Eisenberg and Jensen 2020).

There exists different types of display technologies. Liquid Crystal Displays Panels (LCDs) has
been used for a long time in AR- and VR-displays. LCDs do not emit their own light, hence the
light must be provided by another source. This implies that LCDs panels on AR-glasses must
rely upon illumination provided by LEDs at the edge of the display panel. Organic Light Emit-
ting Diode Panels (OLED) is a display technology that emits light when an electric current is
applied, i.e. no external light source is required (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 4). The advantages
with OLEDs is their self-emissivity, compact electronic packing and resolution. However, one
challenge with OLED displays is the overall brightness of the display. Today, more mature LED
technologies can generate a higher magnitude of luminance for the same power consumption com-
pared to OLED (Rolland et al. 2016). Lee, Zhan, and Wu (2019) also argues that OLEDs life time
significantly degrade under higher brightness levels. Digital Light Projector (DLP) Microdisplay,
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technically referred to as Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) is another display technology (Auk-
stakalnis 2016, Chapter 4). It can project efficient pattern of lights at high speed and produces high
brightness, contrast and colour fidelity (Monk 2016). The architecture and small size of DMDs
enables flexibility in their integration within near-eye displays for both AR and VR (Aukstakalnis
2016, Chapter 4). The technical properties of DLP may vary which affects the quality. With cer-
tain properties the technology may suffer from spatial segmentation of colour, causing "rainbow
effect" and also the image could be unstable under low luminace levels (Riecke, Nusseck, and
pelkum 2006).

One of the most important measurements of the display is the luminance, which is the objective
measure of the subjective impression of brightness of the display. The contrast ratio is closely
related to the luminance and is defined as the ratio of the highest luminance to the lowest lumi-
nance that the display can produce. Large contrast values indicates that the difference between
the brightest whites and the darkest blacks is larger (Goodman 2016). de Cunsel (2020) argues
that since AR-glasses are optical-see-through (OST), the luminance has a greater impact on per-
formance than for conventional displays in light conditions, and should be maximised for best
performance. However, it also depends on the environment or the context, for example, low lit
environments require lower luminance and hence, lower contrast, while brighter environments re-
quire higher luminance and contrast. Variations of luminance within the projected image is less
perceived with a background environment which allows for greater tolerance for uniformity spec-
ifications as it should consider perception rather than purely luminance ratios (de Cunsel 2020).
Other important metrics are spatial luminance, which refers to the variations in the luminance, and
colour uniformity measures whether the display shows a consistent level of luminance or colour
or not. The uniformity can be calculated as a contrast ratio of the highest and lowest luminance
area (Goodman 2016).

Other important properties and characteristics for displays are e.g. spatial resolution, pixel pitch,
fill factor, colour gamut and refresh rate. Spatial resolution refers to the number of individual
pixel elements of a display. Pixel pitch refers to the distance from the centre of one pixel to the
centre of the next pixel. Fill factor are the black space between individual pixel elements. A high
fill factor refers to minimal black spacing between pixels, while low fill factor refers to excessive
black spacing. Generally DLP have the highest fill factor among above mentioned display tech-
nologies. Colour gamut defines the colour range the display is capable of producing (Aukstakalnis
2016, Chapter 4). Finally, refresh rate defines which frequency the display pixels are updated or
refreshed. Refresh rate is either measure in frames per second (FPS) or Hz. Today’s displays
generally update from 60 to 120 Hz (Peddie 2017, pp. 202-203).

For AR-displays, the contrast is difficult to control given the nature of the real environment. Hence,
it is not necessarily the performance of the display itself one wants to measure, but instead the pro-
jected or perceived image that the display produces, which makes it more difficult to measure (de
Cunsel 2020). For example, different illumination affects the contrast perceived in the AR-glasses
(Eisenberg and Jensen 2020), also the context and the environment affect the user’s experience
of using AR-glasses. One challenge with respect to this, is how to design AR-glasses that can
be used under high illumination, e.g. outdoors. These challenges depend partly on large-scale
fluctuations in the natural lighting (from bright sun 50,000100,000 lux and starlight 0.001 0.01
lux) as well as on wide variations in background and objects in the scene (Gabbard, Swan, and
Mix 2006). For example, Gabbard, Swan, and Mix (2006) showed that under less illuminance
participants read faster than under high illuminance. This could be explain by the fact that under
very high illumination, even for a high contrast display, ambient light can wash out the content
and make the image unrecognisable (Lee, Zhan, and Wu 2019; Gabbard, Swan, and Mix 2006).
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Figure 2: Illustration of the reflective waveguide technology. Source: Kore 2018

Figure 3: Illustration of the diffractive waveguide technology. Source: Kore 2018

To project the image in AR-glasses, different technologies can be used. One technology is waveg-
uides (Heshmat 2018). Waveguides is a physical structure that enables the propagation of light
through an optical system by internal reflection (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 4), i.e. it lets the
light be transmitted from a source to the user’s eye. It is based on Total Internal Reflection (TIR)3.
There are different types of waveguides where diffractive and reflective waveguides are two types.
For diffractive waveguides, the light is entering the waveguide at a particular angle, then the light
travels through the waveguide using TIR. The surface has small ridges that diffracts the light into a
certain angle and through it outputs the image (Peddie 2017, pp. 223, Heshmat 2018). Diffractive
waveguide can be seen in Figure 3 The advantages with the technique is that it is easy to imple-
ment for smaller FoV, however it can create a "rainbow effect" and with larger FoV it can result in
higher colour non-uniformity.

With reflective waveguides the light is extracted by a semi-reflective mirror, as can be seen in
Figure 2. The advantages with reflective waveguides is that it does not suffer from colour non-
uniformity issues, however, the glass needs to be very thick which may instead distort the back-
ground (Heshmat 2018).

2.2.2 Visual ergonomics and Human factors

The use of AR-glasses (or HMD in general) can create significant perceptual problem and hence
affect the visual ergonomic (Patterson 2016; Kooi and Toet 2004; Drascic and Milgram 1996).
The visual ergonomics, or visual performance and load depends on the display technology and
which ocularity is being used. Visual load caused by the technical factors are mainly due to a
mismatch between technical properties of the AR-glasses and needs of perception (Drascic and
Milgram 1996; Menozzi 2000). As stated before, the most important for an AR system might not
but scientifically measured properties, but the perception experienced by the human visual system
(Kress 2020, pp. 34). Some of these factors related to the technical properties, design and need of

3TIR is the complete reflection of a ray of light within mediums such as glass (Britannica 2020c)
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perception that affects the visual ergonomics of AR-glasses and causes perceptual issues will be
explained below.

Field of View (FoV) is one of the most important and controversial aspects of AR-devices (Peddie
2017, pp. 195). It is the angular size of the virtual image that is visible to both eyes and is ex-
pressed in degrees (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 4). For AR-deviced (or HMD in general) it can be
difficult to measure the FoV in practice (Peddie 2017, pp. 195) and moreover, a wider FoV often
results in that it becomes more challenging to comprehensively capture all areas of the display for
measurement and to accurately assess uniformity of luminance and colour. As mentioned earlier,
for AR-glasses, the FoV is usually smaller since the intention is not to give the user an immersive
experience that fills the user’s full visual field (Eisenberg and Jensen 2020). However, a restricted
FoV can result in an incomplete and inaccurate perception of depth (Drascic and Milgram 1996).

Eye relief is the distance from the cornea to the surface of the first optical element, it defines the
distance from when the user can obtain full viewing angle of the display. It is mainly important
for users wearing contact lenses or corrective glasses (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter4). Eye relief
also affects the eye box. The eye box is the space which an effectively viewable images is formed
by a visual display, representing a combination of exit pupil size (the diameter of light transmitted
to the eye by an optical system) and eye relief distance. The eye box may vary under different
conditions, e.g. the entire display might be seen indoors or under darker illumination since the
pupil is larger, while being outside the edges of the display might become blurry since the pupil
diameter decreases (Peddie 2017, pp. 194).

Interpupillary Distance (IPD) is related to the physical design. IPD is the distance between the
centres of the pupils of the two eyes. It is an important measure for binocular view systems. Im-
proper settings related to IPD can result in image distortion which could give the user eye strain,
headaches and the onset of nausea. It can also impact the ocular convergence and result in in-
correct perception of the displayed imagery (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 4, Kress 2020, pp. 29).
Even small errors in IPD can lead to large errors and objects being wrapped in different amount,
e.g. they might appear miniature but stretched in depth (Drascic and Milgram 1996).

The factors mentioned above vary between humans. Normally adults have an IPD ranging from 56
to 75 mm, an eye box 8 - 12 mm and pupil diameter of 2 - 4 mm. This imposes challenges, either
the ergonomic design needs to be adjustable which is costly, or the glasses needs to be provided
in a range of different sizes (Peddie 2017). Other challenges with respect to the human factors
of AR-glasses are Interocular Tolarance limit, Binocular rivalry, Accommodation-Vergence mis-
match, (Patterson 2016) as well as size and distance mismatches (Drascic and Milgram 1996).

Interocular Tolerance Limits means differences in the imagery projected to the two eyes. Binoc-
ular vision systems can tolerate interocular differences with respect to contrast and luminance to
some extent before it affects the systems performance and cause binocular rivalry, visual discom-
fort and depth discrimination (Patterson 2016).

Binocular rivalry refers to a state of competition between the eyes. It happens when there are
significant interocular differences in image characteristics, for example with respect to luminance,
contrast, horizontal size and vertical size. It can occur when using monocular HMD or due to
optical misalignment with binocular or biocular systems. When it happens, the images of the two
eyes fluctuates and one eye’s view becomes visible while the other eye’s view is is not visible. The
issue makes visual processing unstable and unpredictable (Patterson 2016).
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Accomodation-vergence mismatch occurs when a user changes the vergence angle to view a
target appearing in AR, when the vergence angle may be mismatched relative to accommodative
demand. For example it can occur when diverging or converging to a depth plane that is different
from the display surface, and hence, the image on the display surface becomes blurred. It occurs
mainly under short viewing distances, hence it can be a serious problem for HMD. It has been ar-
gued that it can cause eye-strain and visual discomfort, as well as headaches and nausea (Patterson
2016). However, Drascic and Milgram (1996) argues that the effects of accomodation-vergence
mismatch is unsupported.

Size and distance mismatch occurs because of an incorrect interpretation of different depth cues.
For example, image resolution and clarity can be interpreted as perspective depth cues image and
image brightness or contrast mismatched can incorrectly be interpreted as luminance depth cues.
This can result in augmented objects and directly viewed object are perceived to have different
size or inaccurate perception of distance (Drascic and Milgram 1996).

Alignment of see-through devices, such as AR-glasses. must be especially accurate since any
misalignment becomes very visible with respect to the real world. Misalignment can also causes
that one of two images being seen double. It has been seen that people with poor vision is not as
sensitive to misalignment as people with good vision, this is probably due to the fact that people
with poorer vision (and hence limited binocular vision) are less sensitive to the proper alignment
of objects in the visual field (Kooi and Toet 2004).

Kruijff, Swan, and Feiner (2010) argue that challenges with AR (or HMD in general) that are
related to perceptual issues, also are affected by the environment or the augmentation itself. With
environmental issues, Kruijff, Swan, and Feiner (2010) argues that the structure of the environ-
ment affects all stages of the perceptual pipeline. For example, patterns in the environmental
background can limit the augmentation identification. Moreover, the colour and variety of the
environment can hinder correct perception, especially under changing illumination, which could
cause considerable problems. The illumination can also make projection difficult and affect the
quality and correcting of imaging in indoor as well as outdoor scenarios. Also Gabbard, Swan,
and Mix (2006) and Debernardis et al. (2014) mention the challenges with presenting text in AR
under different environmental conditions, such as with some backgrounds, or under certain ambi-
ent illumination. With augmentation, Kruijff, Swan, and Feiner (2010) refers to the visualisation
of augmented objects. Issues related with this include for example occlusion, i.e. visual blocking
of objects, or that objects that should be rendered behind an object appears in front of it. More-
over, the rendering quality and resolution are important factors, since differences in resolution and
clarity could be interpreted as differences in accommodation, hence leading to false stereoscopic
disparity (Kruijff, Swan, and Feiner 2010). Also exposure to too high luminance from the display
can cause eye tiredness, while high contrast might cause glare (de Cunsel 2020).

2.3 Text presentation
For electronic visual displays, presentation of legible characters and symbols for readable text is
one of the most important and in AR the presentation of text is even more crucial, hence it is
important to examine how text is optimally visualised. When examining text presentation, one
could talk about two important metrics; legibility and readability. Legibility refers to how easy it
is distinguish single characters. It is defined by the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) as the "Ability for unambiguous identification of single characters or symbols that may be
presented in a non-contextual format" (ISO 2020). Legibility is influenced by both environmental
conditions, such as lighting or vibrations (Mustonen, Olkkonen, and Häkkinen 2004); by char-
acteristics of the text, such as the font style (Beier 2012) and text size; the characteristics of the
display, such as the available contrast between characters and background; and the characteristics
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of the reader, such as age (ISO 2008b). Readability on the other hand refers to the ability to read
a block of text and is defined by ISO as "Characteristics of a text presentation on a display that
affect performance when groups of characters are to be easily discriminated, recognised and in-
terpreted" (ISO 2020). The readability is affected by many of the same factors as legibility, but is
also influenced by factors such as the length of a line, number of lines, spacing and wording (Mills
and Weldon 1983).

The effects of different text presentations on readability and legibility have been explored for a
long time, both on printed text (like books and magazines) as well as on electronic visual displays.
It has been concluded that many factors could affect the legibility and readability, like viewing
conditions, luminance, physical environment, visual artefacts, legibility of graphics and fidelity
(ISO 2011). Mills and Weldon (1983), who studied readability of text on computer screens, found
that factors such as character formatting, contrast and colour of the characters, as well as back-
ground and dynamic aspects of the screen affects. Debernardis et al. (2014) found that the quality
of the device display also is important which is consistent with Wang, Hwang, and Kuo (2012)
who got the same result when comparing the reading speed on colour e-paper display and LCD.
They also concluded that the ambient illumination is an important factor when reading on elec-
tronic visual display, the higher illumination, the better discriminating performance. Moreover,
Klose et al. (2019) argues that when designing the text style of reading user interfaces for mobile
usage, parameters like font, size weight and colour are highly important.

2.3.1 Text presentation colour

As mentioned above, one factor that could affect legibility and readability is the colour of the
characters. The perception of colour is governed by factors in the environment, such as back-
ground colour and ambient illumination (Palmer 1999, pp. 95). According to Kruijff, Swan, and
Feiner (2010), this applies for AR-glasses as well. In AR-glasses, the perception of the colour in
which the text is presented is affected by the ambient illumination, which could lead to incorrect
colour reproduction. This could affect the contrast between the text and the background. The
authors also states that patterns and composition of objects in the background environment can
affect the perception and the ability to identify what is visualised in AR-glasses. Moreover, as the
projected image becomes brighter with a brighter ambient lighting, the contrast is reduced and the
text colour can be said to become "washed out" (Gabbard, Swan, and Mix 2006).

The majority of earlier research on the effect of colour combinations on legibility has been done
on either printed text or on electronic visual displays. Humar, Gradišar, and Turk (2008) examined
the effect of colour combinations on cathode-ray tube (CRT) displays, a type of an electronic vi-
sual display, and found that yellow text on black background, white text on blue background, black
text on yellow background, white text on black background and black text on white background
gave the best legibility. In summary, it was found that bright text on dark background generally
performed better.

There has also been some research conducted on how the colour of the text affects legibility and
readability in AR. Debernardis et al. (2014) examined how text and billboard (a background be-
hind the text) colours affects the legibility depending on how bright the background is when using
OST HMD. They found that for OST HMDs, the response time was 4% lower when using a dark
background than when using a bright background. Furthermore, they stated that a white billboard
style is appropriate with any text colour (black, blue, green, red) and is also the preferred text style
among the subjects that participated in their study. Moreover, the response time when using a blue
billboard with white text was significantly lower than when using any of the other styles, both with
a dark background and a light background. Moreover, Gabbard, Swan, and Mix (2006) showed
that a white billboard with blue text, or a fully saturated green colour works best when there are
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mixed backgrounds. The authors argues that when a billboard is used behind the text, the legibility
is affected less by the real background. This is supported by research conducted by Gattullo et al.
(2015) and Debernardis et al. (2014). However, Sawyer et al. (2020) and Gattullo et al. (2015)
also argue that a billboard might occlude the background environment and suggests a billboard
where the background environment is not completely covered. The same suggestion is made by
Karamitroglou (1998) with regard to captioning on television. Kruijff, Swan, and Feiner (2010)
argues that depending on the system, a billboard behind the text may have different importance,
for example if the information presented is of great interest, a billboard might be more appropriate
to use.

In contrast to results mentioned concerning legibility with respect to text colour, other studies in-
dicates that it is the contrast and brightness between the text colour and the background colour that
affects the legibility and not the colour itself. (Radl 1980; Mills and Weldon 1983; Wang, Hwang,
and Kuo 2012; ISO 2011, pp. 4). Larger luminance contrast4 has been shown to give better leg-
ibility (Humar, Gradišar, and Turk 2008), higher accuracy and better perceived readability (ISO
2020, pp. 16-19). However, a too extreme contrast can also cause glare which can affect visual
discomfort (ISO 2011; de Cunsel 2020, pp. 5, ).

Many earlier studies that examine the effect of contrast has been done on normal electronic visual
displays. Radl (1980) has examined if there is a difference between positive polarity (dark text
on light background) and negative polarity (light text on dark background) (definition from Dillon
(1992)) on CRT-displays. The results from Radl (1980) showed that positive polarity resulted in
significantly better legibility than negative polarity. This is consistent with other research that also
have concluded that positive polarity results in better legibility than negative polarity (for example
Cushman (1986), Karamitroglou (1998), Humar, Gradišar, and Turk (2008), Shen et al. (2009),
Dobres et al. (2016), and Dobres, Chahine, and Reimer (2017). Also according to the ISO (2011,
pp. 12), positive polarity is preferred due to a less eye-strain, better readability and legibility as
well as decreased need for light-to-dark adaption for the eyes. Shen et al. (2009) refers to several
studies with results stating that a positive polarity is to prefer from a visual ergonomic perspective.
Research has also shown that there seem to be an interaction between ambient illumination and
the polarity that affects the legibility. Dobres, Chahine, and Reimer (2017) have showed that leg-
ibility is affected to a lesser extent by different ambient illumination when the polarity of the text
presentation is positive than when negative. However, when similar studies have been conducted
with AR-technologies, Debernardis et al. (2014) and Gattullo et al. (2015) have concluded that
a blue billboard and white text (negative polarity) is a more suitable option for text presentation,
which would contradict earlier studies. Also Jankowski et al. (2010) shows that negative polarity
results in significantly faster and more accurate performance than positive polarity for text in 3D
graphic.

2.3.2 Text font and Text size

In addition to colour or polarity, text font and size are essential. With respect to font, several studies
shows that sans serif fonts are superior to serif fonts when it comes to readability on electronic
displays (Gabbard, Swan, and Mix 2006; Ku et al. 2019; Klose et al. 2019). Moreover, ISO (2011)
argues that some font characteristics have been proven to make text easy to read, especially for
people with low vision. These are:

• Consistent stroke widths.

• Open counterforms.

• Pronounced ascenders and descenders.
4The ratio between higher luminance and lower luminance (ISO 2008a, pp. 4)
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• Wider horizontal proportions.

• Extended horizontal strokes for certain letterforms

The recommendations for text size differs more. According to Renkewitz et al. (2008) the mini-
mum text size is considered to be 9 pt., and the optimal 23 pt. at a 60 centimetres distance, while
Microsoft (n.d. in Klose and Schmidt (2018)) argues that the optimal text size should be 30 pt. at
2 meters. In a study conducted by Klose and Schmidt (2018) on the other hand, 30 pt. at 2 meters
was considered too small, and a better result was achieved by using 48 pt. at a 2 meters distance.
A majority of previous research on other has shown a positive correlation between larger text and
improved legibility and readability, both with regards to text presented on electronic screens as
well as printed (Mills and Weldon 1983; Bernard et al. 2003; Dobres et al. 2016; ISO 2020).

Mills and Weldon (1983) results are, however, twofold; they have shown that a larger text size
results in a shorter response time for search tasks, however a smaller text size correlates with in-
creased reading speed. Mills and Weldon (1983) thus states that the optimal text size depends
on the type of task to be performed. In contrast, Snyder & Maddoc (1978, in Kojic et al. (2020)
showed that when users choose themselves, they consider big text size to give a worse experience
than smaller text. Kojic et al. (2020) have study the preferred text size for reading in Virtual re-
ality. The participants were asked to set the worst and best combination of text parameters for
text distance, text size and contrast. The experiment was conducted with three different text sets,
one with 2 words, one with 21 words and final one with 51 words. The results showed that the
participants chose large text size together with small distance as the worst settings for reading
experience while the best settings for the reading experience depended on the length of the text.
However, there seem to be few studies that have investigated the effect of text size on the legibility
and readability in AR-glasses, but Renkewitz et al. (2008) argues that the guidelines regarding text
size on electronic screens can be applied on HMD and also states that the optimal text size is a key
factor to achieve a high readability in HMDs.

The choice of the most appropriate text size can also vary between users, partly due to age. The
vision problems that can arise as the age increases, and that usually are not corrected with ordinary
lenses/glasses are problems such as reduced contrast (Ross, Clarke, and Bron 1985) and reduced
light sensitivity. These problems affect the legibility and readability of text, and a larger text size
may thus be needed in order to achieve the same legibility and readability as for younger people
(Galitz 2007). As a result, the ideal text size with regard to legibility and readability may be
different for different users. Furthermore, Galitz (2007) believe that parameters such as text size,
style and colour should be left adjustable to the user when designing websites, partly because
different users will have different needs.

2.3.3 Text position and Text length

Text position and the length of the text are also important factors with respect to legibility and
readability. Klose et al. (2019) have studied how the text position in AR-glasses affects the user’s
ability to perceive text simultaneously as conducting tasks that requires attention on the surround-
ing as well. They conclude that in order to be able to process in parallel what is visualised in the
AR-glasses and the reality, the text should be positioned in the bottom of the glasses’ FoV if there
is a high concentration of stimuli in the lower region. This position gave the highest text compre-
hension and less perceived workload, which is also concluded by Rzayev et al. (2018). However,
Klose et al. (2019) states that when the text is positioned where there is a high concentration of
stimuli, the text position will be considered more distracting as the text occludes more of the en-
vironment where the user would want to focus their attention.
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Regarding the number of lines presented to the reader, research have reached different conclusions.
Duchnickyl and Kolers (1983) investigated different aspects of the readability of text on electronic
displays and concluded that the readability of the text increased when the number of lines increased
to up to four lines. When comparing the readability with four lines to the readability with 20 lines,
no difference was found. Peng et al. (2018) on the other hand investigated the readability of text
presented in speech bubbles in AR-glasses for people with a hearing impairment. They found that
two lines of text gave the best readability.

2.3.4 Challenges with reading in AR

There exists some challenges with respect to reading it AR, related to attention and distraction.
According to Wickens et al. (2013, pp. 340-359) factors that influence a user’s attention and the
ability to perform two activities at once, i.e. walking and reading text in AR-glasses (Klose et al.
2019), include: the difficulty of the tasks, the similarities of the tasks when it comes to perception,
i.e. vision and hearing, as well as information and execution. The more similar the tasks are, the
more difficult it seems to be. One other influence factor is task and resource management - how
much one focuses on one of the tasks, and the ease of switching between tasks.

Another challenge could be that the users get distracted by looking through a screen and hence,
just focusing on the screen and not real life. However, Mann (1997) argues that the problem gener-
ally can be managed by setting it so that the screen and the person or object are in the same depth
plane, "In fact they [the user] cannot discern whether I am looking at my screen or them" (Mann
1997).

For deaf and hearing impaired individuals, group conversation can be a challenge to engage in
(Peng et al. 2018; Jain et al. 2015). This could also be challenging to visualise in AR glasses for
example, associating utterances with correct speaker, ordering utterances from different speakers,
display optimal content length and visualising utterance from out-of-view speakers. One proposed
solution is to visualise the text as speech bubbles, associated with the speaker (Peng et al. 2018).

Also, reading in AR under different context and environments could be challenging. Rzayev et al.
(2018) explored the difference in reading on AR-glasses while walking or sitting, and how the text
should be displayed in respective context. They compared the effect of text position, presentation
type and walking. The result of the study showed that walking affects the reading speed and that
people read slower while walking. The result also showed that the participant preferred different
positions under different conditions, e.g. bottom-centred text when walking, while bottom centre
was preferred while sitting.

2.4 Automatic Speech Recognition and Speech-to-Text systems
For over five decades Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) has been an active research area. The
technology is considered to be an important bridge for better communication between humanto-
human and humantomachine. However, it is not until recently the technology has started to reach
acceptable speech recognition quality and hence, could be used in an efficient way. To develop
speech-to-text systems with low error rate of the speech recognition, one important aspect is the
training of the systems. Training these types of systems requires a lot of computational power as
well as large amount of training data and earlier obstacles for the technology have e.g. been lack
of this. With today’s computational power and availability to large training sets, as well as a better
understanding of the models used, it is now possible to develop speech-to-text systems that are
significantly faster and more accurate than previously (Yu and Deng 2015, pp. 1).
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There are several application areas for speech-to-text systems. For humantohuman communication
it could remove interaction barriers e.g. through automatic translation of different languages. This
type of automatic translation could also be integrated into other software, such as Skype, which
implies that people, speaking different languages, could communicate with each other remotely.
By transcribing speech to text, the text could be sent out to recipients through emails, instant mes-
saging or short messages. ASR could also be used within humantomachine communication, like
voice search, personal digital assistants, gaming and in-vehicle systems (Yu and Deng 2015, pp.
2-3).

Another potential area for ASR or speech-to-text systems facilitate partition in spoken conversa-
tions, as well as other scenarios, for people who are deaf and hard of hearing (Wald 2006; Mirzaei,
Ghorshi, and Mortazavi 2014; Butler, Trager, and Behm 2019). Wald (2006) argues that ASR
could facilitate for deaf and hearing impaired people during lectures through real-time captioning.
However, Wald (2006) states that a system using ASR would require some type of error correction
since the available systems back in 2006 had difficulties in obtaining an accuracy comparable to
stenography5. According to Wald (2006) "the optimal system to digitally record and replace mul-
timedia face-to-face lecture content would automatically create an error free transcript of spoken
language synchronised with audio, video and any on-screen graphical display and enable this to be
displayed in different ways in different devices." Wald’s vision is similar to a system proposed five
years later by Mirzaei, Ghorshi, and Mortazavi (2014). Mirzaei, Ghorshi, and Mortazavi (2014)
proposed a system that takes speech and instantly convert it into text which could be displayed
directly on any AR display. By using "Audio-Visual Speech Recognition" (AVSR), a combination
of audio, video and facial expressions to capture the speaker’s voice, they also manage to improve
speech recognition efficiency under conditions and in environments (like with higher noise levels)
where the speech-to-text system provides poor results.

Also Butler, Trager, and Behm (2019) proposed a system using ASR to generate real-time speech-
to-text captions during lectures for deaf and hearing impaired students. Still, however in 2019, the
authors found that speech-to-text systems still needs to be improved before being used as primary
access in classrooms. The speech-to-text systems were still too inaccurate, had too high latency
and delay. By testing and evaluating different systems, as well as conducting questionnaires and
interviews with deaf and hearing impaired students, they found that a system like that could be
beneficially as a supplementing service, but that students still are concerned with the accuracy and
readability of ASR (Butler, Trager, and Behm 2019).

Even though there is still some limitations with ASR it could be considered a better alternative
compared to other alternatives such as human captioners. Kawas et al. (2016) argues that ASR
offers a low cost-alternative compared to human captioners and resolves the issue of inconsistency
with human captioners. Moreover, Butler, Trager, and Behm (2019) argues that human captioners
may not always be available to hire.

The study conducted by Kawas et al. (2016) aimed to investigate how people who are deaf or
hearing impaired experiences real-time captioning and what a system implementing this technique
may need to improve in order to better aid people with hearing impairments. Based on the result
of their study, the authors proposed a number of requirements that a system should meet in order
to be of use for people who have a hearing impairment or being deaf. These requirements includes
factors such as high accuracy with respect to spelling, grammar and punctuation, as well as low
latency, being able to handle multiple speakers, and always being available and reliable.

5Stenography, also referred to as shorthand is a system for faster writing. Instead of writing letters, words or
paragraphs symbols are being used (Russon 2017)
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2.4.1 Architecture

The architecture of speech-to-text systems have traditionally been based on four main compo-
nents. These components include signal processing and feature extraction, an acoustic model, a
language model, and hypothesis search. The audio recorded is processed in the signal processing
component in order to extract the target feature, speech, by reducing noise and other distortions
in the audio. The acoustic model is responsible for the statistical representations of each of the
distinct sounds that makes up a word, and to output a score based on the speech features extracted
after signal processing, while the language model handles estimations of probable word sequences
(Yu and Deng 2015, pp. 4). Sometimes a pronunciation model is also added as a component, han-
dling different pronunciations of words (Wester 2003). Lastly, the hypothesis search component
combines information from the acoustic model and the language model in order to give the highest
probable text output (Yu and Deng 2015, pp. 4).

Several of the limitations of ASR is due to lack of robustness against factors such as background
noise, multiple speakers, languages, speaker characteristics (e.g. gender, dialect differences),
speech rate and differences in microphone setup (Watanabe et al. 2017; Yu and Deng 2015). One
way to improve the capability of ASR in order to achieve high accuracy is to choose a suitable
microphone setup as well as appropriate speech enhancement methods. A microphone array, con-
sisting of multiple microphones positioned in slightly different locations, allows for combining
the different signals recorded which facilitates localising and emphasising a target speech signal
(Mandel and Barker 2017). This technique is a speech enhancement method called beamforming
and is specifically used to reduce the level of noise. Each microphone signal consists of one or
several target speech signals together with other source signals containing noise and reverbera-
tion. A general consideration for most algorithms used for speech enhancements, is that they are
implemented to filter out and suppress the noise and reverberation of the source signals in order
to enhance the target speech signal. While noise is handled by different beamforming methods,
reverberation is handled by using dereverberation methods (Delcroix et al. 2017).

For mobile devices, which are used in many different kinds of environments and often in far-field
conditions and with multiple speakers, noise becomes a more prevalent factor than reverberation.
Furthermore, the noise is nonstationary (Delcroix et al. 2017). These factors pose difficult chal-
lenges for speech-to-text systems, where some speech enhancement methods and strategies are
better suited than others.

Traditional speech enhancement methods rely on several assumptions on the specific spatial con-
figuration of an acoustic scene, such as the position of and the number of microphones, as well as
the acoustic environment. If the model is trained with and adjusted to only one configuration, the
accuracy of the speech-to-text service is likely to not perform as well since the acoustic environ-
ment, positioning of microphones, and number of microphones might differ from time to time and
from user to user. An attractive speech enhancement alternative to create a robust system is hence
to use methods that does not need to rely on above assumptions. One alternative is to use a spatial
clustering method, which uses clustering to avoid the assumption of the array geometry. While
this method does not rely on the spatial location of the microphones to determine the parameters
of the beamforming (Mandel and Barker 2017), it still relies on the characteristics of the signal
and noise. One other alternative is to use beamforming networks. With beamforming networks,
all processing steps such as spatial filtering, feature learning and acoustic modelling may be deter-
mined by introducing the implementation of deep neural networks. Deep neural networks allows
the system to improve and remember the so far optimal set of beamforming weights, by training
the system with large amount of audio including varying array geometry, acoustic environments
and speaker characteristics (Xiao et al. 2017).
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The implementation of neural networks in acoustic models has also had an drastic effect on the
accuracy, reducing the word error rate (WER, described below) of speech-to-text systems signif-
icantly (Hinton et al. 2012). Furthermore, the implementation of neural networks also opens up
the possibility to train the beamforming technology and the acoustic model jointly instead of sep-
arately, allowing the system to be optimised, not component by component, but as a whole (Miao
and Metze 2017). However the most recent trend is end-to-end models, where all components used
in traditional speech-to-text systems are replaced by a single neural network. While end-to-end
solutions has not yet achieved as low latency as some other solutions, and is not yet suitable for
real-time streaming, one significant advantage is that it is a fraction of the size to the traditional
speech-to-text systems. Hence, end-to-end speech-to-text systems has the potential to be used on-
device, instead requiring transmission of audio and text between client and server (Sainath et al.
2020).

The model and architecture chosen for the speech-to-text system can greatly affect the latency,
as well as the computation power available. These factors are related to the decoding speed of
the system (Yu and Deng 2015, pp. 127-134). Other factors that may affect the latency is how
the audio is transmitted from the users microphone on the client-side to the API-endpoint on the
server-side and the network connection Zhang, Patras, and Haddadi (2019).

2.4.2 Word Error Rate

One of the most common ways to evaluate ASR systems is by measuring the WER. An error
rate above 30% is considered too high to effectively be used in speech recognition applications
(Watanabe et al. 2017). WER measures the ratio of the number of deletions, insertions and substi-
tuted words in a transcript compared to the reference transcript with the original wording, as seen
in Equation 1, where S is the number of substitutions, D the number of deltions, I the number of
insertions, N the number of words in the original text and C the number of correct words.

WER =
S+D+ I

N
(1)

This measure has however been subject to extensive critique lately as it does not necessarily cor-
relate to the readers level of understanding. The WER method does not take the context of the
word into consideration, which results in that some words that has no impact on the understanding
of the text if it is missing or incorrect, still affects the value of the ratio (Favre et al. 2013; Kafle
and Huenerfauth 2019). Furthermore, the WER can vary significantly depending on what data the
speech-to-text system has been tested on and if it contains clean audio or more challenging audio.
Another problem with WER is that the sum of S, D and I can become greater than N if there are
insertions present, and hence the WER can become greater than 100%.
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3 Research Questions and
Hypotheses

Based on the earlier research described, this study aims to answer the following research questions
and hypotheses. The hypotheses are divided into main hypotheses and interaction hypotheses
which are presented below

Research questions
Q1. How does different contrast aspects affect the legibility in AR-glasses?
Q2. How does the format of a text paragraph affect the readability in AR-glasses?
Q3. Which is the preferred text position with regard to the background in AR-glasses?
Q4. How distracting does the user perceive the text in AR-glasses?
Q5. How distracting does the user perceive the background to be when reading text in
AR-glasses?
Q6. How does the users perceive the visual comfort when reading in AR-glasses?
Q7. How does the user experience differ depending on the characteristics of different
AR-glasses?
Q8. Which speech-to-text system available in Swedish is optimal to use with AR-glasses based
on accuracy, latency and robustness, for transcription of spoken real-time conversations?

Main hypotheses
H1. The polarity of the text presentation affects the legibility in AR-glasses.
H2. The opacity of the billboard affects the legibility in AR-glasses.
H3. Ambient illumination affects the legibility in AR-glasses.
H4. The background affects the legibility in AR-glasses.
H5. The text size affects the readability in AR-glasses.
H6. The number of lines of text affects the readability in AR-glasses.

Interaction hypotheses
IH1. The interaction between ambient illumination and the polarity of the text presentation affects
the legibility in AR-glasses.
IH2. The interaction between background and the polarity of the text presentation affects the
legibility in AR-glasses.
IH3. The interaction between the number of lines and text size affects the readabiliy of text
presented in AR-glasses.
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4 Method
In order to answer the research questions, and confirm or reject the hypotheses, a user test divided
into two main test sessions were set up, as well as an evaluation based on available literature of
and documentation on the different speech-to-text systems available on the market. The sessions
in the user test were called session A and session B. For the user test, two pair of AR-glasses were
used, EPSON Moverio BT-300 (hereinafter referred to as Moverio) and Vuzix Blade (hereinafter
referred to as Vuzix). Half of the participants were assigned Moverio to use when conducting
both session A and B, while the other half were assigned Vuzix. The aim of session A was to
investigate how different contrast aspects affected the legibility when reading in AR-glasses (Q1)
by answering hypotheses H1 to H4, and IH1 to IH2. The aim of session B was to investigate
what effect the format of a text paragraph had on the readability in AR-glasses (Q2) by answering
hypotheses H5 to H6 and IH3. Furthermore, in session B the preferred text position was also
evaluated (Q3), as well as if the text presentations were perceived as distracting as an effect of
occluding the surroundings (Q4) or if the surrounding were perceived as distracting when reading
the text presentations (Q5). The visual comfort (Q6) was evaluated throughout both session A and
session B. When both sessions were completed, the participants impression of the AR-glasses and
how they differed (Q7) were evaluated by letting the group assigned to Moverio try Vuzix, and
vice versa, as well as letting them answer some final questions. The evaluation of which speech-
to-text system was the most optimal (Q8) was conducted by reading previous studies made on the
systems as well as gather and comparing the technical specifications and documentation given by
the companies deploying the systems.

4.1 Implementation of the User test
4.1.1 Study Design

In session A, the legibility was evaluated by letting the participants do a visual search task, where
they were to identify how many occurrences of a specified letter there were in a text string of 20
letters. A mixed design was used where four independent variables were used as within-variables:
the polarity, billboard opacity, ambient illuminance and background, while the between-variable
used were which AR-glasses the participant were assigned to. The data collected were the time it
took for the participants to identify the number of occurrences, and the accuracy of the identifica-
tions. Data was also collected from a questionnaire given to the participants related to the session
and the visual comfort.

In session B, the readability was evaluated by measuring the reading speed and the reading com-
prehension, as the participants silently read a number of texts in the AR-glasses and answering
comprehension questions related to the texts. A mixed design was used where two independent
variables were used as within-variables: the text size and the number of text lines. The between
variable used was the pair of AR-glasses that the participant wore during the session. The data
measured were the reading speed and the comprehension accuracy. The preferred text position,
the perception of how distracting the text was and how distracting the moving background was
when reading the text, were evaluated by letting the participants answer a questionnaire related to
the session.

When both session A and session B were completed, the participants were to try the second pair
of glasses and read text in the same format given as in session B. Quantitative and qualitative data
regarding the differences of the AR-glasses and the participants preferences were then collected
by asking the participants to answer a questionnaire.
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4.1.2 Pilot Study

Before conducting the user test, a pilot study was conducted. The pilot study was conducted with
the aim to support the choices of the opacity and polarity of the text, used as constants, in session
B, as well as the choice of backgrounds and text sizes in both sessions. Furthermore, the formula-
tion of questions and whether the length of the experiment was appropriate or not were evaluated.
Four people participated in the study, two women and two men. Three of them used Moverio, and
one used Vuzix.

For session A, the choice of text size, background images and the preferred text presentation were
evaluated. As for the text size, some participants expressed difficulties in identifying the number
of occurrences of the specified letter which resulted in session A being more time consuming och
tiring for the participants than expected. The size was hence adjusted to a one unit larger text size
than the original size. Furthermore, the choice of one of the backgrounds were adjusted due to
the original image containing larger fields of the same colour, making the participants prone to
adjust the position of the projected text by tilting their heads slightly to place the text within one
of these fields in order to facilitate reading. Although this was an interesting observation, it did
not fulfill the aim to investigate the legibility of text on the specific background - a background
with varying colours. The background was hence replaced by an image with many small fields of
mixed colours. The search time and preferred choice of text presentation was evaluated to support
the decision on what opacity and polarity to use when conducting the final version of session B.
Three out of four preferred the text presentation with positive polarity and solid opacity, which
aligned with the search times received.

For session B, the choice of text sizes and the background used were evaluated. When performing
the pilot study with Vuzix, the participant experienced major difficulties in reading the text when
using the smallest text size, but also some difficulties in reading the medium sized text. The small-
est text size was hence increased to the medium size, and the medium size was increased to the
largest sized text while the largest text was further increased in size. The original background used
for session B was a static image of a person facing the camera. One observation made during the
pilot study was, however, that the difficulty in reading increased when the background was mov-
ing. To further create a more realistic experience of reading text in AR-glasses while conversing
with a person, the static image was replaced by a muted video of a person talking to the camera
while also making hand gestures.

Furthermore all questionnaires, texts and comprehension questions were reviewed and minor ad-
justments were made to clarify some of the questions and to make the difficulty of the compre-
hension questions more balanced. One of the texts was replaced due to being perceived as slightly
politically charged.

Analysis of Pilot Study
In the end, the final design of the study was very similar to the pilot study. During the pilot
study there was no access to the same illumination equipment to control the illuminance as in the
final experiment and hence the experimental setup differed slightly. Moreover, there were not a
balanced number of participants trying each pair of AR-glasses. Vuzix was only evaluated with
one participant and was also evaluated last. During the evaluation, it appeared that the text size
was too small, but since no more pilot study was planned, it may have lead to the text size being
increased too much. Lastly, since both AR-glasses were not available at first, only the test with the
last participant included the part where the participant were to try out the other pair of glasses. If
both AR-glasses had been available during the whole pilot study, it had facilitated the evaluation
of the study design and perhaps meant that other or more improvements could been implemented.
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4.1.3 Experimental Setup of the User test

The tests were conducted in a 3x4 m sized room. The participants were seated at a table with
the two AR-glasses and two keyboards placed in front of them. A television was positioned 1.6
meters straight in front of the participants in order to display the backgrounds used during the
sessions and to display the questions in the questionnaires to the participants. The height of the
chair used was adjusted in order to place all participants eyes at the same height level relative to
the television. A computer controlled via an HDMI cable was used to manage what was displayed
on the television. Behind the participants were two dimmable light sources positioned. The set up
of the lab can be seen in Figure 4.

The illuminance level in the lab room was managed by adjusting the brightness of the two dimmable
light sources and switching the ceiling light on and off. The window in the room was covered with
black plastics and a black out curtain to prevent any outdoor lighting from affecting the illumi-
nance in the lab. The illuminance level was measured with a luxmeter multiple times throughout
the period of the user test to ensure that the level remained constant. The luxmeter was placed
horizontally and vertically at the eye level of the participants, horizontally on the table in front of
the participants and vertically at the position of the television. The brightness of the television was
set to prevent glare during the lowest illuminance condition.

Figure 4: Experimental setup. The study was performed during the COVID-19 pandemic, which is the
reason for using the mouth protection.

AR-glasses The AR-glasses evaluated in this study were provided by RISE and were, as previ-
ously stated, Vuzix (see Figure 5) and Moverio (see Figure 6). These AR-glasses were chosen as
several of their characteristics of differ and hence might have an effect on the legibility and read-
ability of text presented in the AR-glasses. The characteristics of the AR-glasses will be shortly
described in Table 1.

Figure 5: Vuzix Blade Figure 6: Epson Moverio BT-300

Some of the differences displayed in Table 1 are the device type, where Moverio is projecting the
AR in both lenses (binocular), while Vuzix only projects the AR in the right lens (monocular);
the resolution, where Moverio has 1280x720 pixels while Vuzix has 480x480 active pixels; the
waveguide technology, where Moverio BT-300 uses a reflective waveguide to reflect transmitted
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light arrays from the AR-glasses into the participants eyes, while Vuzix uses a diffractive waveg-
uide. When it comes to microphones, essential for enabling using the AR-glasses with speech-
to-text technology, Vuzix has two built-in microphones that is used for audio and video recording
(Vuzix n.d.), while Moverio has a 4 pin mini jack compatible with connectors complying to the
CTIA standards (Epson 2020a). Vuzix states that even though users can connect wired earphones
to the AR-glasses, any included microphone will not be used. Furthermore, the navigation inter-
face of the two AR-glasses differ from each other; Vuzix is using a touch pad on the outside of the
right wing of the glasses, while Moverio-BT300 uses a separate remote control to navigate in the
AR-glasses.

Table 1: Comparison of the technical characteristics of Vuzix and Moverio. Source: Epson (2020b), Epson
(2020a), Vuzix (2020b), Vuzix (n.d.), and Kyoto (2018)

Vuzix Blade Moverio BT-300

Display Device Type Cobra II DLP based display Si-OLED (Silicon - Organic
Light Emitting Diode

Display size n/a 0.43 inch wide panel (16:9)

Ocularity Monocular (right-eye) Binocular

Waveguide Diffractive Reflective

Resolution 409,400 pixels (480 x 853)
with an active 230,400 pixels
(480 x 480 window that can
be moved up or down)

921,600 pixels (1280 x 720)

Field of view 19 which can be adjusted
within a 28 window

Approx 23

Refresh rate n/a 30 Hz

Colour Reproduction 24 bit-colour 24 bit-colour

Camera 8 megapixel 5 megapixel

Connectivity WiFi, Bluetooth WiFi, Bluetooth

CPU Quad Core ARM Intel Atom x5, 1.44 GHz
Quad Core

RAM 1 GB 2 GB

Internal memory 8GB 16 GB

Android version Android 5.1.1 Android 5.1.1

Battery Life 12 hrs 6 hrs

Dimensions Headset n/a 191 x 178 x 25 (mm)

Weight Headset 90 g 69 g

Default distance of
projected image

3-4 feet n/a

Maxium brightness >1000 cd/m2 1200 cd/m2

Microphone Built-in 4 pin mini jack

The differing navigation interface was considered to be a potential error source as both were con-
sidered quite difficult to manage. Hence, to facilitate the navigation in the AR-glasses, Bluetooth
keyboards were connected to the AR-glasses. The keyboards used were Deltaco TB-630 Mini.
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Software
The software used to develop the test application was the program Unity (v. 2020.1.4f1) which is
a common tool used to develop AR applications and games (Unity 2020a). The programming lan-
guage in Unity is C#, and applications developed can easily be built on Android platforms (Unity
2020b). The application on the AR-glasses were connected to one of the test leader’s computer
through Unity’s Autoconnect Profiler which enabled the test leaders to collect data and to follow
the participants progress when conducting the tests, which was essential to be able to adjust the
illumination and background conditions at the correct moment.

Session A
As previously stated, the legibility in session A were evaluated by letting the participants do a
visual search tasks. The search task method evaluates the participants ability to locate specific
letters or words in a text or a string of letters and is a general evaluation method for measuring
legibility (Mills and Weldon 1983). By using a string of random characters, the legibility will not
be affected by the semantic meaning of a word or sentence (Beier 2012). As the aim for session
A was to investigate how different contrast factors affects the legibility, the objective of using the
visual search task is hence to evaluate the legibility with respect to solely the visual properties of
the text.

Four independent variables were manipulated in session A:

• Polarity: The polarity was either positive or negative. For the positive polarity, a white
billboard and a blue text was used (see Figure 7 and 9), while for the negative billboard, a
blue billboard and a white text was used (see Figure 8 and 10). The choice of these colours
was based on previous research on legibility in AR-glasses conducted by Gabbard, Swan,
and Mix (2006), Gattullo et al. (2015) and Debernardis et al. (2014).

Figure 7: Positive polarity, solid opacity

Figure 8: Negative polarity, solid opacity

Figure 9: Positive polarity, transparent opacity

Figure 10: Negative polarity, transparent opacity

• Billboard opacity: The billboard opacity had two opacity levels, completely solid (see Fig-
ure 7 and 8) and 50% transparent (see Figure 9 and 10). Different opacity levels were studied
based on the argumentation from Sawyer et al. (2020), who stated that a transparent bill-
board would imply good legibility but at the same time would not obstruct the background
as much as a solid billboard would.

• Illuminance: The illuminance had three different illuminance levels, high, medium and low
illuminance. The illuminance levels were supposed to represent different common lighting
levels. The high illuminance represented the illuminance outdoors under a cloudy day (1075
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lux), the medium illuminance represented "normal office lighting" (500 lux) and the low
illuminance was set to represent "public areas with dark surrounding" (20 - 50 lux) (National
Optical Astronomy Observatory n.d.). For the high illuminance level, the illuminance was
measured to 2490 lux when the luxmeter was positioned vertically at the televisions location
directed towards the main light sources, while when positioned vertically at the participants
eye location, directed towards the television, the illuminance was measured to 1300-1350
lux. For the medium illuminance level, the illuminance was measured to 575-585 lux when
positioned vertically at the television’s location, and 380-390 lux when positioned at the
participants eye location. For the low illuminance level, the illuminance was measured to
60-65 lux when positioned at the television’s location, and 15-20 lux when positions at
the participants eye location. The illuminance was also measured at other positions, all
measurements can be find in appendix, Table A.F.

• Background: There were three different backgrounds seen in Figure 11, a white background,
an abstract background with mixed colours (retrieved from Yirka (2020)), and a black back-
ground. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the environmental context, such as background,
can cause challenges of displaying text in AR-glasses (Gabbard, Swan, and Mix 2006; De-
bernardis et al. 2014; Kruijff, Swan, and Feiner 2010). Hence, the different backgrounds
were chosen to evaluate the effect of this on the legibility in the AR-glasses.

Figure 11: Backgrounds used in session A

The text font used was the sans-serif font Liberation Sans. Liberation Sans is a Unity default
font that share the same characteristics as Arial, but it does not support bold or italic style (Unity
2020c). A sans serif font style was chosen as they are the recommended style for digital screens
with regards to legibility (Gabbard, Swan, and Mix 2006; Ku et al. 2019; Klose et al. 2019). Fur-
thermore, the default brightness and depth of each AR-glasses were used throughout both sessions.

When performing the search task in session A, the participants were shown a string of 20 mixed
characters of the letters ’N’, ’M’, ’V’ and ’W’, where the specified letter to search for was the
letter ’N’. These letters were chosen as they share similar characteristics and were evaluated to
be harder to differentiate between. In each presentation shown to the participants there were a
minimum of one ’N’ and a maximum of four ’N’ present. A timer would start each time a new
presentation was shown. When the participant had identified the number of occurrences of the let-
ter ’N’, they would press ’Space’ which would stop the timer. The participant could then enter the
number of occurrences they believed to have found by pressing any of the digits on the keyboard.
If they were not able to identify the number of occurrences, they were instructed to press the key
’0’. To view the next presentation the participants then pressed ’Space’ again, except for when a
new background or illuminance level were to be introduced, at which the participants were told to
await instructions from the test leaders before pressing ’Enter’.

The order at which the different conditions and presentations were shown were predefined for all
participants to make sure that same order was not used twice and that there was an even distribu-
tion. All four text presentations were shown for each background before swapping the background,
and all backgrounds were shown for each illuminance level before adjusting the illuminance.
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Session B
The information content shown to the user is affected by text size and the number of lines. This
will also influence the semantics. This was considered in session B, by preforming a reading task
with comprehension questions, for evaluating readability (Mills and Weldon 1983). The continu-
ous reading task was done with silent reading as this was judged to be a more appropriate method
than oral reading for deaf or hearing impaired participants. Furthermore, silent continuous read-
ing is recommended over oral continuous reading by Beier (2012). She states that silent reading
speed is about double the reading speed of oral reading and that, when reading aloud, the eyes are
moving and reading quicker than the words are voiced, hence only considerable differences in the
readability will have an effect on the reading speed. However, using silent reading and compre-
hension questions comes with several other issues. Beier (2012) means that the comprehension
accuracy may be influenced by the level of interest and prior knowledge on the subject, as well as
a number of other factors. In order to try to avoid these kind of biases, the questions referred only
to what had specifically been written in the text and on the speakers experiences and thoughts, and
did not test the participants on comprehension of any underlying meaning of the texts, nor any
factual knowledge.

Two independent variables were manipulated in session B, the number of lines and the text size.

• Number of lines: The number of lines used were one, two or three lines based on the results
from Peng et al. (2018) and Duchnickyl and Kolers (1983).

• Text size: There were three levels of text sizes, small, medium and large. In Unity, the
text sizes are measured in its own unit, and the levels small, medium and large were hence
set to 20, 30 and 40 Unity units. The choice of these sizes was based on the input of the
participants under the pilot study, where the small size was perceived as very blurry in Vuzix,
while the large size meant that often only two words could fit within one line. Depending
on the configuration in Unity, the Unity unit is measured differently. The configuration used
in this study, was to scale the text with the height of the screen, with a reference height of
480 pixels. 20 Unity units would then correspond to 20 pixels on a screen with a height of
480 pixels.

As for the line width, the width used for both glasses was 480 pixels, which was the maximal
width possible for Vuzix. Furthermore, all text formats had positive polarity and solid opacity,
based on the results of the pilot study. The same text font, brightness and image depth was used in
session B as in session A.

Throughout the entire session, a video of a man talking to the camera was displayed as background
on the television which can be seen in Figure 12. This background was chosen in order to facilitate
imagining having a conversation with someone simultaneously as reading text in the AR-glasses.
The video was muted. The vertical position of the text was chosen by the participants in the be-
ginning of the session.

Each text paragraph presented to the participant were divided into multiple segments, where one
segment was shown at a time. The number of segments a text was divided into depended on the
number of lines and the text size used. When the participant had read one segment, they pressed
’Space’ to show the next segment of the text. When all segments had been shown the participants
were instructed to answer questions about the text before continuing by pressing ’Enter’. Each
time the first segment of a new text was shown, a timer started, and when all segments of a text
had been shown, the timer stopped. After each text the participants were asked three questions
related to the text to ensure that they had read the text. The questions were asked by one of the test
leaders.
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Figure 12: Video background for session B. Source: Videezy (n.d.)

All texts used had been collected from a speech generator on the website ”Svenska Tal”, generating
random speeches that have been held in Swedish. Swedish speeches were considered appropriate
as many contained personal experiences and thoughts which were judged to be appropriate infor-
mation for asking questions. The speeches were also accessible for free. The requirements the
speeches had to meet to be included in the tests were: The speech should not be too dense with
facts nor include many digits or given years; the speech should not be politically charged or con-
troversial; the speech should not be too dated i.e. containing difficult outdated words. The length
of the texts was adjusted to be long enough to be able to ask three questions about the content,
without being too long, to prevent an increased risk of participants forgetting what they had read.
Because of this reason, the questions were also formulated as multiple-choice questions.

One example of a text and three examples of questions translated to English can be seen on the
following page. All original versions in Swedish can be found in Appendix A.E.

"Six weeks ago, I was skating at home in Sweden, and it felt quite good. Better than it had felt in
a long time. I thought I had to give it another shot. Last Sunday I decided to give it another try.
I remember I told everyone that I didn’t know how it would go, but we were going to give it one
more shot. But after this weekend, I reached the sad conclusion... that I have to quit. It was not
an easy decision. But believe me, the road here has been even tougher."

What did the speaker do six weeks ago?

1. Snowboarding

2. Skiing

3. Skating

What conclusion did the speaker come to?

1. They have to quit

2. They have to continue

3. They have to work harder

When did the speaker reach the conclusion?

1. Wednesday
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2. Before the weekend

3. After the weekend

The order of the text formats used were predefined to ensure that the same order would not be used
twice and that all the texts were displayed in all the different text formats.

4.1.4 Procedure

The participants had in advance been sent information about the study, what precautions that had
been taken due to COVID-19, and a consent form (see Appendix A.A). When the participants
arrived they were first asked to wash and disinfect their hands, as well as put on a face mask. After
reading through and signing the consent form, the participants were instructed to do an acuity
test by, for each eye, identifying letters on an eye chart. The acuity results were documented and
accounted for when analysing the results, they did however not show any indication of having an
impact on the results. The height of the chair used was then adjusted in order to place all par-
ticipants eyes at the same height level relative to the background. When seated, the participants
were asked to orally fill in a questionnaire about their demographics and their current physical
state. The demographic data collected included age, gender, occupation, acuity, if currently using
contact lenses, if the participant often experienced motion sickness and if the participant currently
experienced any headache, eye-strain or nausea. Thereafter, the participants were given instruc-
tions to session A and session B on paper to read through, ensuring all participants were given
the same information. Before beginning the sessions, the participants were assigned one of the
pair of AR-glasses that they would use throughout both session A and session B. The participants
were then asked to do a navigation test in order to familiar themselves with how to navigate in the
AR-glasses. The task consisted of pressing different keys displayed in the AR-glasses until the
participant felt comfortable using the keyboard together with the AR-glasses. For each session,
the participants then performed a short trial of the session to better prepare them for the task and
to straighten out any question marks.

In session A, the participants performed a visual search task where they were asked to identify
the number of occurrences of a specific letter in a text string when using different backgrounds,
different illuminance levels and different text presentations. After all search tasks were completed,
the participants were given the opportunity to go through the different text presentations to be able
to form an opinion on the different text presentations without the disturbance of trying to quickly
search for the specified letter. When all search tasks were completed, the participants were asked to
orally answer a questionnaire, displayed on the television, where they rated their level of headache,
nausea and eye-strain, as well as answered which text presentation they perceived as the easiest
and most difficult to distinguish letters in, if they perceived any of the presentations to be glaring
and which text presentation they preferred and why. The participants’ answers were documented
by the test leaders and displayed on the television together with the questions, for the participants
to review.

In session B, the participants were first asked to set the vertical position of the text in the AR-
glasses. The participants were asked to set the position in regards to the background and to set
it where they would prefer it if they were to have a conversation with the man in the video. The
participants were then instructed to read a number of texts in the AR-glasses, with varying text
sizes and number of lines. After each text they were asked to orally three comprehension ques-
tions related to the text. When all texts had been read and all comprehension questions had been
answered, the participants were given the opportunity to adjust the text position if they were dis-
satisfied with the first position chosen. The participants were also given the opportunity to go
through the different text presentations afterwards to be able to form an opinion on the different
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text presentations without the disturbance of having to focus on the content of the text or to read
fast. The participants were then again asked to orally rate their level of headache, nausea and eye-
strain, as well as answer which number of lines and what text size they preferred. The participants
were also asked if they perceived the text presentation distracting if focusing on the background,
and if the background was distracting when reading the text. Additionally, they were asked to
motivate their choice of text position and whether they adjusted it afterwards or not and if so, why.
Just as in session A, the participants’ answers were documented by the test leaders and displayed
on the television together with the questions, for the participants to review.

After both sessions were completed, the participants were asked to try the other pair of AR-glasses
and to go through the different text presentations presented in Session B in order to try to compare
how the presentation differed in the two AR-glasses. When the participants said they had formed
an opinion, they were asked how they perceived the differences between the two pair regarding
satisfaction of use, aesthetic appearance, resolution, physical comfort and which pair of glasses
they preferred.

In between session A and session B, the participants were given the opportunity to take a break
or to re-read the instructions of session B. Each user test took approximately between 1 and 1.5
hours.

4.1.5 Participants

A total of 23 participants participated in the study, although the data obtained from one person
was excluded due to technical issues. All participants were recruited through known affiliations
in Uppsala. Due to COVID-19, all participants were required to travel to the test location without
using public transport and to be under the age of 65. Additionally, all participants were required
to have normal or corrected vision without aids that would interfere with the AR-glasses. Contact
lenses were considered acceptable aids while eyeglasses were judged not to be appropriate as
wearing the AR-glasses on top of the ordinary glasses required holding them at the correct position
by hand. The age of the participants varied between 20 years and 27 years (Mean: 24.65 years,
standard deviation (SD): 2.22), 20 of them were students and three of them were employed. There
were 13 men participating and 10 women. Five of the participants were wearing contact lenses
and one participant turned up wearing glasses. The participant wearing glasses could conduct the
test by holding the AR-glasses in position by hand. The acuity measured before the tests varied
between 1.25 and 0.75 (Mean: 1.14, SD: 0.15) for the left eye and between 1.25 and 0.83 (Mean:
1.11, SD: 0.17) for the right eye. Four of the participants stated that they often suffered from
motion sickness, while six of the participants stated that they sometimes suffered from motion
sickness.

4.1.6 Precautions due to COVID-19

Due to COVID-19, RISE presented a number of recommended precautions for perceptual, be-
havioural, quality and user experience experiments with test persons in indoor labs (Brunnström
et al. 2020), in order to still be able to conduct the user test during the prevailing circumstances.
The precautions that hence was taken during the tests included that test leaders wore visors, and
both test leaders and participants wore face masks. Furthermore, the participants and test leaders
were separated with a plexiglass board during the majority of the test period. Additionally AR-
glasses and keyboards were to be disinfected by using a UV-C lamp, while all other equipment
were disinfected by using surface disinfection. The participants were asked to wash their hands
and use hand disinfection before and after the test.
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During the end phase of preparing the user test, the spread of COVID-19 was rapidly increasing
and new recommendations and restrictions were introduced to limit the spread which affected the
ability to conduct the study as planned, even with above precautions taken. The original plan was
to conduct the study in a lab at the RISE office in Kista, with mainly participants recruited from
the National Association of the Hearing Impaired (Hörselskadades Riksförbund - HRF). However,
as the Public Health Agency of Sweden (Folkhälsomyndigheten - FHM) recommended avoiding
public transport (Region Uppsala 2020), the test location was moved to Uppsala, the city of res-
idence for both test leaders. As Uppsala is a smaller city than Stockholm, the move facilitated
travelling to the test location without using public transport which is why mainly Uppsala residen-
cies were recruited to the study. The limited number of available HRF members in Uppsala led
to the decision to do the study on people with normal hearing. The restrictions regarding public
transport also affected the ability to conduct the pilot study using the two AR-glasses the same
number of times, as one of the glasses was kept at the RISE Office. The room that was used as
location to conduct the tests, was a room in one of the test leader’s apartment, as no other place
within a reasonable price range and meeting certain conditions, could be found. The conditions
that had to be met were:

• The room was required to be able to be ventilated.

• The room was required to be able to be completely blacked out.

• The room was required to have close accessibility to a hand wash facility.

• The room was required to be big enough for three people to stand two meters apart from
each other.

Additional conditions that were considered to facilitate conducting the user test were if all equip-
ment could be stationed at one place during the entire test period, and that it would be available
early mornings, late evenings and weekends.

Some aspects of the experimental setup and procedure of the study also had to be changed due
to COVID-19. Originally, a digital survey had been prepared to facilitate communication with
people who are deaf or hearing impaired, and collection of data. However to prevent multiple
participants from using the same keyboard, the survey questions were instead asked by one of the
test leaders, while also shown on the television. The answers that were given were then written
down by the test leader and were confirmed by the participant, seeing what was written on the
television. Furthermore, the participants had to adjust the luminace of one of the light source
themselves, to prevent being repeatedly within a one meter distance to the test leaders. Specific
marks were made to show the participant how to adjust the luminance.

4.2 Procedure to evaluate Speech-to-text systems
During the course of the study, parts of the original design and purpose had to be changed. The
initial plan was to develop a demonstrator by implementing the company Lingsoft’s speech-to-
text API in an application together with results obtained from the user test in order to provide
a system with good readability that could facilitate for people who are deaf or hearing impaired
in their everyday life. The developed demonstrator was supposed to be tested in a third session,
’session C’, where the finished version of the system were to be evaluated with deaf or hearing
impaired participants. However, because of technical issues (described in 4.3) and because of the
speech-to-text not being able to achieve high enough accuracy, as well as not being able to con-
duct the study with people who are deaf or hearing impaired; it was decided to instead investigate
what other options there were on the market. Moreover, what would actually be required from a
speech-to-text system in order to be appropriate for STAR-system was investigated. This would
be done by reviewing previous literature and studies, as well as the documentation provided by
respective company.
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To build a STAR-system that integrates a speech-to-text system with AR-glasses, a few key-factors
have been identified.

• Real-time streaming available - As the purpose of integrating a speech-to-text system with
the AR-glasses would be to enable live captioning of speech to facilitate conversation for
people who are deaf or hard of hearing, the speech-to-text system used is required to offer
real time speech-to-text translation.

• Compatible with AR-glasses.

• Available in Swedish - similar systems have already been developed in English, i.e. Berger,
Kostak, and Maly (2019), however this study aims to investigate the possibility to make this
kind of system available to Swedish speakers.

• Low Latency - In order to be an useful aid for people who are hard of hearing or deaf, in
understanding live conversations, a low latency has shown to be an essential factor, as one
otherwise risk falling behind and not being able to participate in the conversations (Butler,
Trager, and Behm 2019). As the system is intended to run on a mobile device with low CPU
power, a cloud-based speech-to-text software is preferred to enable low latency (Zhang,
Patras, and Haddadi 2019).

• High accuracy - High accuracy is another factor that is essential in order to be useful to
people who with a hearing impairment or being deaf (Butler, Trager, and Behm 2019). The
accuracy is influenced by factors such as what models have been used and what data the
model have been trained on, as well as the quality of the audio recorded (Watanabe et al.
2017).

• Robustness - Not only high accuracy is required, in order to be suitable for everyday use,
where the user might come across speakers having different accents, genders, tone and
rate, as well as different environments and far-field conditions, the ASR system needs to be
robust. Meaning, it should be able to achieve sufficient WER in many different scenarios
(Watanabe et al. 2017).

Other aspects that were considered are the affordability and how easy the services are to imple-
ment and use.

At present, the majority of speech-to-text systems offers mainly support for English language.
However, there exists some speech-to-text system available for the Swedish language. These are
e.g. Lingsoft Speech API, Google Cloud Speech API, Web Speech API and Microsoft Azure
Speech API, and is hence the systems that were evaluated.

4.3 Method Analysis
Regarding both the user test and the evaluation of speech-to-text systems, a few things are worth
discussing.

In the user test, when positioning the main light sources, they were placed behind the partici-
pant in order to prevent direct glare from the light sources. However, it is likely that this might
have caused the perceived contrast of the television screen to be reduced when increasing the
luminance, as the surface of digital screens generally creates reflection (Devlin, Chalmers, and
Reinhard 2006). This is a likely effect when increasing the ambient illumination regardless of
position of the light sources, but becomes extra evident if the light sources are directed towards
the screen (Ware 2020, pp. 36-38). Even though this was not perceived by the test leaders and
not commented on by any of the participants, this may need to be considered when analysing the
results. A better solution would have been to use a photo tent to reduce the directed light, or alter-
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natively, to use a less reflective background.

Furthermore, a television was chosen as background medium partly as it facilitated the manage-
ment of switching backgrounds, but mostly as it enabled using a video clip in session B and and
the removed session C, to somewhat simulate a conversation scenario in a controlled environment.
It would have been preferable to use one video clip for each text in session B, where the mouth
movements corresponded to the words written in the text. This would have been especially impor-
tant if tested on people who are deaf or having a hearing impairment as many rely on lip-reading
to a far greater extent than people without hearing impairments (Sharma and Mitchell 2013). This
would however have made it difficult to test the participants reading speed. It would also have
raised implementation issues such as ensuring the video displayed on the television and the text
displayed in the AR-glasses were synced. Hence, as the tests were eventually conducted on people
with normal hearing, the objective to put down the time needed to solve these issues were judged
as less important.

The aim of measuring the position of the text in session B was originally to be able to evaluate
how well the participants could parallel process reading the text while lip-reading. However as
the study eventually was conducted with people without hearing impairments, and the video and
the texts displayed in the AR-glasses in session B were not related, the text position was removed
as an independent variable to reduce the number of texts to a half of the original number. This
was judged appropriate to not risk the test time to exceed two hours. However, to still be able
to gain some understanding of the position of the text, participants were asked to choose their
preferred position, which was then set as a constant during session B. However, if position has an
affect on readability, this choice of design would be problematic as it may have an effect on the
results that have not been accounted for. Hence, this needs to be considered when evaluating the
results. Furthermore, while the seating height of the participants were adjusted to be the same for
all participants, and they were asked to sit still, it is still likely that there are differences in where
the text was displayed on the background between the participants. In order to obtain a more ac-
curate perception of where the participants chose to position the text, the participants were asked
to describe where they had positioned the text relative to the background, instead of measuring the
position of the text in the AR-glasses. This description is however not exact and will only be able
to give an indication of the preferred position area.

The choice of using the colours blue and white for text presentations were based on several pre-
vious studies conducted on readability in AR-glasses, however one of these (Gabbard, Swan, and
Mix 2006), mainly evaluated text colours without a billboard and included only one text presen-
tation with a billboard in the study. That single presentation, having a white billboard and a blue
text, turned out to give the best readability. Hence, no reliable conclusions can be drawn regarding
the optimal text colour for readability. Moreover, the sensitivity of the human eye to different
colours depends on the colours wavelength, where blue and violet colours corresponds to a range
of wave-lengths that the human eye is the least sensitive to (Ware 2020, pp. 80). This raises
questions about why blue would be a good option for readability. One possible explanation to this
might have to do with the importance of high contrast for good readability. Radl (1980) states
that the contrast between letters and background seem to have a greater importance for readability
than colour. When checking the contrast ratios between different colours and white by using a web
accessibility application for contrast ratios, blue (#0000FF) had a contrast ratio of 8.59:1, while
red (#FF0000) had 3.99:1 and green (#00FF00) 1.37:1. The Web Content Accessibility Guide-
lines (WCAG) recommends that the minimum contrast ratio used for normal-sized text should
be 4.5:1 (W3C 2018). These contrast ratios and guidelines are however aimed for websites and
not AR-glasses, and measurements on the contrast ratios for the specific AR-glasses used in this
study is required to be able to give any exact contrast ratios between different colours. As stated
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in 2.2.1, the luminance and contrast in the display in AR-glasses are some of the most important
characteristics of a screen and hence these characteristics would have been valuable to measure in
order to better understand the results and the potential differences of the readability between the
two AR-glasses. However, de Cunsel (2020) states that these characteristics are difficult to control
in AR-glasses given the nature of the real environments and that it might be more important to
measure the projected or perceived image that the display produces, which is difficult to measure.
However it would still have been interesting to include in the results.

By letting the participants try the second pair of AR-glasses and answer questions regarding the
differences between the AR-glasses after session A and session B, some bias might have been
introduced which needs to be considered when analysing the results. This bias could have been
avoided by letting the participants try both AR-glasses before session A and session B, this could
however potentially have introduced another bias, by letting the participants form an opinion on
which AR-glasses they prefer before conducting the experiments with them.

To be able to properly compare the results of readability between the two AR-glasses, the aim was
to create as similar conditions for both AR-glasses as possible, i.e. the text presentations were to
be shown with the same size, with the same line-width, with the same brightness and image depth.
This turned out to be rather difficult to verify as several of the characteristics of the AR-glasses dif-
fered from each other, and some of these characteristics were not properly documented. One such
characteristic was the depth of the projected image, which in email contact with Vuzix was stated
to be 3-4 feet, while Moverio were not able to give information about the depth when contacted.
Furthermore, how depth is percieved differs between the AR-glasses, as Moverio is binocular and
Vuzix is monocular. This may cause slight perceived differences of the size of the projected text
(Drascic and Milgram 1996; Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 3), as well as different risks of potential
visual ergonomic problems i.e. headache or eye strain, which may have an effect on the result.

As stated in 4.2 the initial plan was to develop a demonstrator implementing Lingsoft’s speech-to-
text API and the results provided by the user tests on legibility and readability, to present spoken
conversations as text in the AR-glasses. However several technical issues aroused when combining
Lingsoft’s Speech API with Unity and the AR-glasses, as well as to how best handle audio record-
ing and streaming in Unity. Firstly very little documentation were available on how to stream audio
data through websockets with Unity, and even when consulting with people more knowledgeable
in the area, this were a time consuming problem. Furthermore, when eventually transcribed text
were able to be obtained by sending audio to Lingsoft’s Speech API, the results received neither
had high accuracy nor low latency. When accessing a demo-version of the speech-to-text system
the accuracy did not seem to improve. Adding on to the technical issues, when attempting to
present the transcribed texts in the AR-glasses errors were received regarding CPU and memory.
As Unity has turned out to be very CPU and memory intensive, it is likely that a better alternative
would have been to develop the STAR-system in Android Studio, especially as the system does not
need any advanced AR-features (if any). Hence, to facilitate the development of a system like the
STAR-system, hardware and software that are known to be compatible, as presented by Berger,
Kostak, and Maly (2019) using Google’s software and hardware, may be better options if not prior
knowledge in these areas are available.

4.4 Statistical Measurements
The data that was obtained during the user tests in session A and session B was analysed through
statistical measurements using R studio (RStudio Team 2020). The initial thought was to con-
duct ANOVA-analysis, however, to conduct ANOVA, the data needs to be normally distributed
(Hassmén and Koivula 1996, pp. 23). Hence, it was examined whether the retrieved data was
normally distributed by using Shapiro-Wilks test (Shapiro and Wilk 1965). The Shapiro-Wilks
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test is available in the R Stats Package (R Core Team 2020). The result showed that neither the
data from session A nor session B was normally distributed. Hence it was decided to the divide
the two data sets into sub data sets, based on the respective AR-glasses. However, the data was
still not normally distributed. Furthermore, it was decided to divide the data sets based on the
factors within the different independent variables and just keep one independent variable varying.
For instance, if the objective was to investigate the effect of different backgrounds, the data set
was divided into sub data sets, based on polarity, opacity and illuminance, e.g. negative polarity,
solid opacity and low illuminance. Still, the data was not normally distributed and it was decided
to conduct a non-parametric statistical analysis. In comparison to parametric statistical analysis
(such as ANOVA), nonparametric tests accepts that the data is not normally distributed. Nonpara-
metric tests are normally performed on categorical/nominal data or ordinal/rank-order data. It is
argued that parametric test normally provides a more powerful test, and hence, is considered a bet-
ter choice among most of the researchers. However, it has turned out that the choice of parametric
or non-parametric tests have just a little consequence in most instances and normally leads to the
same conclusions (Sheskin 2000, pp. 33-34).

Table 2: Example of Friedman rank

Instead of ANOVA-analysis, Friedman test was conducted which is available in R in the package
Agricolae: Statistical Procedures for Agricultural Research (de Mendiburu 2020). Friedman test,
is a nonparametric statistical test for two-way layout design. A two-way layout design implies
investigating the relative effect of k different levels of one factor, referred to as treatment factors,
among n levels of a second factor, referred to as blocking factors (Hollander and Wolf 1999, pp.
270), an example can be seen in Table 2. In this case, the treatment factors are the different lev-
els under each independent variable, e.g. for illuminance, there exists three treatments factors,
high, medium and low illuminance, and the blocking factors are each participants (note that the
participants were not divided into blocks of participants). To conduct a Friedman test, the data
either needs to be rank based, or transformed into rank based. In this case, the data needed to be
transformed into rank based. This means, that for each block/participants, each treatment Xnk is
compared relative to the other treatments. There are 1 to k scores for the rank, and the treatments
are scored from lowest to highest, i.e. for block/participant n the Xnk with the lowest value is
assigned rank-score 1 and the Xnk with the highest value is assigned rank-score k. Thereafter, the
sum of ranks for each of the treatments and then the mean rank Rk is computed. To approximate
the Friedman test statistics, the chi-square distribution is used, which can be seen in Equation 2.

χ2
r =

12
nk(k+1)

[
k

∑
j=1

(R j)
2

]
−3n(k+1) (2)

In Equation 2 n refers to number of blocks/participants, k the number of treatments and R j the
rank for each treatment. To reject the null hypothesis, the computed χ2

r must be greater or equal to
tabled critical chi-square value at prespecified level of significance (Sheskin 2000, pp. 669-672).
The level of significance was decided to be p < 0.05. To simplify the procedure of Friedman test,
it could be summarised as that one examine if the rank total for each treatment differs significantly
from other values which would not be expected by chance (Dulce G. Pereira 2015).

Friedman test can only conclude if there is a significant difference between any of the treatments,
but not between what treatments, hence post hoc analysis should be employed if the null hypothesis
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is rejected. For Friedman test it implies that pairwise comparison should be employed (Sheskin
2000, pp. 673-678). One multiple comparison procedure is Wilcoxon, Nemenyi, McDondald-
Thompson test which is available in R through package PMCMR (Pohlert 2014). The test is
designed to examine individual differences between

(2
k

)
= k(k−1)

2 pairs of treatments effects (pair-
wise comparison). For two different treatments factors, u and v, the differences is significant on
the level of α if the inequality in Equation 3 applies.

| Ru −Rv |≥ qα

√(
nk(k+1)

12

)
(3)

In Equation 3 n refers to the number of participants, k the number of treatments, Ru the rank for
treatment u and Rv the rank for treatment v. For all post hoc analysis, the α was 0.05. The choice to
use Wilcoxon-Nemenyi-McDonald-Thompson test was based on the results from Dulce G. Pereira
(2015) and that the method is considered more liberal, i.e. it has a higher power. However, the
disadvantage with more liberal tests is that they are more likely to find statistical significance, even
when it does not truly exist, i.e type I error (false positive). The risk of committing a type I error
with α = 0.05 is 5%, however, it can be reduced by using a lower α value.

(a) Example of an interaction graph that shows
interaction between the treatment factors U and V.

(b) Example of an interaction graph that shows no
interaction between the treatment factors U and V.

Figure 13: Two interaction graphs

Some of the results are supplemented with tables and graphs, e.g. interaction graphs. To simplify
the interpretation of these, a brief summery is provided. An interaction could be present in the
data if the performance of participants (blocking factors) on one independent variable V is not
consistent across all levels (treatments factors) of another independent variable U (Sheskin 2000,
pp. 410 pp. 716-717 ). This can be visualised through an interaction graph. With the average
value of the treatment factor V on the y-axis and the different levels of the treatment factor U
on the x-axis. Figure 13a, shows an example of when interaction could occur between factor V
and factor U. It can be seen that the lines are non-parallel, i.e. the average value for V1 and V2,
varies depending on the different levels of U . Meanwhile, Figure 13b shows an example when no
interaction occurs. The lines in Figure13b is parallel, hence, the level of U do not have any effect
on the value of V1 and V2. To sum up, interaction occurs when the lines for the treatment factors
V1 and V2 are non-parallel.
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5 Results
Below results from the user tests, questionnaires, as well as the evaluation of different speech-
to-text systems that are available on the Swedish markets are presented. First, the results from
session A are presented, both from the user test as well as the answers from the questionnaire.
Then, the results from session B are presented, including both user tests and the answers from
the questionnaire. Thereafter, the results from the last part, where the participants got to try the
other pair of AR-glasses and answer the last part of the questionnaire, are presented. The full
questionnaire can be found as a link in Appendix (see A.D). Lastly, the market research of existing
speech-to-text systems on the Swedish market is presented.

5.1 Results from the user tests
5.1.1 Session A

The data collected during session A was the time it took for the participant to identify the cor-
rect number of the letter N in the string (hereinafter referred to as "search time") under different
conditions and with different text presentations, referred to as treatment factors. In total, each
participant identified the number of N 36 times under varying conditions and text presentations.
The data was stored as one set for the analysis. To be able analyse the data under the different
conditions the data set was divided into sub data sets based on polarity, opacity, illuminance and
background.

Polarity
For polarity, two different treatment factors were tested, positive and negative polarity. From the
results of the Friedman test, only one significant result for respective AR-glasses was obtained. For
Vuzix, negative polarity had significantly shorter search time (χ2

r (1,11) = 4.45, p = 0.035) than
positive polarity with solid billboard opacity, abstract background and medium illuminance. For
Moverio, the same significant difference was found, i.e. negative polarity had significantly shorter
search time than positive polarity, but with transparent billboard opacity, abstract background and
high illuminance. For all other conditions, no significance between positive and negative polarity
was found. Hence, hypothesis H1. The polarity of the text presentation affects the legibility in
AR-glasses is confirmed under transparent or solid billboard opacity, with abstract background
under medium illuminance. Under all other conditions, H1 is rejected. No post hoc analysis was
conducted since the comparison was only between two treatment factors.

When, looking at the average search time, negative polarity had a lower search time, both with
Vuzix and Moverio, as seen in Figure 14. Under positive polarity, the average search time with
Vuzix was 8.0 s (SD: 3.1 s) and with Moverio 10.5 s (SD: 4.6 s) and under negative polarity, it
was 7.9 s (SD: 3.5 s) for Vuzix and 10.2 s (SD: 5.2 s) for Moverio. Also, when looking at the
average ranking (see Appendix, Table A.5, the rank was slightly higher (i.e. it took longer time)
with positive polarity.

However, when the opacity of the billboard is taken into account, the result changes. No hypothesis
or research question was formulated with respect to both polarity and opacity, however, the results
indicated a difference between solid versus transparent opacity with respect to polarity, which
can be seen in Figure 15. As mentioned above, interaction occurs when the lines are non-parallel,
which is the case in Figure 15. For both Vuzix and Moverio, it can observed that the average search
time increases when going from solid opacity to transparent opacity, meanwhile the opposite is
true for negative polarity.

With solid positive polarity, the average search time was 7.4 s (SD: 2.8) for Vuzix and 9.9 s (SD:
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Figure 14: Average search time for negative and positive polarity for
Vuzix and Moverio, with error bars corresponding to the standard error.
The y-axis corresponds to the average search time (s) and the y-axis
correspond to negative and positive polarity.

4.3 s) for Moverio, with solid negative polarity it was 7.7 s (SD: 3.2 s) for Vuzix and 10.3 s (SD:
5.1 s) with Moverio. For positive transparent, it was 8.6 s (SD: 3.5 s) for Vuzix and 11.1 s (SD: 5.0
s) for Moverio and for negative transparent, it was 8.2 s (SD: 3.8 s) for Vuzix and 10.0 s (5.2 s) for
Moverio. It can thus be stated that there seems to be tendencies for an interaction between opacity
and polarity. Moreover, on average, negative polarity has a lower average search time, however,
with solid opacity, the search time is lower with positive polarity.

Figure 15: Interaction graph for polarity and opacity. The y-axis
correspond to the average search time (s) for the positive and negative
polarity and the y-axis correspond to solid and transparent opacity.
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The accuracy i.e. number of times when the participant identified the correct number of N, was
also measured. For Vuzix, the accuracy with positive polarity was 88.9% and with negative polar-
ity, 92.4%. For Moverio, the accuracy with positive polarity was 93.4% and with negative, 98.0%.
In contradiction to average search time, the negative polarity still performed better even when the
opacity was taken into account. That is, negative and solid opacity resulted in a higher accuracy
than positive and solid opacity (Vuzix: 93.4% versus 92.3%. Moverio: 98.0% versus 95.0%).
Comparing the two AR-glasses, it can be seen that Vuzix had a lower average search time under
all conditions, however, the accuracy was also lower compared to Moverio.

Opacity
For opacity, two different treatment factors were tested, solid and transparent billboard. From the
Friedman test, only one significant difference for respective AR-glasses was obtained. For Vuzix,
solid billboard opacity was significantly better than transparent opacity (χ2

r (1,11) = 10.00, p =
0.002), under negative polarity, medium illuminance and abstract background. The same con-
ditions yielded a significant difference of χ2

r (1,11) = 4.45, p = 0.035 for Moverio, where solid
opacity was better than a transparent. For all other conditions, no significant difference between
solid versus transparent opacity was found. Hence, hypothesis H2. The opacity of the billboard
affects the legibility in AR-glasses is confirmed when the polarity is negative, under medium illu-
minance and with abstract background. Under all other conditions H2 is rejected.

It can be seen in Figure 16 that solid opacity has a lower average search time compared to trans-
parent opacity. Average search time for Vuzix with solid opacity was 7.6 s (SD: 3.0 s) and with
transparent opacity 8.4 s (SD: 3.6 s). For Moverio, it was 10.1 s (SD: 4.7 s) with solid, and 10.6
(SD: 5.1s) with transparent opacity. The same goes with the rank, for Vuzix, the transparent pre-
sentations have a higher rank, obtained from Friedman test, for 15 of the 18 different conditions
(see Appendix, Table A.6), i.e. there are indications that the participants could identify the number
of N faster with a solid opacity.

Figure 16: Average search time for solid and transparent polarity for Vuzix
and Moverio, with error bars corresponding to the standard error. The
y-axis corresponds to the average search time (s) and the y-axis
correspond to solid and transparent opacity.

With respect to accuracy, Vuzix had an accuracy of 93.3% with solid opacity and 87.9% with
transparent opacity and for Moverio, the accuracy with solid opacity was 96.5% and with trans-
parent 95.0%. Hence, solid opacity performed better both with respect to average search time,
rank and accuracy. Similar to polarity, it can be observed that using Moverio resulted in a longer
search time, however, the accuracy was higher compared to Vuzix.
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Illuminance
For illuminance, three different treatment factors were tested: high, medium and low illuminance.
The results from the Friedman test showed one significant value for Vuzix. With positive and
solid presentation and an abstract background, the significance was χ2

r (2,11) = 7.09, p = 0.029.
Post hoc analysis revealed that high illuminance had a significantly shorter search time (p = 0.028)
compared to low illuminance. For Moverio, two significant values were obtained. The first was
found with positive and solid presentation and abstract background (χ2

r (2,11) = 6.55, p = 0.038),
and the second (χ2

r (2,11) = 7.82, p = 0.020) with negative and solid presentation and black back-
ground. For the first significance, post hoc analysis revealed that high illuminance had significantly
shorter search time than low illuminance (p = 0.028), similar as for Vuzix, and for the second the
significance, medium illuminance had significantly shorter illuminance (p = 0.015) than high illu-
minance. Hence, H3. Ambient illumination affects the legibility in AR-glasses is confirmed under
the conditions mentioned above.

Similarly to opacity and polarity, when looking at the average search time, differences were found
that may also indicate tendencies regarding the influence of the illuminance. As seen in Figure
17, for high illuminance, average search time for Vuzix was 7.7 s (SD: 3.0 s) and 10.6 s (SD: 5.8
s) for Moverio. Under medium illuminance, it was 7.9 s (SD: 3.3 s) for Vuzix and 9.9 s (SD: 4.3
s) for Moverio and under low illuminance it was 8.4 s (SD: 3.6 s) for Vuzix and 11.5 s (SD: 4.3
s) for Moverio. From Friedman rank it could be seen (appendix, Table A.7) that high illuminance
had on average the lowest rank (i.e. shortest search time) with Vuzix and medium illuminance had
on average the lowest rank with Moverio. For both AR-glasses, low illuminance, had the highest
rank. The difference between high and medium illuminance was just marginal (1.94 versus 1.93
for both AR-glasses). This could indicate that a lower illuminance results in a longer search time,
but that medium and high illuminance have a negligible effect.

Figure 17: Average search time for high, medium and low illuminance for
Vuzix and Moverio, with error bars corresponding to the standard error.
The y-axis corresponds to the average search time (s) and the y-axis
correspond to the illuminance.

The accuracy with Vuzix was 90.9% under high illuminance, 91.7% under medium illuminance
and 89.4% under low illuminance. With Moverio it was 95.5% under high illuminance, 96.2%
under medium illuminance and 95.5% under low illuminance. Hence, the accuracy followed a
similar pattern as for the average search time and the rank, where high and medium illuminance
resulted in best performance. When comparing the two AR-glasses, Moverio had a higher accu-
racy, but a longer search time compared to Vuzix.
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Background
For background, three different treatment factors, white, abstract and black background, were
tested. The Friedman test resulted in two significant values for each pair of AR-glasses, which can
be seen in Table 3 below. From Table 3 it can be seen that all the significant values occurs under
low illuminance.

Table 3: Significant values with the different backgrounds as treatments
factors under different conditions with Vuzix and Moverio.

VUZIX (Polarity, opacity, illuminance) Friedman chi-squared P-value
Positive, transparent, low 7.09 0.029
Negative, solid, low 14.35 0.001

MOVERIO (Polarity, opacity, illuminance) Friedman chi-squared P-value
Positive, solid, low 9.56 0.009
Negative, transparent, low 7.82 0.020

The post hoc analysis showed that in the majority of the cases, the significant differences occurs
between the abstract background and the white background, and between the abstract background
and the black background as can be seen in Table 4. For Vuzix, two out of three of the significant
differences occurs between abstract and white background, and one between abstract and black
background. In all cases abstract background resulted in a significantly longer search time. For
Moverio, one significant difference was obtained between abstract and white background, and one
between abstract and black background. In both cases abstract background had a significantly
longer search time than black and white background. Hence, H4. The background affects the
legibility in AR-glasses is confirmed under certain conditions.

Table 4: The results from post hoc analysis with the background as
treatment factors. The two tables at the top shows the results for Vuzix,
and the two tables to the the bottom for Moverio. The cells highlighted in
grey indicates significant difference on p < 0.05.

VUZIX (Positive, transparent, low)
Background Black White
White 0.798 -
Abstract 0.133 0.028

VUZIX (Negative, solid, low)
Background Black White
White 0.670 -
Abstract 0.015 0.001

MOVERIO (Positive, solid, low)
Background Black White
White 0.083 -
Abstract 0.008 0.670

MOVERIO (Negative, solid, low)
Background Black White
White 0.203 -
Abstract 0.535 0.015

From analysing the average search time it can be seen that there is a major difference between
abstract background and white or black background. As seen in Figure 18, for Vuzix, the average
search time with the white background is 7.1 s (SD: 2.7 s), with abstract background, 9.5 s (SD:
4.5 s) and with black background, 7.3 s (SD: 2.7 s). For Moverio, the difference is not as great, for
white background average search time is 10.3 s (SD: 5.2 s), for abstract, 10.8 s (SD: 5.1 s) and for
black 9.8 s (SD: 4.5 s). However, it is clear that the abstract background has the highest average
search time for both AR-glasses. From the Friedman rank Tables (see Appendix, Table A.8), it is
also clear that abstract background has a higher rank compared to white and black background.
For the accuracy, Vuzix had an accuracy of 95.5% with white background, 81.1% with abstract
background and 95.5% with black background. Moverio had an accuracy of 98.5% with white
background, 91.7% with abstract background and 97.0% with black background. These results
are consistent with the ones obtained looking at average search time and the Friedman rank, where
the abstract background resulted in the longest search time. Moreover, the results shows, as been
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Figure 18: Average search time for white, abstract and black background
for Vuzix and Moverio, with error bars corresponding to the standard
error. The y-axis corresponds to the average search time (s) and the y-axis
correspond to the background.

seen before, that Vuzix has a lower average search time but also a lower accuracy.

Illuminance and polarity
After analysing each independent variable separately, illuminance and polarity were aggregated to
a "combined" independent variable with six levels, i.e. six treatment factors. For clarification, the
factors are stated below, followed by their abbreviation which will be used hereinafter.

• Positive polarity and high illuminance: positive-high

• Negative polarity and high illuminance: negative-high

• Positive polarity and medium illuminance: positive-medium

• Negative polarity and medium illuminance: negative-medium

• Positive polarity and low illuminance: positive-low

• Negative polarity and low illuminance: negative-low

The Friedman test resulted in one significant value for respective AR-glasses. For Vuzix, the sig-
nificance (χ2

r (5,11) = 17.13, p = 0.004) was obtained with solid opacity and abstract background.
The post hoc analysis revealed that positive-high had a significant (p = 0.050) shorter search time
than negative-medium. For Moverio, χ2

r (5,11) = 12.20, p = 0.032, occurred with solid opacity
and dark background, however, the post hoc analysis did not revealed any significant difference
between any treatment factors. Hence, hypothesis IH1. The interaction between ambient illumina-
tion and the polarity of the text presentation affects the legibility in AR-glasses is only confirmed
for Vuzix.

Figure 19 shows an interaction graph with respect to the different text presentations and illumi-
nance levels. Even if the objective is to evaluate the interaction between polarity and illuminance,
opacity is included, since the presence of interaction depends on whether the billboard is being
solid or transparent. There seems to be a marginal interaction between polarity and illuminance
with Vuzix since the differences in the average search time is just marginal, hence, it could just
be caused by the large variation as indicated by the SD. For white background, there seems to be
a little interaction with respect to illuminance and polarity. For abstract background, there seems
to be an interaction between the polarities and illuminance, but only when the billboard is solid.
For black background, a slight interaction between polarity and illuminance can be observed. For
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Figure 19: Interaction graph with respect to the average search time (s) for Vuzix and Moverio. The two
independent variables (treatment factors) are illuminance (on the x-axis) and text presentations, with
respect to both polarity and opacity.

Moverio, there are more, distinctly non-parallel lines, indicating interaction. With white back-
ground, there seems to be an interaction between polarity and illuminance, it can be seen that the
average search time for the presentations with negative polarity improves with lower illuminance,
and the opposite for positive polarity. With abstract background there seems to be an interaction
between illuminance and polarity, (and also for illuminance and opacity) since all lines are non-
parallel. The same applies with black background. However, as indicated by the SD, there may be
large variations in the data which could affect the interaction graph.

Table 5: The average search time (s) and SD for Vuzix and Moverio with respect to polarity and
illuminance.

Positive, high Negative, high Positive, medium Negative, medium Positive, low Negative, low
Average SD Average SD Average SD Average SD Average SD Average SD

VUZIX 7.8 3.0 7.5 3.0 7.7 2.9 8.0 3.7 8.4 3.0 8.3 3.5
MOVERIO 10.6 5.0 10.5 6.6 10.0 3.8 9.9 4.8 10.9 5.2 10.1 4.1

For search time, the average values and SDs can be seen in Table 5. For both Vuzix and Moverio,
the longest average search time occurs under low illuminance and positive polarity. The shortest
average search time occurs under medium or high illuminance for Vuzix and medium illuminance
for Moverio. She search time is on average shorter under high or medium illuminance. The same
result applies for the Friedman rank which could be seen in appendix, Table A.9.

The accuracy for the different treatment factors can be seen in Table 6. The accuracy is higher with
Moverio. There is only a slight difference between the different treatments factors with respect to
illuminance, but a larger with respect to polarity. Negative polarity has on average higher accuracy
compared to positive accuracy (similar as when only the polarity was examined).

Table 6: The average accuracy with respect to the polarity and illuminance for Vuzix and Moverio.
Positive, high Negative, high Positive, medium Negative, medium Positive, low Negative, low

VUZIX 87.9% 94.0% 92.4% 91.0% 86.4% 92.4%
MOVERIO 94.0% 97.0% 94.0% 98.5% 92.4% 98.5%
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Background and polarity
The independent variables background and polarity were also aggregated into one independent
variable, resulting in six different treatment factors which can be seen below together with their
abbreviation which will be used hereinafter.

• Positive polarity and white background: positive-white

• Negative polarity and white background: negative-white

• Polarity polarity and abstract background: positive-abstract

• Negative polarity and abstract background: negative-abstract

• Positive polarity and black background: positive-black

• Negative polarity and black background: negative-black

For Vuzix, two significant values were obtained, under solid opacity and low illuminance (χ2
r (5,11)

= 23.78, p = 0.0002) and under transparent opacity and low illuminance (χ2
r (5,11) = 13.18, p =

0.022). From the post hoc analysis for the first mentioned significance, negative-white had a
significantly shorter search time than positive-abstract (p = 0.050) and positive-white had a sig-
nificantly shorter search time than negative-abstract (p = 0.018). For the second significance,
positive-abstract had a significantly longer search time than both negative-white (p = 0.036) and
positive-white (p = 0.018). For Moverio, one significant value, χ2

r (5,11) = 13.23, p = 0.021, was
obtained with solid opacity and low illuminance. Post hoc analysis showed that positive-black
was significant (p = 0.036) better than positive-abstract. However, since the polarity is the same, it
can not be determined as an interaction effect. Hence, IH2. The interaction between background
and the polarity of the text presentation affects the legibility in AR-glasses is only confirmed when
using Vuzix and under certain conditions.

Figure 20: Interaction graph with respect to the average search time (s) for Vuzix and Moverio. The two
independent variables (treatment factors) are background (on the x-axis) and text presentations, with
respect to both polarity and opacity.

In Figure 20 interaction graphs with respect to polarity and background can be seen. In Figure 20
it is obvious that for Vuzix, the background affects the search time in a greater extent in compar-
ison to Moverio. For Vuzix, the graphs follows a similar pattern with longer average search time
with abstract background, and that black or white background has similar impact on the average
search time. The majority of the lines just slightly non-parallel, indicating marginal interaction.
Under high illuminance, the positive and solid presentation is non-parallel with respect to the
other presentations, hence, it may be some interaction between polarity (or opacity) and the back-
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ground. Under medium illuminance, only the text presentations with transparent opacity shows
tendencies to interaction since the lines for positive, solid and negative, solid is almost completely
parallel. Under low illuminance, there seems to be a marginal interaction between polarity and
background. For Moverio, all lines are to a large extent non-parallel, indicating interaction. Under
high illuminance, there seems to be an interaction between both polarity and background both
with solid and transparent billboard. Under medium illuminance, the same applies. Under low
illuminance, there is tendencies for an interaction between background and polarity. However, the
SD for Moverio was higher than for Vuzix, hence, the result may be due to more variations in the
data. Moreover, no interaction effects could be determined from the post hoc analysis for Moverio.

The average search time and SD can be seen in Table 7. For both Vuzix and Moverio, the longest
search time were with abstract background. For Moverio, the difference is not as great between the
different treatment factors as for Vuzix. Similar to polarity and illuminance, all treatment factors
with positive polarity had a higher average search time. From the rank Table (see appendix, Table
A.10), it is also clear that positive polarity and abstract background results in the longest search
time.

Table 7: The average search time (s) and SD for the different treatment factors with respect to polarity and
background

Positive, white Negative, white Positive, abstract Negative, abstract Positive, black Negative, black
Average SD Average SD Average SD Average SD Average SD Average SD

VUZIX 7.2 2.9 6.9 3.3 9.6 4.2 9.5 4.9 7.2 3.4 7.4 3.0
MOVERIO 10.6 5.1 10.0 5.7 11.2 4.7 10.5 5.4 9.7 4.2 10.0 4.7

The accuracy for respective treatment factor can be seen in Table 8. Also the accuracy declines
with abstract background, hence, not only the search time is affected. The accuracy is more af-
fected by the background in Vuzix compared to Moverio. For all other backgrounds, the accuracy
is above 95% and also fairly even. In contrast to illuminance, there is not a big difference between
the different polarities, instead the background seems to have most impact.

Table 8: The average accuracy with respect to the polarity and background for Vuzix and Moverio.
Positive, white Negative, white Positive, abstract Negative, abstract Positive, black Negative, black

VUZIX 95.5% 95.5% 75.8% 86.4% 95.5% 95.5%
MOVERIO 96.7% 100.0% 86.4% 97.0% 97.0% 97.0%

Results from the questionnaire
The results from the questionnaire that was conducted after session A showed little impact on
the participants visual and physical comfort. Two participants experienced a little headache after
session A (both using Vuzix), two experienced a little eye strain (one using Vuzix and one using
Moverio), and two a little nausea (one using Vuzix and one using Moverio). Nine participants
reported a slight fatigue after conducting the test.

The majority of the participants (Vuzix: seven, Moverio: seven) thought it was easiest to identify
the number of N with positive and solid presentation, which can be seen in Figure 21a below. A
smaller proportion of the participants thought that the negative presentation (both with solid and
transparent opacity) was the easiest one. The white transparent presentation was considered to be
the toughest (Vuzix: 8, Moverio: 11), which can be seen in Figure 21b.

The participants were also asked which presentation they preferred the least and the most. The
results can be seen in Figure 21c and Figure 21d. Consistent with results above, the most pre-
ferred text presentation was the positive and solid one, and the least preferred was the positive and
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(a) The text presentation that was considered the
easiest to count the number of N in.

(b) The text presentation that was considered to be
the most difficult to count the number of N in.

(c) The most preferred text presentation. (d) The least preferred text presentation.

Figure 21: Easiest, toughest, most preferred and least preferred text presentation based on the participants
subjectively evaluation.

transparent. Compared to which presentation that was considered easiest to read, slightly more
participants reported that they preferred the negative and transparent presentation, especially the
participants using Moverio.

The participants were also asked why they preferred or not preferred the selected presentation.
For the most preferred presentation, many who chose positive and solid stated that they selected
the presentation because it had a high contrast between the text and the billboard. Some said
that it was easier to read and to identify the number of N. The participants that preferred negative
and transparent stated that the presentation was more pleasant to look at compared to the solid
presentations. Moreover, some argued that it was not as overwhelming as the solid presentation,
but still had a good contrast and was pleasant to read. For the negative and solid presentation,
the participants said that they thought the characters were more distinct and that it had a pleasing
contrast. For the least preferred presentation, the majority chose the white transparent presentation.
The participants stated that the presentation had an inferior contrast, hence, it was challenging to
distinguish the text from the billboard. Some argued that the text and the billboard was merged
together. The participants that stated that they least preferred any of the solid presentation, said it
was because it was hard to read because of the high contrast between the text and the background.

5.1.2 Session B

The data collected under session B was the number of characters read per second by the partic-
ipants and number of correct answers during the reading comprehension. Each participant read
nine different text paragraphs, which were presented differently with respect to number of lines
and text size. The number of lines varied from one to three lines and text size varied from small
to large. The collected data was divided into data sets based on which AR-glasses that had been
used, text size and number of lines. Since it was not the time that was measured, but the number
of characters read per second, a higher rank indicates more characters read per second. Thus a
higher rank indicates better performance, note that the opposite was true under session A.
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Text size
The treatment factors with respect to text size, were small, medium and large. Friedman test
showed two significant results with Vuzix, with one line of text, χ2

r (2,11) = 11.46 (p = 0.003), and
with two lines, χ2

r (2,11) = 6.55 (p = 0.037). For one line of text, post hoc analysis showed that
small text size resulted in significantly more characters being read than with medium text size (p
= 0.028) and with large text size (p = 0.004). For two lines, post hoc analysis showed that medium
text size significantly resulted in more characters per second (char/s) were read than with large text
size (p = 0.028). For Moverio, no significant differences between text size were found. Hence,
H5. The text size affects the readability in AR-glasses can only be confirmed for Vuzix when one
or two lines of text is being presented.

For Vuzix, small text size had an average value of 15.4 char/s (SD: 3.5 char/s), medium had 14.9
char/s (SD: 3.9 char/s) and large had 14.7 char/s (SD: 4.0 char/s). Similar applies with Moverio,
with small size the average number of characters was 14.7 char/s (SD: 4.4 char/s), with medium,
14.7 char/s (SD: 4.7 char/s) and with large it was 14.0 char/s (SD: 4.0 char/s). With respect to the
rank, for Vuzix small text size had the highest rank with one line, medium text size with two lines,
and small and large size with three lines. For Moverio, medium text size had the highest rank with
one line, for two lines, small text size had the highest rank, while for three lines, large text size had
the highest rank. On average, small size had the highest rank. However, there was just a marginal
difference for the average number of characters read per second for the different text sizes. The
rank table can be found in appendix, Table A.11

For the comprehension accuracy (i.e. the number of correct answers with respect to the text para-
graphs), small text size resulted in the highest accuracy for Vuzix (2.8 correct answers, SD: 0.4).
Medium text size had an accuracy of 2.7 (SD: 0.4) and large text size had an accuracy of 2.6 (SD:
0.5). For Moverio, medium text size had the highest accuracy (2.7 correct answers, SD: 0.5), small
text size had 2.5 (SD: 0.6) and large text size had 2.6 (SD: 0.5).

Comparing the two AR-glasses, the results are quite similar both with respect to number of char/s
and comprehension accuracy. The only difference that could be observed is that reading speed was
higher with Vuzix than with Moverio.

Number of lines
The number of lines seems to have a greater impact, which can be seen below in Table 9. For
Vuzix, there were significant differences between the number of lines with all text sizes, mean-
while for Moverio, there were significant differences between the number of lines with small and
large text size. The results from the post hoc analysis can be seen in Table 10. It is obvious, for
both Vuzix and Moverio, that the significant differences were found either between one and two
lines or one and three lines. The most distinctive difference is between one and three lines (except
for Moverio with small text size). For both Vuzix and Moverio, two or three lines were always
significantly better than one line. Hence, H6. The number of lines of text affects the readability in
AR-glasses can be confirmed for both AR-glasses.

With Vuzix, on average 12.6 char/s (SD: 3.5 char/s) were read with one line, 15.1 char/s (SD: 3.7
char/s) with two lines and 17.2 char/s (SD: 4.3 char/s) with three lines. For Moverio, 12.3 chars/s
(SD: 4.0 char/s) were read with one line, 15.1 char/s (SD: 4.3 char/s) with two lines and 16.0
char/s (SD: 4.9 char/s) with three lines. For the rank (which can be seen in appendix, Table A.11,
three lines had the highest rank for Vuzix and two lines has the highest rank for Moverio. For
both AR-glasses, one line had the lowest rank, indicating least number characters read per second.
Looking at the average number of characters that was read per second, it is clear that one line of
text results in the worst performance with respect to the number of characters read per second.
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Table 9: Significant differences for the number of lines with
different text sizes.

VUZIX (Text size) Friedman chi-squared P-value
Small 10.36 0.006
Medium 17.64 0.0001
Large 14.73 0.001

MOVERIO (Text size) Friedman chi-squared P-value
Small 6.73 0.035
Large 8.91 0.012

Table 10: The results from post hoc analysis for the number of lines as treatment factors.
The first three tables (at the top) shows the results for Vuzix and the two last tables (at the
bottom) shows the results for Moverio.

VUZIX (Small text size)
Nr of lines One Two
Two 0.133 -
Three 0.004 0.407

VUZIX (Medium text size)
Nr of lines One Two
Two 0.008 -
Three 0.0002 0.535

VUZIX (Large text size)
Nr of lines One Two
Two 0.133 -
Three 0.0004 0.133

MOVERIO (Small text size)
Nr of lines One Two
Two 0.050 -
Three 0.083 0.975

MOVERIO (Large text size)
Nr of lines One Two
Two 0.050 -
Three 0.015 0.905

Looking at the accuracy for each treatment factor, one line resulted in an accuracy (correct an-
swers) of 2.6 out of 3 (SD: 0.5) for Vuzix and 2.5 (SD: 0.6) for Moverio. Two lines resulted in
an accuracy of 2.7 (SD: 0.5) for Vuzix and 2.6 (SD: 0.5) for Moverio and three lines resulted in
an accuracy of 2.7 (SD: 0.4) for Vuzix and 2.6 (SD: 0.6) for Moverio. Hence, it is clear that the
accuracy increases with the number of lines, both for Vuzix and Moverio.

Comparing the two glasses, it can be seen that using Vuzix on average results in a higher reading
speed, except with two lines (however the difference is just marginal). Also when observing the
significant values, it is clear that the number of lines has a larger impact on the reading speed in
Vuzix.

Text size and number of lines
To test the interaction between text size and the number of lines, the two independent variables
were aggregated into one independent variable, resulting nine treatment factors. For clarification,
each level of text size; small, medium and large, were combined with each level of number of
lines; one, two and three.

From the Friedman test, both for Vuzix and Moverio, there was a significant difference between
the different treatments. For Vuzix, it was χ2

r (8,11) = 58.30 (p = 0.000000001) and for Move-
rio, χ2

r (8,11) = 22.21 (p = 0.005). Hence, post hoc analysis was conducted for both Vuzix and
Moverio. For Vuzix 10 significant differences were obtained and for Moverio, one was obtained.
However, the results with the same text size or same number of lines was neglected since these are
not a result from the interaction of the text size and the number of lines. Hence, for Vuzix, five
significant values were obtained and for Moverio no significant values were obtained. For Vuzix,
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medium text size, two lines resulted in significantly (p = 0.006) faster reading speed than large
text, one line. Also medium size, three lines (p = 0.0003), small size, two lines (p = 0.023) and
small size, three lines (p = 0.00003) resulted in a significantly faster reading speed than large text,
one line. Large text size, three lines resulted in significantly faster reading speed (p = 0.0001) than
medium text size, one line. Finally, small text size, two lines resulted in significantly (p = 0.030)
faster reading speed than medium text size, one line. Hence, IH3. The interaction between the
number of lines and text size affects the readability of text presented in AR-glasses is confirmed
but only for Vuzix.

Figure 22: Interaction graph with respect to the average number of characters read per second for Vuzix
and Moverio. The two independent variables (treatment factors) are number of lines (on the x-axis) and
text size.

In Figure 22 interaction graphs with respect to text size and number of lines can be seen. For
average reading speed, (char/s) the lines are just slightly non-parallel and it seems to be the num-
ber of lines that is the dominant influence factor. For Vuzix, there seems to be greater tendencies
for interaction between text size and the number of lines. However, the differences are so small
that it could just have been caused by random variations in the data. However, for comprehension
accuracy, there seems to be more tendencies for interaction. For Vuzix, the accuracy decreases
with small text size when increasing the number of lines, meanwhile, the accuracy increases for
medium and large text size when increasing the number of lines. For Moverio, however, small
text size results in higher accuracy with more number of lines, meanwhile, for large text size it
decreases with three lines, and for medium text size, the accuracy does not change at all with the
number of lines.

When observing the average char/s (see Table 11), it is clear that no matter of text size, three lines
results in a higher reading speed (i.e. most char/s) and one line results in a slower reading speed
(fewest char/s). For Vuzix, most characters are read with large text size and three lines, and for
Moverio, with small text size and three lines. For both Vuzix and Moverio, fewest characters are
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read with large text size and one line. Vuzix had on average a higher number of char/s in compres-
sion to Moverio. For the comprehension accuracy (correct answers), the results are quite similar.
However, with Vuzix, the accuracy is higher with one or two line than with three lines when using
small text size. For Moverio, two or three lines has the highest accuracy and one line has the
lowest. Best accuracy with Vuzix is retrieved with small text size and two or three lines, and with
Moverio with large text size and two lines. Worst accuracy with Vuzix occurs with medium or
large text size and one line, and with Moverio, with small text size and one or two lines, as well as
with large text size and one line.

Table 11: The average number of characters/second and SD (to the left), and average
comprehension accuracy (to the right), with respect to text size and number of lines.
Note that the maximal number of correct answers is 3, i.e. an accuracy of e.g. 2.82
implies 2.82/3 correct answers on average.

Characters/seconds Comprehension accuracy
VUZIX MOVERIO VUZIX MOVERIO

(Text size, nr of lines) Average SD Average SD Average SD Average SD
Small, one 13.5 3.2 12.5 3.0 2.8 0.4 2.4 0.7
Small, two 15.3 3.6 15.4 4.7 2.8 0.4 2.4 0.5
Small, three 17.3 3.8 16.1 5.5 2.6 0.5 2.6 0.7
Medium, one 12.4 3.6 12.9 5.1 2.5 0.5 2.7 0.5
Medium, two 15.4 3.7 15.0 4.1 2.6 0.5 2.7 0.5
Medium, three 16.8 4.4 16.1 5.1 2.9 0.3 2.7 0.5
Large, one 11.9 3.6 11.5 4.0 2.5 0.7 2.4 0.7
Large, two 14.6 3.9 14.9 4.1 2.6 0.7 2.8 0.4
Large, three 17.5 4.6 15.7 4.7 2.6 0.5 2.6 0.5

Comparing the two AR-glasses, Vuzix has in general in a higher average reading speed in com-
parison to Moverio. The accuracy is quite similar except for small text size, where Vuzix resulted
in a higher accuracy compared to Moverio. Moreover, significant differences were only found for
Vuzix, indicating that the text presentation effect the readability in a higher degree compared to
Moverio.

Results from the questionnaire
After session B, the participants answered the third part of the questionnaire. Few participants
reported any effect on the physical and visual comfort. Two participants reported a little headache,
one using Vuzix and one using Moverio. Four participants reported a little eye strain, three using
Vuzix, one using Moverio, two (one with Vuzix and one with Moverio) had already reported this
after session A. Four felt a little nausea, three using Vuzix and one using Moverio, two (using
Vuzix) had already reported this after session A.

(a) Preferred text size in Vuzix and Moverio. (b) Preferred number of lines in Vuzix and Moverio.

Figure 23: Answers from questionnaire with respect to text size and number of lines

The participants were asked which text size and how many number of lines they preferred. For
text size, the preferences varied, which can be seen in Figure 23a. Some thought small text size
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was better since more text could be presented and that it did not obstruct the background as much
as the larger sizes. However, some argued that the small size was difficult to see. For the medium
size, some argued that it reminded them of "normal" text size from captioning on television and
that it was a good balancing between the small and large text size. With the large text size, some
participants argued that it was easier and faster to read, however some experienced the text as
unnecessary big. The majority of participants preferred two lines, six participants preferred three
lines, and no one preferred one line (see Figure 23b). Many stated that one line gave too little
information and that it was hard to remember the text and hard to understand the context. For
two lines, many participants said that they preferred it since it reminded them of the captioning on
television, that it was sufficient to understand the context of the text, and that it was not too much
text. For three lines, the argumentation was similar as for two lines, however, some argued that it
was too much information, hence it would be hard to focus on other things at the same time, such
as the speaker.

The participants were also asked were they placed the text with respect to the speaker which was
displayed on the television. Many reported that they placed the text in the middle, at the height of
the speaker’s chest or a little higher, at the speaker’s chin. Seven participants placed the text fur-
ther down, by the table, below the speaker. Two participants place the text over the speaker’s face.
Moreover, the participants were asked if they changed the position after the test, 13 reported that
they did. Two participants reported placing the text further up to be able to focus on the text and
the speaker at the same time, and two placed the text further down for the same reason. Three par-
ticipants reported placing the text further down, since they experienced the speakers movements
with his hands as distracting. Two placed the text at the bottom, since they considered it to be
easier to read with a plain background or that it felt more familiar from captioning on television.
One placed the text further down without reporting why. One placed the text over the speakers
mouth, so the speaker’s movement would not be as obstructing while reading. One placed it at the
speaker’s chest cause it felt more naturally and one placed the text at the middle of the FoV, cause
it felt more natural to read.

The participants were also asked to rank how much they experienced the background as distracting
while reading the text and how much the text was distracting with respect to the background. The
results can be seen in Figure 24a and Figure 24b. It is clear that the background was experienced
as more distracting while reading with both Vuzix and Moverio, in comparison to the experience
of the text being distracting. The background was considered more distracting among participants
using Vuzix, and text was considered more distracting among participants using Moverio.

(a) How distracting the participants thought the
background was. The size of the bubble is in relation
with the number of participants. The more to the right
on the x-axis, the more distracting the background was
perceived.

(b) How distracting the participants thought the text was.
The size of the bubble is in relation with the number of
participants. The more to the right on the x-axis, the
more distracting the text was perceived.

Figure 24: Answers from questionnaire with respect to how distracting the text versus the background
were experienced
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Lastly, the participant were asked if they would have preferred the text being presented in another
way. One stated that it would like to have the text presented as a little text box which could
be moved both vertically and horizontally. Another participant would had preferred more lines,
optimally five lines. Two participants asked for a different font. Three participants stated that they
would like another colour, two wanted white text och black background and one wanted black text
on white background.

5.1.3 Comparison of the AR-glasses

The last part of the users test consisted of the participants got to try out the other pair of AR-
glasses, i.e. the ones they had not used under session A and session B. No data was collected from
any experiment, only through questions in the last part of the questionnaire. In the last part, the
participants were asked to evaluate, for respective AR-glasses, the overall impression, how well
the AR-glasses fitted, the design and resolution in the AR-glasses. They were also asked if they
could consider using any of the AR-glasses in everyday life, and finally, which AR-glasses they
preferred. The results from the four first questions can be seen in Figures 25a, 25b, 25c and 25d.

(a) The overall impression of using Vuzix and
Moverio.

(b) The perceived physical comfortability of Vuzix
and Moverio.

(c) The perceived design and shape of Vuzix and
Moverio.

(d) The perceived resolution of the display in Vuzix
and Moverio.

Figure 25: The answers from the questionnaire with respect to different characteristics of the two
AR-glasses. The size of the bubble indicates the number of participants, i.e. a larger bubble indicates more
participants. The more to the right on the x-axis, the higher score was giving with respect to the question.
Note that the figures are based from data collected from all participants (i.e. 22 participants).

For the overall impression, the AR-glasses were rated quite similar. However, the users who wore
Vuzix during session A and session B, rated Vuzix higher (7 out of 11), and the participants that
wore Moverio, rated Moverio higher (7 out of 11). More participants thought Vuzix was more
comfortable and also considered them to have a more pleasant design in comparison to Moverio,
no matter which AR-glasses they had used during session A and session B. Moverio, however, was
considered to have a better resolution. 15 participants answered that they would not use any of the
AR-glasses in everyday life, two answered that they could consider using both AR-glasses, four
answered that they could use Vuzix and one could consider using Moverio. For the final question,
11 participants reported that they preferred Vuzix (seven wore Vuzix under session A and B) and
11 participants preferred Moverio (seven wore Moverio under session A and B). The participants
that preferred Vuzix stated that they had a more appealing design, better physical comfort and
that it was easier to read in them. Some participant expressed, when using Moverio it was hard
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to read because the characters "floated together" or that they experienced double vision. For the
participants that preferred Moverio, the majority stated that the resolution and contrast was better.
They also stated that the contrast and resolution was an issue in Vuzix, and that they experienced
strange colouring shifting. Some argued that Moverio was more comfortable because they were
more adjustable or stretchable.

5.2 Evaluation of Speech-to-Text systems
Four different speech-to-text systems available on the Swedish market were identified and eval-
uated. These were Lingsoft Speech API, Google Cloud Speech API, Web Speech API and Mi-
crosoft Azure Speech API. These will be described below.

5.2.1 Lingsoft Speech API

Lingsoft is one of the leading language management companies in the Nordic countries and offers
speech recognition for Finish, Swedish and other Nordic languages (Lingsoft 2020c). Lingsoft
offers a speech recognition assisted subtitling service, with the aim to make media such as video
and podcasts more accessible to everyone and is used by companies such as Finnish Broadcast-
ing Company (YLE) and Sveriges Television (SVT) for subtitling television programs(Lingsoft
2020a; Lingsoft 2020b).

Lingsoft’s speech-to-text service is not open for everyone to subscribe to and use, instead cus-
tomers either contact them directly in order to subscribe to the service, or a collaborative project
can be set up. The company can offer special-tailored language models and design the solution
to fit the customers production-process (Lingsoft 2020c). They did e.g. develop a system com-
bining automatic speech recognition with re-speaking together with SVT in order to provide high-
accuracy real-time speech recognition for SVTs weather forecasts(Lingsoft 2020e). Re-speaking
refers to a second person repeating what the weather forcaster is saying, as the weather forcaster
is speaking, in a more concise manner which is then transcribed by the speech recognition service
(Stelacon 2017). The final solution reached an accuracy of 98% according to Lingsoft (Lingsoft
2020c).

Lingsoft’s speech-to-text users can choose to stream audio and video in two ways, either by an
HTTP API, or through an Websocket API. Depending on the profile configuration that is set up
for each customer and if the speech recognition service will be used for domain-specific speech,
the language model used for recognising speech will have been trained on different sets of vocab-
ulary data, such as vocabulary common in the medical field, or general vocabulary. The customer
may also add an additional language model to complement the vocabulary of the default model.
(Lingsoft 2020d).

In a project conducted together with MeMAD and several other partners, Lingsoft speech API
was used for speech recognition and speaker recognition. One part of the project was to improve
the tools utilised, and hence the Swedish speech recognition was further trained with thousands of
hours of new data extracted from recordings of the Swedish Parliament sessions. When the speech
recognition service was evaluated before additional training, the WER was calculated to 56.0%.
After additional training, the WER had been improved to 43.2% (Doukhan et al. 2018).

The documentation is over all perceived as very concise and easy to navigate through, but does
however lack code examples and elaboration on ways to optimise the quality of the recognition.
The ASR architecture of Lingsoft are also not clearly documented. Furthermore, the documenta-
tion is not available on their website and there is no active community present. When in contact
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with Lingsoft, the company states that the general model of the speech to text service is not in-
tended to be trained by the customer, but that the user may add additional words and phrases to
the vocabulary through the endpoint API to improve the recognition accuracy. They also state that
customers are charged per minute or hour, and that the price is set depending on the volume of the
data.

5.2.2 Google alternatives

Google Cloud Speech API
The Google Cloud Speech API’s default model supports more than 125 different languages and
dialects (Google Cloud 2020b). The default model can be used to transcribe any type of audio,
however they do also offer model’s tuned specifically to certain audio types in order to increase
the accuracy of the speech recognition. The other models offered are tuned specifically for videos,
phone calls and shorter audio clips i.e. voice commands and voice search. The model tuned for
videos is recommended for video clips with multiple speakers, while the model recommended for
phone calls is tuned for a sample rate of 8 000 Hz, which is a common sample rate for mobile mi-
crophones. Google advises its users to use a sample rate of 16 000 Hz or higher, and a high-fidelity
audio when using the default model (Google Cloud 2020d). Currently, only the default model and
the model tuned for short video clips supports Swedish language (Google Cloud 2020b).

The service’s real-time streaming option uses a gRPC bi-directional stream to send audio data to
the cloud and to receive the transcribed text (Google Cloud 2020d). gRPC is a Remote Proce-
dure Calls (RPC) framework introduced by Google which claim to offer low latency and advanced
streaming and connection features in order to save bandwidth, CPU usage and battery life. One
of their main usage scenarios are mobile clients that needs to communicate with a cloud server
(gRPC 2020). Few studies seems to have been conducted on how gRPC compares to websockets
for streaming audio, however Kannappa (2019) states in an article in Medium that streaming data
with gRPC is significantly faster than websockets as the dataformat, protobuf, used with gRPC is
more leightweight than data formats i.e. JSON that are used with websockets.

Google (2017) stated 2017 at their annual I/O conference that their Speech Recognition had
reached WER levels of 4.9%5, even in noisy environments. Up to then, Google had continuously
been improving their speech recognition by several percents each year by using neural networks.
However, since 2017, no new statements regarding improved WER have been made. On the other
hand, they have presented an increasingly large number of supported languages and dialects, as
well as projects focused on accessibility, to increase the number of people to which their services
are available to. Bacchiani et al. (2017) states that "Our [Google] core research in speech recog-
nition is conducted on US English, and once new techniques are sufficiently validated we transfer
them to all our fleet of languages".

A lot of interesting research have been done on different features and improvements on Google’s
speech-to-text systems (Tripathi et al. 2020; Yu et al. 2020; Doutre et al. 2020), however it is
not clear whether the results of these actually have been implemented in the services offered to
Google’s customers yet. Exactly what architecture the Google Cloud Speech API is currently im-
plementing in their models are hence not clearly stated. However in 2017, Bacchiani et al. (2017)
states that a joint model for beamforming and recognition is used in order to by improve the accu-
racy, and is described as a "black box" which lets the network determine all processing steps i.e.
spatial filtering, feature learning and acoustic modeling (Xiao et al. 2017).

No training is needed to use Google Cloud Speech API. If any word or phrase is missing in the
vocabulary, the user may add these with the feature speech adaption, to increase the recognition
accuracy of the service. Furthermore, they recommend to not signal process or do any noise can-
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cellation on the audio in advance, as the system is trained to handle noisy audio(Google 2020a).

If the user would like to improve the latency, Google offers the service ’Memorystore for Redis’,
where Redis stands for ’Remote dictionary server’ and is a self-managed in-memory data store
and can be used for caching. Memorystore for Redis allows the user to use the Redis in-memory
data store fully managed. By using a Redis in-memory data store, data can be accessed within
sub-milliseconds (Google Cloud 2020a).

Other features of the Google Cloud Speech API is that it can detect up to six speakers, add au-
tomatic punctuation (however if this is available for real-time streaming as well is not clear).
Coming features, currently in beta mode, are auto-detection of language, automatic punctuation
and diarization (Google Cloud 2021).

Google Cloud Speech API is free of charge for up to 60 minutes per month, thereafter the cost de-
pends on three factors: what model is used for speech recognition, if the user has opted in to data
logging, and the number of audio channels used. If opting in to data logging, Google is allowed
to use the recorded data for training and improving their models and hence the price is reduced
slightly. If using the phone call model or the video model, the price is increased slightly. If using
the default model with no data logging, the price would be $0.006 per 15 seconds, and the price
would vary between $0.004 and $0.009 depending on above choices. Each audio channel is billed
separately such that a recording on 10 seconds with 3 audio channels would be billed for 30 sec-
onds. If also using any of Google Cloud Platform services, such as Compute Engine to accelerate
computations, additional costs would be added (Google 2020b).

The documentation of Google Cloud Speech API is extensive to the extent that it was perceived as
slightly difficult to navigate through. There are multiple guides and tutorials on how to implement
the speech API and what the best practices are. They provide code examples for multiple lan-
guages for the different choices of speech recognition methods. There is also a large community
available ready to help if one is experiencing any trouble with implementing the software.

Web Speech API/WebCaptioner
Web Speech API, or Google Chrome Web Speech API, is a JavaScript API that enables devel-
opers to make free of charge speech recognition functionality available in web applications (Web
Platform Incubator Community Group 2020). This simplified subset API is developed by the
W3C Speech API Community Group in order to accelerate implementation, interoperability test-
ing, standardization and developer adoption for web browsers (WC3 2020) and sends audio to
Google’s servers for transcription (Google Chrome 2020).

One application using this API is Web Captioner. Web Captioner has a user interface that allows
the users to adjust text size, text colour, font style, line height, letter spacing and capitalisation.
The user can also adjust horizontal and vertical alignments and the background colour (Web Cap-
tioner 2020a). The transcribed text shown in the browser is first shown as interim results, which
colour can be adjusted if desired, but is continuously replaced with final results as they become
available. With the default text size, padding and the vertical alignment set to "lower third", the
number of text lines shown in the browser are three lines, however there are no option to specifi-
cally choose what number of lines to use. Another feature offered is speech adaption, which lets
the user add words or phrases to the vocabulary in order to increase the accuracy (Web Captioner
2020b).

The Web speech API is compatible with the browsers Chrome and Edge on computers, and
Chrome Android on mobile devices (Mozilla 2020). Hence Web Captioner, and any other web
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applications based on the Web Speech API, can only be used with the mentioned browsers and are
not available as mobile applications (Web Captioner 2020b). Even though the Chrome browser is
available on Vuzix, and the use of microphone is allowed, no text output is displayed when talking.
Furthermore, the Chrome browser is not available for Moverio.

The Web Speech API uses websockets to transmit data from the client, however little information
can be found on how the service is communicating with Google’s servers. Furthermore, even
though they do offer good documentation on the API methods available, the documentation of the
API and what features it offers is in general thin. (HTML Speech Incubator Group 2011).

5.2.3 Microsoft Azure Speech API

Microsoft Azure Speech API service is available in 88 languages and is available as real-time
speech recognition. The default model is recommended for conversational and dictation scenarios
using day-to-day language and with little to no background noise. However, for unique scenarios
with ambient noise, domain-specific language, or prominent speaker accents, Microsoft states that
accuracy may improve by creating and training own custom models (Microsoft 2020e; Microsoft
2020c).

To facilitate development of applications using Microsoft’s speech-to-text service, Microsoft of-
fers a software development kit, Speech SDK, which is available in the programming languages
Java and C# for Android. The Speech SDK is appropriate to use for speech-to-text scenarios such
as meeting conversation transcription using real-time speech recognition and speaker identification
and uses WebSockets to transmit data. While the SDK is available for both Android and Unity,
scenarios such as meeting conversations, which would be the appropriate choice for implementa-
tion in a STAR-system, are only available on Android (Microsoft 2020a).

Microsoft’s approach to the architecture of ASR systems seem to be more traditional and less
general. Microsoft offers its user to train custom models as a complement to their base model.
Depending on language, customers may choose either to customise their own language model,
acoustic model or pronunciation model, hence they do not implement joint components or an end-
to-end system. For Swedish language, only the language model can be customised (Microsoft
2020b). Furthermore, Gong et al. (2017) argues that while speaker independent models, trained
on data with varying speaker characteristics, work well on average, it does not take advantage of
opportunities to best handle different accents, speech content and speaking rate, and hence states
that the adapted models are speaker dependent, which is also stated in Xiong et al. (2018). How-
ever, as extensive research in the area of ASR has been conducted and since 2017 (Hu et al. 2020),
this might have changed.

The latest accuracy presented by Microsoft for their conversational speech recognition system had
a WER of 5.1%. The system were tested on the Switchboard corpus and on the Callhome cor-
pus (Xiong et al. 2018). The Switchboard corpus contains around 2400 telephone conversations
between 543 speakers from all areas of the United States. Over 70 conversation topics were cov-
ered (Linguisitic Data Consortium n.d.). The Callhome corpus contains unscripted 120 telephone
conversations with mostly unique participants from both the United States and other parts of the
world Linguistic Data Consortium (n.d.).

In the documentation on Microsof Azure’s website, nothing is said about avoiding or implement-
ing signal processing before transmitting the audio to the API. However, Microsoft do recommend
the users to use a microphone array and refers to their Speech Devices SDK, which allows the
user to use processing algorithms to perform beamforming, dereverberation and noise suppression
(Microsoft Azure 2020).
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Microsoft’s speech-to-text service is free of charge up to five hours per month if using only one
model. If using several models, the price is $ 1 per hour for the default model, $ 1.4 per hour for
customised models and $ 2.1 per hour for conversation transcription with multi channel audio. If
the user also would like to use speaker identification, it would cost $ 10 per 1 000 transactions,
however this feature is only available if using servers in the west US (Microsoft 2020d).

The documentation provided by Microsoft on their speech-to-text service is extensive, but similar
to Google Cloud Speech API, it is perceived as slightly difficult to navigate through in order to
obtain an overall view of what the software offers. Code examples are given for most of their
use cases for the supported target platforms and programming languages. There is also a large
community available that users can turn to in order to find already posted questions and answers
or ask questions.

5.2.4 Comparisons

Below will the different comparative studies that have been conducted on the above speech-to-text
systems be described, the different features of the systems are also compared in Table 12.

Table 12: Comparison of the technical characteristics of Web Speech API, Google Cloud Speech API,
Lingsoft Speech-To-Text API, Microsoft Azure Speech API.

Web Speech
API

Google Cloud
Speech API

Lingsoft
Speech API

Microsoft
Azure Speech
API

Offers streaming Yes Yes Yes Yes

Server-client
communication

Websockets gRPC
bi-directional
stream

Websockets Websockets

Is trainable No No No Yes

Price Free $0.96-
2.16/hour

n/a $1.0-2.1/hour

Offers
punctuation

No Yes (not
available for
Swedish)

n/a Yes (not
available for
Swedish)

Offers diarization No Yes (not
available for
Swedish)

Yes Yes (not
available for
Swedish)

Is compatible with
AR-glasses

No Yes Yes Yes

Offers code
examples

Yes Yes No Yes

Offers speech
adaption

n/a (however
Web Captioner
does)

Yes Yes Yes

Except for Lingsoft Speech API, no evaluations of the accuracy for Swedish seems to have been
conducted, and no comparative studies seems to have been conducted with Lingsoft Speech API.
There are however a few comparative evaluations made for English that has compared some of
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the other speech-to-text systems evaluated in this study. Even though the accuracy achieved when
conducting evaluations using English would probably differ to if the same evaluation would have
been conducted on Swedish, it does indicate which of the manufacturers that have the most suc-
cessful models achieving high accuracy for English and hence it might give an indication of which
of the systems that would also have the highest potential to perform well in Swedish.

In a study conducted by Këpuska and Bohouta (2017), Google Cloud Speech API was compared
to Microsoft Azure Speech API by testing them on the TIMIT corpus. TIMIT contains broad-
band recordings of 630 speakers with eight different major dialects of American English, each
reading ten phonetically rich sentences. Microsoft Azure Speech API received a WER of 18%,
while Google Cloud Speech API received a WER of 9%, outperforming Microsoft Azure Speech
API. Furthermore, Dernoncourt, Bui, and Chang (2018) have presented a light-weight opensource
framework to facilitate benchmarking of different automatic speech recogitniton APIs against ea-
chother with a corpus of the user’s own choice. When presenting the framework, they also tested
Google Cloud Speech API, Web Speech API and Microsoft, among others, on the freely available
corpus Common Voice and LibriSpeech. Common Voice (CV) concept is based on letting users
"donate their voice" by recording small audio clips, to build a data set with recordings of varying
dialects and configurations. The recordings are validated by other users. LibriSpeech is divided
into two subsets, one which contains speech without noise or challenging factors (LS1), and one
which contains more challenging speech (LS2). The framework measures the deletions, insertions
and substitutions and calculates the WER for each API and corpus. For Web Speech API, the
WER were 23.2% for the CV corpus, 12.1% for the LS1 data set, and 28.8% for LS2. Google
Cloud Speech API had an WER of 23.3% when tested on the CV corpus, 12.3% when tested on
the LS1 and 27.3% when tested on the LS2 data set. For Microsoft Azure Speech API, the WER
were 29.1% on CV, 18.8% on LS1 and 35.9% on LS2. However since these corpora are open for
anyone to use, it is possible that the APIs already have been trained on them, resulting in lower
WER.

Another comparative study done with noisy data on mobile devices have been conducted by Yurt-
can (2019) as a Master Thesis. In the study, both clean audio, noisy audio, and noisy audio
processed with speech enhancement methods were used. The results show that for context inde-
pendent tests, Google Cloud Speech API received an average WER of 5.43% on clean audio data,
311.04% on noisy data and between 16.01% and 19.33% on noisy data when using noise cancel-
lation algorithms. Microsoft Azure Speech API on the other hand received an error rate of 44.35%
on clean data, but were not tested on noisy data. IBM Watson was also evaluated, although not
available in Swedish, and received an average WER of 38.52% on clean audio, were not able to
output any transcript on noisy audio, and had an average WER between 91.27% and 97.62% on
noisy data when using noise cancellation algorithms.

The WER of 311.04% achieved by Google is an example of when there have been a high number
of insertions, as stated in 2.4.2.
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6 Discussion
Below, the results retrieved from the user tests and the evaluation of existing speech-to-text sys-
tems will be discussed. First the results from the user tests are discussed, followed by a discussing
about existing speech-to-text systems.

6.1 Discussion over the results from the User tests
The results from the user tests under session A are partly consistent and in contradiction with
earlier research conducted on different text presentations, both with respect to legibility in AR-
glasses, as well as legibility on other types of electronic visual displays. Below, the results will be
discussed in chronically order with respect to order in Section 5.1.

The results for polarity are interesting. From Friedman test, two significant values were obtained
which showed that negative polarity was better than positive polarity under certain conditions
and hence, H1. The polarity of the text presentation affects the legibility in AR-glasses, could be
confirmed under these conditions. Positive polarity had a shorter average search time when the
opacity was solid, but the rank for negative polarity was higher, both with solid opacity and trans-
parent opacity. Hence, it is hard to draw any conclusion from this. From the interaction graph
(Figure 15) that was presented in Section 5.1.1, it is however obvious that the there are tendencies
to an interaction between opacity and polarity. It is more obvious with Moverio, e.g. with pos-
itive polarity, the average search time increases when the opacity goes from solid to transparent,
meanwhile with negative polarity, the average search time decreases when going from solid to
transparent. For Vuzix, the average search time is increasing for both positive and negative polar-
ity when transparent opacity is being used, however, the differences is greater for positive polarity.
Hence, the legibility in Vuzix seems to be more affected by the billboard opacity.

No hypothesis was stated with respect to the interaction effect of polarity and opacity, still, it is
an interesting result to highlight. One reason could be that the contrast between the text and the
billboard decreases more with positive polarity when reducing the opacity, hence, the legibility de-
teriorate which affects the legibility and hence the search time. For negative polarity, the contrast is
not affected to the same extent. The contrast for the different text presentations was not measured,
but several of the participants stated that the positive transparent presentation had an inferior con-
trast, hence it was challenging to distinguish text from the background. Since the contrast between
the text and background affects the legibility (Radl 1980; Mills and Weldon 1983; Wang, Hwang,
and Kuo 2012; ISO 2011, p. 4), this could explain the result. The results are inline with earlier
findings that the contrast that matters and not the colour itself. Moreover, since the colour repro-
duction in AR is not the same as on other displays (like black being converted to transparent), the
effect of changing the opacity could have other impacts in AR. However, more research or mea-
surements of the contrast in the AR-glasses would be needed to determine the reason for this result.

For opacity, two significant values were obtained and both showed that solid opacity resulted in a
lower average search time than transparent opacity. Both significant values occurred with negative
polarity and abstract background, hence H2. The opacity of the billboard affects the legibility in
AR-glasses, could be confirmed under these conditions. Similar to polarity, this could probably
be explained by the fact that the contrast between the text and billboard being reduced and that
the abstract background, displayed on the television screen is being perceived as more obstruct-
ing. Also the accuracy was better with solid opacity, hence, it was easier to identify the characters
when the billboard was solid. Since solid opacity also resulted in a shorter average search time
and a higher accuracy, a solid opacity is preferred with respect to legibility. This is consistent with
results from Gabbard, Swan, and Mix (2006), Gattullo et al. (2015), and Debernardis et al. (2014)
that states that a billboard in general facilitates reading on AR displays. Making the billboard
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transparent however, did not facilitate the legibility of the text. This contradicts Sawyer et al.
(2020) argumentation that a semi-transparent middle layer could be good solution for AR since it
is not perceived as occluding, but still gives a good legibility. However, some participants stated
that the presentations that used a solid billboard sometimes felt overwhelming and had a too high
contrast. This could affect the visual discomfort and when the glasses are used under a longer time
period (ISO 2020, pp. 21). Moreover, a too extreme contrast may cause glare and visual discom-
fort (ISO 2020; de Cunsel 2020, pp. 5), hence, a balance between legibility and the avoidance of
glare should be considered with respect to the opacity and contrast. Hence, one should examine
the effect of increasing the transparency.

As mentioned in 2.3 the perception of colour (and hence contrast) is affected by illuminance
(Kruijff, Swan, and Feiner 2010; Gabbard, Swan, and Mix 2006). Because of the complexity of
measuring the luminance and contrast of the display in AR-glasses (de Cunsel 2020; Eisenberg
and Jensen 2020; Gabbard, Swan, and Mix 2006), these factors were not measured. Instead the
average search time during different background and illuminance was examined, as well as the
user experience of the glasses (which will be discussed further below). Even if it would have been
desirable to examine the contrast and luminance in the AR-glasses under the different illumina-
tion, it was not possible with respect to the experimental setup. For illuminance, three significant
differences were obtained, two of these indicated that high illuminance resulted in lower search
time than low illuminance, and one indicated that medium illuminance resulted in lower search
time than high illuminance. Hence, it has been shown that differences in illuminance affects the
legibility in AR-glasses, which confirms H3. Ambient illumination affects the legibility in AR-
glasses This is consistent with results from Gabbard, Swan, and Mix (2006), Debernardis et al.
(2014), Kruijff, Swan, and Feiner (2010), and Eisenberg and Jensen (2020). None of the partic-
ipants commented that the text was "washed out", which Gabbard, Swan, and Mix (2006) and
Lee, Zhan, and Wu (2019) argued could happen under high illuminance. However, it might be
that the illuminance was not sufficiently high too affect the content to that extent. It could also be
because the luminance from the lighting sources were directed towards the television screen and
not towards the participants. As mentioned in Section 4.3, it could be that the higher illuminance
reduced the contrast on the screen, hence, it was easier to read since the background was not con-
sidered as obstructing under high illuminance.

For the average search time and the rank under different illuminance, high illuminance resulted in
best shortest search time for both AR-glasses. However, the accuracy was slightly higher under
medium illuminance. Low illuminance resulted in worst performance, both with respect to search
time and accuracy. This goes against the results from Gabbard, Swan, and Mix (2006) who shows
the opposite. However, it could probably be explained by the same reasons as for search time,
i.e. the illuminance was not sufficiently high to affect the legibility of the characters or reduce the
contrast in the AR-glasses.

Peddie (2017, pp. 194) argued that visual perception also is affected by the eye box which varies
under different conditions. The eye box is affected by the size of the pupil. Under high illumi-
nance, the pupil decreases which implies that the eye box also decreases. Which could imply
that the edges of display becomes blurry. However, since the legibility was better under high il-
luminance, this does not seems to be an issue with any of the AR-glasses. Moreover, none of the
participants stated this being an issue.

For background, four significant difference were obtained. Hence, it is concluded that the back-
ground affects the legibility and H4. The background affects the legibility in AR-glasses could be
confirmed for both Vuzix and Moverio. This is consistent with the results from Gabbard, Swan,
and Mix (2006), Kruijff, Swan, and Feiner (2010), Gattullo et al. (2015), and Debernardis et al.
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(2014), which also states that the background affects the legibility in AR. For three out of four
significant differences, abstract background resulted in inferior average search time compared to
other backgrounds. The abstract background also had the lowest accuracy and longest average
search time. Hence, abstract background (or a background with patterns) is more obstructing
with respect to legibility. This is interesting since backgrounds in the reality rarely is being solid.
Hence, this results indicates that the use of AR-glasses could be complex and difficult in reality.

An interaction effect of illuminance and polarity was only obtained with Vuzix. Hence, IH1.The
interaction between ambient illumination and the polarity of the text presentation affectsthe legi-
bility in AR-glasses was confirmed for Vuzix, but rejected for Moverio. This results indicates that
the perception in the two AR-glasses are differently sensitive to external factors and the text pre-
sentation. The result for Vuzix indicates that the effect of illuminance together with the polarity
can effect the search time and hence the legibility. However, with respect to the average search
time (as can be seen in Table 5) it seems like it is mainly affected by the illuminance and not the
polarity for Vuzix, the same does not apply to Moverio though. Moreover, in Table 5 the opacity is
not taken into account. However, in interaction graph, Figure 19, there seems to be more tenden-
cies for an interaction between illuminance and polarity with Moverio. In the graph, the opacity
is also taken into account which could explain the results. As stated before, the opacity seems to
have greater impact than expected and this also applies with respect to the interaction between po-
larity and illuminance. From the graph, there also seems like the legibility is more affected by the
illuminance when using positive polarity for the text presentation. This would contradict Dobres,
Chahine, and Reimer (2017), who argues that legibility is affected to a lesser extent when the text
is presented in positive polarity. Since two significant values were obtained with Moverio, one
cannot draw any conclusions based on only the graph. However, it is interesting that there seems
to exists tendencies for interaction.

The accuracy does not seem to be affected by the illuminance in the same extent as search time,
but instead by the polarity. In general, negative polarity results in a higher accuracy, except when
using Vuzix under medium illuminance. However, this could just be a result caused by the white
transparent presentation resulted in an inferior legibility. Without respect to opacity however, it
could be argued that the illuminance has more impact on the search time, meanwhile, polarity has
more impact on the accuracy when evaluating these variables together.

Since ANOVA-analysis could not be performed, it cannot be determined if these interaction are
caused by the interaction of illuminance and polarity or merely the illuminance. However, it gives
some indications of interaction between the respective variables, which is consistent with Dobres,
Chahine, and Reimer (2017).

For the interaction between polarity and background, only significant difference were obtained
with Vuzix and IH2. The interaction between background and the polarity of the text presentation
affects the legibility in AR-glasses, could only be confirmed with Vuzix. The result is consistent
with the results from Gabbard, Swan, and Mix (2006). Moreover, it could be argued that percep-
tion in Vuzix also is more affected by the text polarity and background. However, with respect
to average search time (see Table 7), it seems that background has a major impact and not the
polarity. The same applies for Moverio. As for illuminance, this could probably be explained by
the fact the opacity also has a great impact. In the interaction graph (see Figure 20), it seems that
the search time in Moverio is more affected by the interaction than with Vuzix.

With respect to the accuracy, it also obvious that the background has more influence over the re-
sults, especially with Vuzix. But this might also be explained by the influence of the opacity. Since
ANOVA could not be conducted, there are some uncertainties with respect to the interaction effect
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and to conclude this more extensive studies, and preferable ANOVA-analysis would be needed.
However, the results still shows indications that the interaction between polarity and background
effects the legibility in AR-glasses, and that search time and accuracy varies depending on which
polarity, background, as well as opacity being present.

As stated in the results, the performance varied with respective AR-glasses. With Vuzix, more sig-
nificant difference were obtained with respect to all independent variables. Hence, they seems to
be more sensitive with respect to illuminance, background and how the text is presented. These re-
sults might be derived to different technical and optical properties of the AR-glasses. As described
in Section 4.1.3, Vuzix is monocular which could cause reduced perception of low-contrast ob-
jects and an increased risk for binocular rivalry (Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 4). The abstract
background could be considered as more obstructing, because the great variations in contrast in
the image. This could result in intercoluar differences since image characteristics displayed to the
eyes resulting differs, resulting in in binocular rivalry (Patterson 2016) when using Vuzix. Inter-
coluar differences also occurs if there is a significant difference in the luminance of the two images
displayed to respectively eye. Under low ambient illuminance, the difference probably is greater
since one eye is exposed to higher luminance from the display in the AR-glasses. However, more
significant differences were found with Moverio with respect to illuminance, which would contra-
dict this argumentation.

Moreover, it is clear that average search time is shorter with Vuzix than with Moverio, but that the
accuracy is higher with Moverio. However, some of the different characteristics in the AR-glasses
could effect the perceived depth and size of the objects (in this case the text). Therefore, this could
affect the perceived text size and hence the results. Also other characteristics of the display could
effect the result, such as display type, spatial resolution, pixel pitch, fill factor and colour gamut
(Chapter 3 Aukstakalnis 2016; Peddie 2017, Chapter 4).

The results from the questionnaire with respect to the different text presentations is slightly dif-
ferent from the results from the user tests. In general, the participants preferred positive polarity
with solid billboard. This was also the presentation that was considered to be the easiest one in
Session A to count the number of N, i.e. it had the subjectively best legibility. This is consistent
with the results from Radl (1980), Cushman (1986), Karamitroglou (1998), Humar, Gradišar, and
Turk (2008), Shen et al. (2009), Dobres et al. (2016), and Dobres, Chahine, and Reimer (2017) and
in contradiction to Debernardis et al. (2014), Gattullo et al. (2015), and Jankowski et al. (2010).
However, when the opacity of the billboard is not considered, there were as many participants that
preferred the presentation with negative polarity, hence the subjective measurements indicates that
the opacity affects the preferences with respect to polarity. Similar to the results from the user test,
the participants preferred the positive transparent presentation least and experienced it as most
difficult to identify the number of N in. This also indicated that the polarity and opacity together
affects the legibility in AR-glasses.

The results with respect to preferred and unpreferred text presentation, their is no reason to believe
that the results would have varied if the study was conducted with hearing impaired individuals,
since colour stimuli is the same Sharma and Mitchell (2013, pp. 208). However, with respect
to average search time, it is likely that the search time would have been longer if the study was
conducted with hearing impaired individuals since it has been shown that a hearing impairments
affects the speech development and languages skills, as well as the reading speed where hearing
impaired individuals normally have a slower reading speed (Shroyer and Birch 1980; Burnham
et al. 2008). However, the effect of the different treatment factors would probably not changes,
since the legibility, dependent on the contrast (which is dependent on colour perception), would
be the same.
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For text size, significant differences were only found with Vuzix. Hence, H5. The text size affects
the readability in AR-glasses, was only confirmed for Vuzix. Small and medium text size size re-
sulted in significantly faster reading speed than large text size. The reading speed was on average
faster with a smaller text size for both AR-glasses. The accuracy from the reading comprehension
was also higher with smaller text size for Vuzix, the same did not apply for Moverio.

This results with respect to reading speed and hence readability contradicts Bernard et al. (2003),
Dobres et al. (2016), and ISO (2020) who argues that larger text size improves the legibility and
readability. However, it is consistent with and Mills and Weldon (1983) and Kojic et al. (2020).
Kojic et al. (2020) argues that participants do not prefer large text size when reading in virtual
reality and that the optimal setting of the text parameters depends on the length of the text para-
graphs, hence it could be that length of the paragraphs in the above mentioned studies was longer.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.2 most of earlier research have been done with normal electronic
displays and not with AR-displays, which may also explain the results. This would contradicts
Renkewitz et al. (2008) who argues that same results for electronic displays could be applied in
AR. Another reason for the contradictory results could be because the appropriate text size varies
among different users, mainly affected by vision acuity and age. The majority of the participants
had normal vision acuity and were around the same age, if the test were conducted with a more
heterogeneous group of participants (e.g. varying visual acuity and age), other results might would
have been obtained. It could also be due to the fact that the size was not small or large enough,
however, the text size was still smaller than the recommendations from Vuzix guidelines (Vuzix
2020a). The fact that the differences between the text sizes were marginal could also explain the
lack of significant differences and also explain the results.

As significant results were obtained for the number of lines impact on the reading speed and read-
ability in both AR-glasses, H6. The number of lines of text affects the readability in AR-glasses
was confirmed. Two or three lines resulted in significantly faster reading speed and hence better
legibility and readability. This is consistent with the results from Duchnickyl and Kolers (1983)
and Peng et al. (2018). Duchnickyl and Kolers (1983) argued that the readability of text increased
when the number of lines increased up to four lines for reading on electronic displays, meanwhile
Peng et al. (2018) found that two lines resulted in best readability. The accuracy was also better
the more lines that were present. A good option could therefore be to use two or three lines when
displaying text in AR-glasses. However, increasing the number lines of text would also imply that
the backgrounds is being more distracting and if too much text is being presented at the same time,
it could cause information overload (Lavie 1995; Levy 2008; Friedrich 2020).

When comparing the text size and number of lines together, only significant values for Vuzix
were obtained. Hence, IH3. The interaction between the number of lines and text size affects the
readability of text presented in AR-glasses was only confirmed for Vuzix. Without respect to the
text size, all significant results that were obtained showed that two or three lines resulted in faster
reading speed and hence readability. Thus, it can be an effect of the reading speed being greatly
affected by the number of lines, and not actually the text size. However, the result indicated that
one line, large text results in the significantly slowest reading speed and should be avoided for text
presentations in AR.

One aspect that might could have influenced the results on readability, is that the position of the
text were chosen by the participants themselves and hence varied between the participants. How-
ever many of the participants placed the text at the same position, and the results on especially the
number of lines affect on readability seems to be consistent.
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From the questionnaire, it is obvious that preferred text size varied among the participants. Hence,
it may be better solution to let the participants decide the text size by themselves like Galitz (2007)
argues. For the number of lines, it is consistent with the results from the user tests, i.e. the partic-
ipants preferred two or three number of lines. Many participants argued, that they preferred two
lines since they are familiar with it from captioning on the television. For one line of text, many
stated that two little information was presented and it was hard to understand the context. This
could explain why the accuracy was decreased with one line of text, i.e. it was harder to remember
the paragraphs presented.

For the positioning of the text, the results contradicts earlier studies that suggest that the text should
be presented in the bottom of the FoV (Klose et al. 2019; Rzayev et al. 2018). However, position
was only evaluated with respect to the participants subjective preferences and not with respect
to legibility and readability. If different positions would have been tested, the results may have
been different. Moreover, since the participants were not asked to perform any other task at the
same time, they were free to obstruct the background to any degree. Even though the background
was chosen to simulate a real conversation, they did not have to focus on the speaker. Under a
real conversation or while performing other task simultaneously, another position might have been
preferred among the participants.

The participants using Vuzix experienced the background as more distracting, meanwhile the par-
ticipants using Moverio experienced the text as more distracting. Hence, the text presentation was
experienced as more obstructing in Moverio. This could probably be an effect of that the reso-
lution was experienced better in Moverio and that text became more overpowering. Moreover, it
could be derived to the ocularity in the glasses and that Vuzix is monocular, which is considered
to be less distracting.

In general however, the background was not considered to be as distracting as one might expected.
This might also be because the participants did not really had to focus on the background, hence, it
was just a distraction that did not required sufficient cognitive load and attention. If the participants
had been asked to observe things in background, perhaps the results would have been different,
since it would have required divided and selective attention (Friedrich 2020; Lavie 1995). This
would have also made it possible to investigate the effect of inattetional blindness (Goldstein 2011,
pp. 95-97). However, to be able to examine the ability to divide the attention while using the AR-
glasses, a more comprehensive study would need to be conducted. The effect of different types
of activities which requires different cognitive load (low-load versus high-load) should be eval-
uated, as well as letting users test the glasses for a longer time period to be able to examine the
effect of automatic processing, i.e. the effect of information processing becoming automatic in the
AR-glasses (Schneider and Shiffrin (1977 in Goldstein (2011, pp. 91-92))). Since the language
and cognitive skills could differ between normal hearing and hearing impaired individuals the re-
sults might have differed if the study had been conducted with hearing impaired individuals. For
example, the appearance of motion evokes greater activity among hearings impaired individuals
(Sharma and Mitchell 2013, pp. 201 - 205), hence the background used under session B might had
perceived as more distracting. Also, the positioning of the text could have been different. Many
hearing impaired individuals focus their attention to the mouth of the speaker during a conversa-
tion, while normal hearing focus their attention to the eyes (Sharma and Mitchell 2013, pp. 208), it
would not be surprising if they would position the text closer to the mouth. The degree of hearing
loss would probably also affect the result from the reading comprehension. For example, individ-
uals suffering from deafness has been shown higher comprehension score than hearing impaired
individuals (Burnham et al. 2008).

Few participants experienced any visual or physical discomfort after session A and session B.
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Hence, the issues with visual discomfort did only seem to have low impact on a few the partic-
ipants. This could just be a result of the user trying the AR-glasses under a short time, that no
movement were involved and that they were looking at the same viewpoint during the whole test.
Even if only few of the participants experienced visual and physical discomfort, several claimed
that they experienced double vision in Moverio which affected the legibility and readability. No
questions were stated with respect to this since this was an unknown issue before the user tests
were conducted, in retrospect, this would have been a relevant question to include with respect to
visual and physical discomfort. The reason why the participants experienced this will be discussed
more extensively further below.

For the comparison between the two AR-glasses it is clear that the overall impression was quite
similar for both AR-glasses. However, participants using Vuzix rated Vuzix higher and partici-
pants using Moverio rated Moverio higher. This may be caused by, as mentioned in Section 4.3,
the participants were to try the other pair of AR-glasses after both sessions were concluded. This
may have affected the results since they got to try one pair of the AR-glasses under a longer time
period and hence got more familiar with using and seeing through them.

With respect to the physical comfortability, Vuzix was rated higher. No literature review or re-
view of earlier research with respect to the physical comfortability of AR-glasses were conducted.
However, it is clear that design of the glasses matters. More participants also thought Vuzix had a
more appealing design.

The resolution, which is considered to be an important aspect in AR-glasses (Drascic and Mil-
gram 1996; Menozzi 2000) was perceived as better in Moverio. From the Table 1 it can be seen
that Moverio has a higher resolution which could explain the results. The AR-glasses differs with
respect to other properties as well. For example, the use different display technologies, which also
could have an impact on the perceived resolution.

Some participants complained about strange colour shifts or colour-uniformity in Vuzix. This may
be derived to the waveguide technology being used. Vuzix uses diffractive waveguide technology,
and a common issue with that type of technology is that it can create a "rainbow effect" in the
glasses. None of the participants complained about issues with colour non-uniformity in Moverio.
This is inline with the reflective waveguide technology used in Moverio, which does not lack of
issues with colour non-uniformity (Heshmat 2018). Another reason could be the display type.
Vuzix uses a DLP based display technology. The properties of the DLP technology implemented
in Vuzix is unknown, but for some DLPs, a common issue is also the occurrence of "rainbow
effect" (Riecke, Nusseck, and pelkum 2006).

As stated earlier, some participants experienced double vision or that the text was "melted" to-
gether when using Moverio and that they were difficult to align with respect to the eyes. As Move-
rio is binocular, which is sensitive to alignments (Aukstakalnis 2016; Kooi and Toet 2004; Drascic
and Milgram 1996, Chapter 4), and that there were a variations in Interpupillary Distance (IPD)
among the participants (Peddie 2017; Kooi and Toet 2004). Improper settings settings related to
IPD can cause image distortion, incorrect perception and objects being wrapped (Aukstakalnis
2016; Kress 2013; Drascic and Milgram 1996, Chapter 4, p. 29). Since the IPD varies between
individuals (Peddie 2017), it is likely that it could be a mismatch between IPD and the alignment
of the glasses. This was not an issue with Vuzix and no participants expressed this being an issue
with Vuzix.

The two AR-glasses differs with respect to other technical properties as well, which affects the
visual perception. As stated earlier, Vuzix is monocular, while Moverio is binocular. Moreover,
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Moverio has a larger FoV than Vuzix. These properties affects the depth perception. Binocular
ocularity provides more depth cues, stereo images (which is one of the strongest depth cures) and a
larger FoV which could result in a more accurate perception of depth (Drascic and Milgram 1996;
Aukstakalnis 2016, Chapter 3). The perception of depth is tightly coupled with the perceived dis-
tance and size of objects, hence incorrect perception of depth could result in a mismatch between
perceived distance and size. Since the augmented objects are displayed at a certain distance in the
AR-glasses, one unwanted effect could be a mismatch between perceived distance of the objects
presented in the AR-glasses and the objects in the real world (Drascic and Milgram 1996). This
is a issue, since the perceived distance is important as it helps the brain interpret size of objects
(Goldstein 2011, pp. 50-55) and give the user reliable information of locations and properties in
the environments (Palmer 1999, pp. 6-7). No experiments was conducted to evaluate effect the
results of this, however, it could be important to keep in mind that this could have had an effect on
the results.

Another issue which could occur with both AR-glasses is accommodation-vergence mismatch
which could cause eye-strain, headaches and nausea. The effect of accommodation-vergence mis-
match is however uncertain (Patterson 2016) and since only a few of the participants experienced
any visual discomfort no conclusions could be drawn.

Which AR-glasses that were preferred among the participants varied. It is obvious that the ma-
jority of the participants preferred the AR-glasses that they wore under session A and session B.
However, the preferences also seemed to be highly individual. The participants that chose Moverio
valued resolution over comfort and design, meanwhile the participants who chose Vuzix appreci-
ated the comfort and design of the AR-glasses. As stated earlier, the IPD was more critical when
using Moverio, hence, for the users that experienced issues with this, Moverio was not an alterna-
tive based on the poor legibility and readability.

As a final remark, few of the participants would consider wearing the AR-glasses in their daily
life. This may be due to the lack of need of using them. For deaf or hearing impaired individuals,
perhaps the attitude would be different since AR-glasses could be considered as an aiding. More-
over, it could be that design in general was perceived as not very appealing, hence they would not
feel comfortable wearing them in public.

6.2 Speech-to-text services
Based on the descriptions and comparisons of the speech-to-text services in 5.2, and on the re-
quirements of the STAR-system, Google Cloud Speech API seems to be an appropriate alternative
to implement to the STAR-system. One advantage of using Google Cloud Speech API seems to
be that it is generalised to many varying environments and speakers and is designed to handle
noisy audio (Google 2020a; Xiao et al. 2017; Bacchiani et al. 2017). This would be beneficial to a
STAR-system as it is intended to be used in everyday situations with many different environments
and speakers. Furthermore, as beamforming networks and acoustic models have been trained
jointly (Xiao et al. 2017; Bacchiani et al. 2017), implementation can be facilitated as the user is
recommended to not do any signal processing of their own (Google 2020a). Another benefit of
not having to do any signal-processing is that it would not take extra CPU power and hence affect
the battery time as much (Kumar and Lu 2010). Although avoiding signal processing is what is
recommended by Google, if relying on the results of Yurtcan (2019), the Google Cloud Speech
API can still benefit from signal processing, even though it might be more equipped to handle
noisy audio than other services.

With regards to accuracy, Google Cloud Speech API, but also Web Speech API, seems to perform
well compared to the other services. Even though it is difficult to compare the WER achieved
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in separate studies and evaluations, especially if not tested on the same corpus i.e. large sets of
text and audio files, in the few studies where Google Cloud Speech API have been tested on the
same corpus as e.g. Microsoft Azure Speech API, Google Cloud Speech API have consistently
performed better. Furthermore, in most cases evaluated it performs below or well below the 30%
WER limit purposed by Watanabe et al. (2017). When it comes to latency, there seems to be very
few studies evaluating this subject, and hence it is difficult to estimate how well the models used
in Google Cloud Speech API would perform compared to the other services. However, if only
considering the client-server communication used as well as other supportive services offered that
may aid the user in achieving low latency, Google Cloud Speech API seems to have an advan-
tage over the other services. Although no reviewed studies have been conducted on the latency of
websockets compared to gRPC bi-directional streams, it seems reasonable that a more lightweight
data format enables quicker transfers, which was supported by the results presented in an article
in Medium by Kannappa (2019). Furthermore, Google Cloud offers the service Memorystore for
Redis which, contrary to an ordinary Redis data store that is using memory on the client device
(Redis 2020), is managing the caching on "highly available" servers (Google Cloud 2020c). This
service would however come with an additional cost.

Even though not all features are available in Swedish yet, and even though when used with Swedish
language, it is likely to not achieve as high accuracy yet, one of Google’s offical objectives is to
make their services accessible to everyone and to transfer their validated services to all their sup-
ported languages (Bacchiani et al. 2017). This indicates that the support and accuracy for Swedish
will be continuously improved. One such feature that might soon be available in Swedish for both
Google Cloud Speech API and Microsoft Azure Speech API, is diarization, the ability to iden-
tify speakers. This feature would both help people who are deaf or hard-of-hearing to locate the
talking person, if in a group with several speakers, it is possible that it would also allow the text
transcripted from the users own speech to be removed. Microsoft Azure Speech API does also of-
fer support to a wide variety of languages, but does however not state as clearly that improvements
of these is a main objective.

As for Microsoft Azure Speech API, it did not quite achieve as high accuracy as the services pro-
vided by Google. However one possible reason for this might be that Microsoft seem to have an
approach where their system are supposed to be more adaptable for specific scenarios and specific
users, than for general use. Examples of this include their use of speaker adaption (Gong et al.
2017; Xiong et al. 2018) and offering its customers to, depending on language, customise their
own acoustic models, language models and pronunciation models Microsoft (2020b). It is hence
possible that the Microsoft Azure Speech API would be able to achieve higher accuracy than the
services provided by Google if trained for and used in specific cases. However, as the one of the
objectives of the STAR-system is to be robust to many different scenarios and speakers, in order
for the user to be able to use the system in their every day life, Microsoft Azure Speech API is
judged to not be an optimal speech-to-text alternative to implement in the STAR-system.

One advantage of both Google Cloud Speech API and Microsoft Azure Speech API is that the
documentation of both services are extensive, with many use cases and examples of how their
services can be implemented. They both also have big communities around them with people who
can give advise on how to best proceed if running into any issues. This may facilitate an imple-
mentation of the services to a system significantly.

When it comes to Lingsoft, it is the only service where accuracy evaluation made for the Swedish
language have been conducted. However even though high accuracy could be achieved when using
the technique of re-speaking, the accuracy achieved when evaluating the service in the MeMAD
project does not seem very promising. As the WER achieved for the improved model was 43.2%
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(Doukhan et al. 2018), which is well above the 30% limit, it is not judged to be accurate enough to
be suited for implementation in the STAR-system yet. These results align with the perceived ac-
curacy of the system when attempting to implement the service to the STAR-system. Furthermore
the documentation is rather thin when it comes to how to implement their service for real-time
streaming, and there is no community available, which made implementation more complicated.
However, as the company seems to enter collaborations with companies in order to customise and
improve their speech-to-text system, maybe a solution based on their speech-to-text system and
suited for the STAR-system could be developed.

Only one evaluation of the accuracy of the Web Speech API could be found, where it was com-
pared to both Google Cloud Speech API and Microsoft Azure Speech API. It showed promising
results and received better WER than Microsoft Azure Speech API on all corpora, and slightly
better than Google Google’s servers is not clearly stated. As quite limited documentation could
be found for this API, it may complicate a potential implementation of the service in the STAR-
system. If implementing this API, one difference to the other services evaluated would be that the
application developed would have to be web-based, as it is only available on Google Chrome and
Android Chrome. An option to developing an own application would be to use WebCaptioner,
where the text displayed can be adjusted after the user’s wish. The results obtained from the user
tests in this study could hence to a large extent be used with WebCaptioner without having to
put in the extra work of developing the application. However navigating in a web browser with
the AR-glasses available have been perceived as quite inconvenient, and the main disadvantage of
using the Web Speech API or WebCaptioner is its incompatibility with the AR-glasses available.
It would however maybe be compatible with other AR-glasses. One big advantage of this API is
that it can be used for free (Web Platform Incubator Community Group 2020).

As stated by (Bacchiani et al. 2017), high accuracy for real-time speech-to-text used on mobile
devices under conditions with noisy audio and far-field speakers, poses many challenges that is
difficult to overcome. Even though a STAR-system implemented with today’s speech-to-text tech-
nology may not be able to achieve sufficient performance with regards to accuracy, latency, robust-
ness yet; with the intense research being conducted within this field, it is not unlikely to think that
the technology will be sufficient in a foreseeable future. Especially the new trend with end-to-end
systems that has potential to be operated on-device is very interesting. This solution would mean
that the user would not have to rely on internet connection to use the service (Sainath et al. 2020),
making the STAR-system more suited for every day usage. Also, by being able to use the service
on-device, data does not have to be transmitted between client and server which, if the model is
efficient enough, has the potential to reduce latency.
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7 Conclusions
By investigating the impact of different backgrounds, illuminance, polarity and opacity on legibil-
ity, as well as the impact of text size and number of lines on readability, for two different kinds
of AR-glasses, it has been concluded that a positive polarity with a solid opacity on the back-
ground/billboard may be the best choice for text presentation in AR-glasses. Furthermore, three
lines results in the best readability. The characteristics of the glasses have an impact on the user
experience and the legibility, but which glasses are preferred depends on the individual’s prefer-
ences. When it comes to speech-to-text systems, Google Cloud Speech API seems to be the best
choice based on accuracy, latency and robustness. However more comparative research needs to
be conducted.

Some of the results in this study are consistent with earlier research on legibility and readability
both on paper, electronic displays and AR, meanwhile some contradicts earlier research. Most of
the contradictions applies to research conducted on normal electronic displays, hence, these results
could not always be applied within the field of AR. This is probably due the specific characteristics
of AR or see-through displays and how legibility and readability in AR is affected in another way
by the environmental context, such as illuminance and background.

With respect to polarity, where the results of previous studies have been indicated that positive
polarity is preferable with respect to legibility, it has been shown that polarity could be affected
by the opacity of the billboard behind the text. Hence, it can not just be concluded that positive
polarity always is preferable, it also depends on opacity. Moreover, increasing the opacity and
hence making the billboard more transparent results in inferior legibility. Thereby, this may not
be a good choice for text presentation in AR.

For illuminance, there are indications that low ambient illumination reduces the legibility mean-
while, a high illuminance increases the legibility, which would contradict earlier studies. Regard-
ing background, it has been found that an background reduces the legibility which are in line with
earlier results. These result indicates that the legibility in AR-glasses could be problematic in nor-
mal daily context, where the illuminance and the background of the environment often varies.

It can be concluded that the text size does not have a large impact, both with respect to reading
speed, accuracy and participants preferences. However, this could also be a result of a too narrow
range of text size used in the experiment. The number of lines seems to have more impact on
the reading speed and comprehension accuracy and hence, the readability. More number of lines
results in increased reading speed and comprehension accuracy. The maximum number of lines
used in the study was three, hence, the effect on readability can not be concluded for more than
three lines. However, one should be careful to use too many lines, as it could result in information
overload and obstructs the real word to much.

The preferred positions varied among the participants but the majority placed the text in the mid-
dle of the FoV. However, it is difficult to draw any conclusions about what is a preferable position
since the participants did not need to focus on the background. If the participants were asked to
focus on the background the results might have been different. The same goes for the distractions
caused by the text and distractions of the background. For example, the participants did not ex-
perienced the background as distracting, but this may be due to the fact that they did not need to
focus on the background. Moreover, the participants were not considered the text as obstructing
the background, but this could also be caused by the same reason, i.e. they did not need to focus
on the background.
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With respect to the different AR-glasses, there are indications that the different characteristics of
the glasses affects the visual and physical comfort as well the perception of reading in AR. How-
ever, which AR-glasses that were preferred is indicated to depend on individual preferences. With
respect to resolution Moverio was considered to be the best alternative, meanwhile, with respect
to physical comfort Vuzix was considered a better option. However, this also depends on the
AR-glasses comfort and fit with respect to the user. Moreover, all these aspects affect the visual
comfort and perception of reading, hence it can not be concluded which AR-glasses that is gener-
ally preferable.

Based on the comparisons of the different speech-to-text services and on the requirements of the
STAR-system, Google Cloud Speech API is judged to be the most appropriate service to imple-
ment for a number of reasons. Firstly, it has consistently performed relatively well on the accuracy
evaluations that have been conducted. Secondly, it seems to be robust to different speakers and
acoustic environments. Thirdly, the implementation phase is facilitated both by an extensive doc-
umentation and large community, as well as no need for, or at least less need for signal-processing
than other services. However these conclusions are mainly based on studies conducted with
speech-to-text systems in English, and hence further evaluations needs to be done to be able to
draw reliable conclusions on what speech-to-text system would be most appropriate for a STAR-
system in Swedish.

The results from this study can be used to develop an aid that helps and facilitate the daily life for
deaf and hearing impaired individuals using AR-glasses and a speech-to-text system. Since the
visual perception in AR-glasses is sensitive to variations in the environment, such as illuminance
and background, the implementation of legible and readable text presentation needs to consider
these aspects. Furthermore, speech-to-text systems are also sensitive to variations in the environ-
ment, but instead with respect to different speakers, background noise and far-field conditions.
Hence, in order to create a fully functional and reliable STAR-system, both legibility, readability
and the quality of speech-to-text systems needs to be considered.

7.1 Future Research
The results from this study has given more insights on how text should be presented to yield the
best text presentation with respect to legibility and readability in AR-glasses. Moreover, the study
have examined how the characteristics of two different AR-glasses effects the visual and physical
comforts and ergonomic. However, since the study was conducted on normal hearing individuals,
the results may not be directly applicable on hearing impaired individuals since the language and
cognitive skills varies (Dye and Bavelier 2013, pp. 238). Hence, research should also be conducted
with people being deaf or having a hearing impairment. This research should also be conducted
with people having different degree of hearing loss, based on the different degrees of hearing loss
from WHO (2020b). It could also be conducted on different subgroups of deaf individuals, e.g.
Deaf Native Signers, Deaf individuals with cochlear implants, Oral deaf non-signers and deaf of
cued speech, since there may be variations in the perception of the proposed system between the
different subgroups (Dye and Bavelier 2013, pp. 240-242).

Moreover, to be able to examine the impact of divided attention (Goldstein 2011, pp. 82), i.e.
performing another task while at the same time reading in the AR-glasses, other user tests should
be conducted. For examples, one should test with different activities that requires different amount
of cognitive load.

A more technical evaluation of the AR-glasses could also be conducted. In the AR-glasses the
contrast under different illuminance and with different background should be measured. Moreover
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the contrast of the different presentations should be measured. Also factors such as the maximum
brightness and important characteristics for the display should be measured and evaluated.

Speech-to-text systems is a very active research field where new advancements are presented all
the time. However there seem to be a gap in the research when it comes to comparative studies
between available speech-to-text systems, especielly for non-english languages i.e. Swedish. To
be able to reliably choose the best speech-to-text system for a STAR-system, more comparative
research needs to be done on real-time speech-to-text systems for mobile devices when used with
noisy audio and far-field conditions where WER and latency are evaluated for Swedish language.
In order for the system to be fully reliable, more research should also be conducted on end-to-end
systems in order to make on-device systems for real-time streaming available.

Future research should also examine the full systems, i.e. an integrated speech-to-text system in
the AR-glasses. This would also imply that the user tests could be conducted with other back-
grounds or while someone speaking in the background at the same time. This would allow to
examine the effect of focusing at a speaker, while at the same time reading the text and how that
affect legibility and readability.
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A Appendix
A.A Informed Consent Form
Information till forskningspersonerna
Vad är det för projekt och varför vill ni att jag ska delta?
Projektets syfte är att undersöka visuella, optiska och ergonomiska egenskaper för presentation
av text i Augmented Reality-glasögon (AR-glasögon). Framförallt ämnar projektet/studien att
utvärdera möjligheterna av ett tal-till-text-system integrerat i AR-glasögon, där personer med
hörselnedsättningar ska kunna få tal visualiserat som text i glasögonen. Forskningshuvudman
för projektet är RISE Research Institutes of Sweden AB.

Du har blivit tillfrågad att delta eftersom du bor i/i närheten av den plats där studien är tänkt att
genomföras. Med anledning av COVID-19 pandemin har vi även valt att begränsa deltagandet till
personer som inte tillhör riskgrupper, om du skulle tillhöra någon riskgrupp ber vi dig avstå från
studien. Vi har erhållit dina uppgifter genom vårt privata kontaktnät.

Hur går studien till?
I den studie du deltar i kommer du att få genomföra tester uppdelade i två sessioner. Du kom-
mer först att tilldelas ett par AR-glasögon, antingen av modell Vuzix Blade eller Epson Moverio
BT-300 som du sedan kommer att använda under majoriteten av de tester som du kommer att
genomföra. I slutet kommer du även att få prova det andra paret AR-glasögon. Testerna inklud-
erar bland annat identifiering av bokstäver presenterade i AR-glasögonen under olika förhållanden,
samt läsning av text i olika format. I samband med testerna kommer du även besvara en enkät up-
pdelad i fyra delar som rör bakgrundsfrågor, de två olika sessionerna, samt din uppfattning av
AR-glasögonen. Alla sessioner och tester genomförs under ett tillfälle, totalt beräknas tiden till 1
1.5 timmar.

Möjliga följder och risker med att delta i studien
Det föreligger inga kända allvarliga risker med deltagande i studien relaterat till användandet av
AR-glasögon. Vidare kan vissa deltagare uppleva visst obehag vid användandet av AR-glasögonen
(exempelvis illamående eller huvudvärk). Om du upplever detta, vänligen meddela testledaren.
Om du vill avbryta testet kan du göra det när som helst utan att ge en anledning.

Med rådande omständigheter gällande COVID-19 pandemin föreligger även en ökad risk för
smittspridning när personer träffas fysiskt. RISE har därför tagit fram riktlinjer för att minimera
risken för smittspridning under projektet. De åtgärder som vidtagits för att reducera risken in-
nefattar bland annat att du kommer avskärmas från testledaren med plexiglas, desinficering av all
utrustning och användning av munskydd/visir.

Vad händer med mina uppgifter?
All insamlad data kommer att anonymiseras. Bokningslistor som innehåller namn och kontak-
tuppgifter kommer att lagras på separata lagringsenheter från de insamlade materialet från forskn-
ingspersonerna och handhas av olika personer. Bokningslistorna kommer att förstöras efter slut-
förande av testerna och analys, men ej senare än efter ett halvår.

Vad händer med mina resultat?
Resultaten från studien förvaras kodade i ett exceldokument lokalt på testledarnas datorer, huvud-
män för dokumentet är Siri Eksvärd och Julia Falk. Resultaten kommer enbart användas på det
sätt som du har gett samtycke till, det vill säga, som underlag till detta projekt. Om det skulle
tillkomma forskning som ännu inte är planerad, kommer etikprövningsnämnden att besluta om du
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ska tillfrågas på nytt.

Hur får jag information om resultatet av studien?
Det kommer ej vara möjligt att ta del av individuella data och resultat från studien. Resultaten från
studien kommer publiceras som en del av ett examensarbete efter årsskiftet och kommer då gå att
tillgå via http://uu.diva-portal.org/smash/search.jsf?dswid=3966.

Försäkring och ersättning
Alla som deltar i studien omfattas av RISE heltäckande försäkringsskydd via Trygghansa.

Ingen ersättning för förlorad arbetsinkomst betalas ut. Alla som deltar erhåller dock ersättning i
form av ett presentkort på 200 kr. Denna ersättning är inte skattepliktig.

Deltagandet är frivilligt
Ditt deltagande är frivilligt och du kan när som helst välja att avbryta deltagandet. Om du väljer
att inte delta eller vill avbryta ditt deltagande behöver du inte uppge varför.

Ansvariga för studien
Utförare av studien:
Julia Falk och Siri Eksvärd

Medverkande i planering av studien:
Kjell Brunnström, Bo Schenkman och Börje Andrén

Ansvarig för projektet och studien:
Prof. Kjell Brunnström
RISE Research Institutes of Sweden AB
Box 1070
16425 Kista
Tel 0708-419105
Kjell.brunnstrom@ri.se

Samtycke till att delta i studien
Jag har fått muntlig och skriftlig informationen om studien och har haft möjlighet att ställa frågor.
Jag får behålla den skriftliga informationen.

□ Jag samtycker till att delta i studien:

Läslighet och läsbarhet av text visualiserad i Augmented Reality (AR)

□ Jag samtycker till att uppgifter om mig behandlas på det sätt som beskrivs i forskningsper-
sonsinformationen.

Plats och datum Underskrift

text text
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A.B Experiment Script
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A.C Instructions
Läslighet och läsbarhet av text visualiserad i Augmented Reality (AR)
Om studien Studiens syfte är att undersöka visuella, optiska och ergonomiska egenskaper
för presentation av text i AR-glasögon. Framförallt ämnar studien att utvärdera möj-
ligheterna av ett tal-till-text-system integrerat i AR-glasögon, där personer med hörselned-
sättningar ska kunna få tal visualiserat som text i glasögonen. Studien är en del av ett
större projekt som genomförs på RISE i ledning av Kjell Brunnström, Bo Schenkman och
Börje Andrén.

Vi som genomför studien är två studenter vid Uppsala universitet som läser vår sista ter-
min på Civilingenjörsprogrammet i System i Teknik och Samhälle. Studien är en del i
vårt examensarbete.

Tack för att du vill vara med. Det betyder mycket för oss!

Huvudutredare:
Forskningsansvarig:
Kjell Brunnström
RISE Research Institutes of Sweden, Kista
Kjell.Brunnstrom@ri.se

Testledare
Julia Falk och Siri Eksvärd
Civilingenjörsprogrammet i System i Teknik och Samhälle, Uppsala universitet Telefon:
0735135385, 0761652932
E-postadress: Julia.L.Falk@ri.se, Siri.Eksvard@ri.se

Procedur
Testet består av två sessioner som beskrivs nedan.

Session A
Session A har som mål att undersöka läsligheten 6 av text som presenteras i AR-glasögonen.
Fyra olika textpresentationer (text presenterad i olika färgkombinationer) kommer att pre-
senteras. Sessionen kommer genomföras med tre olika belysningar och tre olika bakgrun-
der (vilka kommer presenteras på en tv-skärm). För att undersöka läsligheten ska du att
identifiera antalet N i en textrad bestående av 20 stycken blandade bokstäver (M, V och
W se exempel i figur A.1).

Figure A.1: Exempel på en textrad som kommer visualiseras i AR-glasögonen.

När du identifierat antalet N i textraden som presenteras trycker du på Mellanslag, därefter
trycker du på den tangent (siffra) som du tror motsvar antalet N. I figur 1 ovan skulle det
alltså innebära siffran ett. Om det är för svårt att identifiera antalet N trycker du på Mel-
lanslag följt av 0. För att visa en ny textrad trycker du på Mellanslag. När fyra textrader
har presenterats kommer du att få vänta tills vidare instruktioner ges. När klartecken giv-
its, tryck på Enter för att visa en ny textrad.

6Läslighet definieras som förmågan att urskilja bokstäver från varandra.
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Efter att alla kombinationer (36 stycken) har presenterats kommer du ha möjlighet att gå
igenom textpresentationerna utan tidtagning. Därefter kommer du att få besvara en enkät
med frågor relaterade till hur du upplevde textpresentationerna.

Den data som samlas in är dels den tid det tar att identifiera antalet N och dels om det
antal N som angetts är korrekt.

Kom ihåg att det inte är din förmåga att identifiera antalet N vi ämnar mäta utan vilken
textpresentation som ger bäst läslighet.

Session B
Session B ämnar att undersöka läsbarheten7 av text som presenteras i AR-glasögon, alltså
hur enkelt det är att läsa och förstå texten som presenteras. För att undersöka det kommer
olika textstycken att presenteras i AR-glasögonen. Under sessionen kommer texten pre-
senteras i tre olika textstorlekar och med tre olika antal rader (en, två och tre rader). Varje
textstycke kommer att delas upp i olika stora delar beroende på hur mycket text som får
plats i glasögonen med det aktuella presentationsformatet. Textdelarna visas sedan var
och en för sig i glasögonen medan du läser texten.

Innan första textstycket presenteras får du möjlighet att bestämma vilken position du vill
placera texten på med hänsyn till bakgrunden. Du kommer enbart att kunna justera posi-
tionen vertikalt. När du valt den position du känner dig bekväm med trycker du på Enter.
När du känner dig redo att påbörja testerna i session B, tryck på Enter igen, då kommer
första delen av första textstycket att presenteras. När du läst klart den text som presen-
teras i glasögonen trycker du på Mellanslag för att läsa nästkommande text. När ett helt
textstycke presenterats kommer du att få svara på tre flervalsfrågor om det textstycke du
läst. När du besvarat alla flervalsfrågor fortsätter du genom att trycka på Enter på tangent-
bordet kopplat till glasögonen, då kommer ett nytt textstycke att börja presenteras. Totalt
kommer du att få läsa och svara på frågor kopplade till nio texter.

Den data som samlas in är dels den tid det tar att läsa hela textstycket, och dels svaren på
flervalsfrågorna. Tidtagning startar när du trycker på Enter och avslutas när du tryckt på
Mellanslag efter att sista delen av textstycket presenterats. Efter att alla nio textstycken
har presenterats ges möjlighet att gå igenom alla de olika textpresentationerna utan tid-
tagning.

Kom ihåg att det inte är din förmåga att besvara frågor relaterad till en text vi ämnar un-
dersöka, utan vilken presentation som är enklast att läsa.

Kom ihåg!
• Det är glasögonen och presentation av text i dem som vi testar och inte dig, du kan

alltså inte göra fel.
• Under testerna ska du fokusera på de uppgifter som ges, du behöver inte ge åsikter

under testerna. Efter varje session kommer du få möjlighet att uttrycka dina åsikter.
Kompensation Som tack för ditt deltagande i studien kommer du tilldelas ett presentkort
laddat med 200 kr som kan användas i de flesta butiker. Instruktioner hur du använder
presentkortet kommer skickas ut separat.

7Läsbarhet definieras som hur enkelt det är att läsa och förstå texten som presenteras.
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A.D Questionnaire
For the full questionnaire, please visit: https://forms.gle/k1LqQJX6GPXWuqi76
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A.E Texts and questions for session B
Below, the example text being used under session B is presented. Please note that since
the test was conducted in Swedish, all texts were and will be presented in Swedish. For
each questions, the answer being bold is the correct answer.

Exempel text
Det fjärde som hände var att allt fler länder öppnade upp för frihandel.Tullar och andra
hinder för handel togs bort. Människor kunde köpa varor från andra länder. Samtidigt
skapades fler jobb i exporterande företag. Fler makthavare började inse att den stora
fördelen med handel mellan länder är att den stimulerar till specialisering.

Vad gjorde allt fler länder?
1. Öppnade för frihandel
2. Stängde för handel
3. Började importera mer

Vad kunde människor göra?
1. Köpa varor från andra länder
2. Resa till andra länder
3. Inspireras av andra länder

Avsluta meningen: "Samtidigt skapades fler jobb..."
1. ... i exporterande företag.
2. ...internationellt.
3. ...i detaljhandeln.

Text 1
Det är en stor glädje för den svenska riksdagen att få visa er den rikedom som finns i
den arktiska delen av Sverige. Här finns en vacker och storslagen natur, driftiga och
engagerade invånare, ett rikt kulturliv, en framgångsrik gruvnäring, en kreativ turistsektor,
internationellt högtstående forskning och mycket mera. Ni har i dag på förmiddagen
besökt Esrange som samlar forskare från hela världen för att genomföra forskningsprojekt
med ballonger och sondraketer.
Source: von Sydow (2006)

Vilken del av Sverige pratade talaren om?
1. Hela Sverige
2. Den nordöstra delen
3. Den arktiska delen

Vilken plats har besökts under förmiddagen?
1. Esrange
2. En gruva
3. En restaurang

Avsluta meningen: "en framgångsrik gruvnäring, en kreativ turistsektor, interna-
tionellt högstående forskning och..."
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1. ...utbildning.
2. ...inget mer.
3. ...mycket mer.

Text 2
Jag tog med mig en sak idag som jag bara brukar ha med mig när jag lämnar Sverige, och
det har jag inte gjort nu för jag kom med en väldigt kort taxifärd. Jag tog med mig ett
pass, det brukar jag bara ha, som sagt, när jag lämnar Sverige för att påminna alla ställen
jag kommer till, var jag kommer ifrån.

Det här betyder väldigt mycket för mig, detta, den här samlingen papper. Det är inte alla
som bor i Sverige, som lever i Sverige, som har ett sådant.
Source: Diakité (2013)

Vilket färdmedel åkte talaren?
1. Taxi
2. Tåg
3. Tunnelbana

Vad tog personen med sig?
1. Ett block
2. Ett pass
3. En penna

Avsluta meningen: "Det här betyder väldigt mycket för mig, detta, ..."
1. ...den här samlingen papper.
2. ...det här passet.
3. ...även om det bara är en samling papper.

Text 3
För sex veckor sen åkte jag skridskor hemma i Sverige och det kändes ganska bra, bät-
tre än vad det har känts på en lång tid. Jag tyckte att jag var tvungen att ge det en chans till.

Förra söndagen bestämde jag mig för att ge det en chans. Jag minns att jag sa till alla att
jag inte visste hur det skulle gå, men vi skulle ge det en chans. Men efter den här helgen
kom jag till den tråkiga slutsatsenatt jag måste lägga av. Det var inget lätt beslut. Men tro
mig, vägen hit har varit ännu tuffare.
Source: Forsberg (2011)

Vad åkte talaren för något för sex veckor sedan?
1. Snowboard
2. Skidor
3. Skridskor

Vilken slutats kommer talaren till?
1. Hen måste lägga av
2. Hen måste fortsätta
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3. Hen måste jobba ännu hårdare

När kom talaren fram till slutsatsen?
1. På onsdagen
2. Innan helgen
3. Efter helgen

Text 4
Genom min karriär har jag genomgått 25 operationer. Jag har lovat min fästmö Nicole
att jag inte ska riskera min hälsa längre. Först och främst vill jag tacka Nicole, mina
föräldrar, min bror, alla mina bästa vänner där hemma, för att de varit där för mig genom
karriären.

Jag får ta en sekund här

Jag har varit omgiven av fantastiska lagkamrater, tränare, coacher under hela min karriär.
Det är för många för att peka ut några särskilda just nu, men jag uppskattar allt ni har gjort
för mig.
Source: Forsberg (2011)

Vem har talaren lovat att inte riskera sin hälsa för?
1. Sin mamma
2. Sina barn
3. Sin fästmö

Vad har personen genomgått under sin karriär?
1. Flera auktioner
2. Flera operationer
3. Flera passioner

Avsluta meningen: "men jag uppskattar..."
1. ...allt ni gjort för mig.
2. ...all kärlek ni givit mig.
3. ...all support som jag fått.

Text 5
Hur som helst, jag vill tacka Jerry Trempe på Bauer-fabriken i Montreal, som har gjort
minst 200 par skridskor för mig under de sista åren. Det är perfekt för mig att meddela
beslutet att jag lägger av här i Denver, som en spelare i Colorado Avalanche. Jag vill
verkligen tacka organisationen för allt de har gjort för mig, även den senaste möjligheten
jag fick här. Jag kommer för alltid vara tacksam för det.
Source: Forsberg (2011)

I vilken stad ligger Bauer-fabriken?
1. Monaco
2. Madrid
3. Montreal

Avsluta meningen: "Jag vill verkligen tacka..."
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1. ...organisationen för allt de har gjort för mig.
2. ...redaktionen för allt de skrivit om mig.
3. ...personen som hjälpt mig med allt.

Vad kommer talaren för evigt vara?
1. Tacksam
2. Ödmjuk
3. Nöjd

Text 6
Jag vill tacka Stockholms stad för det vänliga mottagandet och en strålande lunch i denna
underbara miljö.

Det sägs att Stockholm är en av världens vackraste städer. Jag kan bara hålla med, och
från havsperspektiv är den om möjligt ännu vackrare. Stockholm är en stad som de flesta
finländare har ett förhållande till, antingen personligen eller via släkt och vänner. För
många finländare har Stockholm genom åren också blivit en mycket uppskattad hemstad.
Source: Niinistö (2012)

Vilken stad vill talaren tacka?
1. Stockholm
2. Strömstad
3. Sundbyberg

Vad sägs staden vara?
1. Fantastisk
2. Vacker
3. Arktisk

Avsluta meningen: "För många finländare har <staden> genom åren blivit en..."
1. ...välbesökt plats
2. ...ansedd storstad
3. ...mycket uppskattad hemstad

Text 7
En vacker inramning och miljö är viktig, men Stockholm är så mycket mer än så. Stock-
holm har redan länge, långt innan vi började tala om globalisering, varit en mycket kos-
mopolitisk stad. Denna internationella prägel har Ni stockholmare lyckats ta till vara och
bygga vidare på. Ni har lyckats locka till er människor, företag och investeringar från alla
världens hörn. Idag framstår staden som en mycket kreativ region med en stark interna-
tionell konkurrenskraft. Ni har ett mångsidigt och blomstrande näringsliv.
Source: Niinistö (2012)

Vad är viktigt för en stad?
1. Ett varierat kulturellt utbud
2. En varierad kulturell miljö
3. En vacker inramning och miljö
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Vad beskrivs staden som?
1. Praktisk
2. Socialpolitisk
3. Kosmopolitisk

Avsluta meningen: "Ni har ett mångsidigt och..."
1. ...blomstrande näringsliv
2. ...framgångsrikt affärsliv
3. ...levande näringsliv

Text 8
Själv hade jag idag glädjen att bekanta mig med Life Science sektorn på Karolinska
sjukhuset och blev mycket imponerad. Utbildning och forskning är nyckeln till framgång.
Här står Stockholm och hela Sverige starkt. Nobelpriset befäster ytterligare regionens och
landets ställning som ett centrum för forskning och vetenskap.
Source: Niinistö (2012)

Vad fick talaren bekanta sig med?
1. Sjukhus-sektorn
2. Stadens grundidé
3. Life Science-sektorn

Vad är utbildning och forskning?
1. Nyckeln till framgång
2. Viktigt för framtiden
3. Något som bedrivs i staden

Vad befäster regionens och landets ställning som centrum för forskning och veten-
skap?

1. Nobelpriset
2. Karolinska institutet
3. Utbildning och forskning

Text 9
Forskning och innovation står också centralt när det gäller att bevara den havsmiljö som
omger och förenar våra två länder. På så sätt kan vi också bevara den livskvalitet och
identitet som är så starkt sammankopplad med Östersjön. Men det är inte bara Östersjön
som förenar oss. Finland och Sverige står nu varandra närmare än någonsin. Kontakterna
mellan våra olika samhällssektorer är på alla nivåer dagliga. Våra framtidsutmaningar är
de samma.
Source: Niinistö (2012)

Vilken havsmiljö förbinder de två länderna som talaren pratar om?
1. Östersjön
2. Öresund
3. Kattegatt

Vilka kontakter är dagliga?
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1. Vilka kontakter är dagliga?
2. De mellan invånarna i respektive land
3. De mellan ländernas samhällssektorer

Påbörja meningen: "...är de samma."
1. Våra framtidsutmaningar...
2. Förutsättningarna för ett samarbete...
3. Förväntningar på varandra...
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A.F Illuminance Measurements
Below, all measurements for the illuminance levels are presented.
Table A.1: The illuminance (lux) horizontally (40 cm in front of the participant’s position), light enters the
sensor vertically

White
background

Abstract
background

Dark
background

Video (session
B)

High illuminace 2440 2420 2410 N/A
Medium
illuminance

545 539 536 518

Low
illuminance

56 50 47 N/A

Table A.2: The illuminance (lux) vertically (eye height), light enters the sensor horizontally.
White
background

Abstract
background

Dark
background

Video (session
B)

High
illuminance

1350 1350 1300 N/A

Medium
illuminance

385 385 385 464

Low
illuminance

20 17 16 N/A

Table A.3: The illuminance level (lux) horizontally (eye height), light enters the sensor vertically.
White
background

Abstract
background

Dark
background

Video (session
B)

High
illuminance

800 788 787 N/A

Medium
illuminance

280 215 210 187

Low
illuminance

31 19 15 N/A

Table A.4: The illuminance level (lux) vertically (on top of the television), light enters sensor horizontally.
White
background

Abstract
background

Dark
background

Video (session
B)

High
illuminance

2490 2490 2490 N/A

Medium
illuminance

578 576 575 464

Low
illuminance

64 60 60 N/A
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A.G Ranks - Session A
Below, the Friedman rank for the dependent variables that were tested under session A
are shown. A higher rank indicates longer search time and a low rank indicates shorter
search time.

Table A.5: The results from Friedman rank with respect to average search time (s) with different
polarities as treatment factors. The table to the left shows the rank for positive and negative
polarity with Vuzix, and the right table with Moverio.

Table A.6: The results from Friedman rank with respect to the average search time (s) with
different opacity as treatment factors. The table to the left shows the rank for solid and
transparent opacity with Vuzix, and the right table with Moverio.
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Table A.7: The results from Friedman rank with respect to the average search time(s) with
different illuminance levels as treatment factors. The table to the left shows the rank under high,
medium and low illuminance with Vuzix, and the right table with Moverio.

Table A.8: The results from Friedman rank with respect to the average search time (s) with
different backgrounds as treatment factors. The table to the left shows the rank for white,
abstract and black background with Vuzix, and the table to the right with Moverio.

Table A.9: The results from Friedman rank with respect to the average search time (s). The
different combinations of polarity and illuminance are the treatment factors. The first table
shows the rank for positive or negative polarity and high, medium or low illuminance with
Vuzix, and the second table with Moverio.

Table A.10: The results from Friedman rank with respect to the average search time (s). The
different combinations of polarity and background are the treatment factors. The first table
shows the rank for positive or negative polarity and white, abstract and black background for
Vuzix, and the second Table for Moverio.
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A.H Ranks - Session B
Below, the Friedman rank for the dependent variables that were tested under session B are
shown. A high rank indicates that more characters per second were read and a low rank
that few character per second were read. Note that the opposite was true under session A.

Table A.11: The results from Friedman rank with respect to the number of characters read per
second. The table to the left shows the rank with different text sizes as treatment factors, and the
table to the right, the number of lines.

Table A.12: The results from Friedman rank for text
presentations. The letter S stands for small text size, M for
medium text size and L for large text size. The number, 1, 2, 3,
stands for the number of lines.
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